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ABSTRACT 
This thesis provides a detailed lithostratigraphic analysi s 
and interpretation of depositional environments of the pitkin limestone 
(Chesterian, Mississippian) in a portion of northeastern Oklahoma. 
The study area is located mostly in Cherokee County but also includes 
portions of Muskogee and Sequoyah Counties. Twenty-eight strati-
graphic sections were measured and studied. 
The Fayetteville ~hale, which immediately underlies the 
Pitkin, was found to have a highly variable thickness in northeast 
Oklahoma. An adequate explanation of this feature is not possible at 
this time. The two fonnations are thought to have been at least in 
part deposited contemporaneously. Together t h e y fonn a shoaling 
upward sequence. 
Eleven f acies were delineated in t he study area: (1) Oolite 
Facies, (2) Oolitic Facies, (3) Bioclastic Facies, ( 4) En crinite Facies, 
(5 ) Oncolitic Facies, ( 6) Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies, (7) 
Wackestone Facies , ( 8) Peloidal Facies, ( 9 ) Mudstone Facies, ( 10 ) Shale 
Facies, and (11) Mound Facies . Most of the Pitkin lithofacies were 
deposited in high energy shallow marine environments. The distribu-
tion of these facies and their inferred depositional environments 
suggest that the Pitkin was a plat fo rm carb onate. 
iii 
An unconformity of regiona l ex tent separates Mississippian and 
Pennsylvanian strata on the Ozark Uplift and is easily rec ognize d in 
the fi eld because of the contrast between the light gray - weathering 
limestones of the Pitkin and the brown weathering sandy grainstones 
of the overlying Sausbee Formation (Lower Pennsylvanian ) . The Sausbee 
locally has at its base a cobble conglomerate of Pitkin Limestone 
clasts. A pre-Pennsylvanian north-south trending fluvial valley 
feature, with a regional relief of at least 60 feet, can be delineated 
in Cherokee and northern Sequoyah Counties by cross sections and 
isopach maps of the Pitkin. The Pitkin is locally removed within the 
study area with the Sausbee resting directly on the Fayetteville Shale. 
The conformable Chesterian stratigraphic sequence of Hindsville-
Fayetteville-Pitkin in the Oklahoma Ozark Region may represent a 
carbonate shelf cycle or mesothem. The Hindsville is interprete d as 
a transgressive unit, the Fayetteville as being both trans gressiv e 
and regressive, and the Pitkin as a regressive carbonate unit. Deposi-
tional strike of the Pitkin Limestone shifts from northwest-southeast 
in Muskogee and Wagoner Counties, Oklahoma to northeast-southwest in 
Washingt on and Crawford Counties, Ar kans a s as a result of a positive 
topographic expression of the Ozark Uplift in Oklahoma . 
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LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY AND DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS OF THE 
PITKIN LIMESTONE (CHESTERIAN, MISSISSIPPIAN ) I N 
PORTIONS OF CHEROKEE, MUSKOGEE, AND 




The Pitkin Limestone of northeast Oklahoma and northwest 
Arkansas is a Chesterian (Mississippian) formation that crops out in 
a crescent shaped band along the southern flanks of the Ozark Uplift. 
The Pitkin is characterized by the common occurrence of the bryo zoan 
Archimedes and by the lack of quartz grains. The predominant lithol-
ogies within the formation are skeletal and oolitic grainstones and 
packstones with less common wackestone, mudstones, and shale l enses. 
The recorded thicknesses of the Pitkin Limestone in the northeastern 
Oklahoma band of exposures range fr om Oto 62 feet. 
Nature of the Prob l em 
This thesis i s t he third and las t i n a ser ies of studies by 
ma sters ' s tud ents at The Universi t y of Oklahoma that provide a detailed 
lithostratigr aph ic analysis of the Pitkin Limesto ne in northeastern 
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Oklahoma . The first study by David Clupper (1978) covered the southern 
part of Adair County. The second by April H. Or gren (1979) covered 
portions of Wagoner, Cherokee, and Musk ogee Counties . These theses are 
part of a continuing project initiated by Dr. Patrick K. Sutherland on 
Mississippian and Lower Pennsylvanian regional stratigraphy of the 
Ozark Region (F ig. 1). 
The main purpose of this thesis, like the earlier two, is to 
provide a detailed lithostratigraphic analysis and an interpretation of 
the depositional environments of the Pitkin Limestone in a specific area 
of Oklahoma. It is possible to add a regional s ynthesis of Pitkin 
stratigraphic relationships, including both northeastern Oklahoma and 
northwestern Arkansas, since this is the final thesis on the litho-
stratigraphy of the Pitkin. 
The Pitkin is removed by pre-Pennsylvanian erosion within 
parts of the study area. A report is, there fo re, included on the nature 
of the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity and its regional sig-
nificance. 
Preliminary obse r va tions on post-Boone / pre-Pitkin stratigraphy 
(Fig. 1 ) is included, with an emphasis on the Fayetteville Shale, which 
sets the stage for fu ture studies of Mississippian strata in the area. 
Location 
The study area lies in northeastern Oklahoma on the southwest 
flank of Ozark Uplift (Fig . 2) . It is mostly in Cherokee County but 
also includes portions of northeastern Muskogee and northern Sequoy ah 
Counties (Fig . 3) . The townships included are Ts. 13- 15 . ) 
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Figure 1. Stra tigraphy of the surface exposures in northeastern 
Oklahoma . The Pitkin Limestone is the yo ungest Chesterian 
unit . Adapted from A. Orgren (1979), Sutherland and Henry 
(1977) , and Huffman (1958) . 
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Rs. 21- 23 E. with T. 13 N., R. 20 E. and T. 16 N., R. 23 E . each con-
taining one measured section . The surface area is appr ox i mate ly 288 
square miles. It includes the whole of the Tenkiller Ferry La ke a rea. 
The topography is moderate to steep. The area is cut by several north -
east trending block faults which repeat sections of the Pitkin Limestone 
and associated strata. The surface is densely vegetated in most areas 
causing some difficulty in the location of good exposures. For this 
reason, field work was conducted in the spring months of March and 
April , 1980. Recent road cuts and natural bluff escarpments provide 











Figure 2. Geologic pr ovinces of Oklahoma a nd Arkansas. Fr om 
Sutherland and Manger ( 19 79 ) , Fi g . 1, p. 1 . 
Methods of I nves t iga t ion 
I n t he early s pr i ng of 1980 , a n aerial pho t o analysis o f t h e 
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Figure 3 . Location of the study area in northeastern Oklahoma a nd 
location of the measured sections within the study area . 
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aged strata. By using aerial photographs supplied by the Oklahoma 
Geo l ogical Survey, 91 potential sections were located and marked on 
topographic and geolog ic maps of the field area. Each of these were 
visited and a total of 28 were selected for detailed study and measure-
ment. Spacing was considered in order to ensure adequate coverage of 
the field area (Fig. 3). 
The sections were measured according to the methods outlined 
in Kottlowski (1965). A jacob staff, brunton, and abney level we re 
used to ensure that true rather than apparent thicknesses were measured. 
The measured interval in all cases included the whole of the Pitkin 
Limestone exposure and a small portion of the overlying basal Sausbee 
Formation. Boone to Sausbee measurements were taken where exp osures 
were good. 
Units were subdivided on the basis of observable changes in 
lithology seen in outcrop and with a lOX hand lens. Rep resentativ e 
specimens were collected and unit numbers were painted on the ou tcrop 
with yellow highway paint. Outcrop photographs were taken fo r perman-
ent re cord and documentation. 
Af ter the f ield work was complete d , the specimens were pre-
pared for use as polished slabs and thin sections. A total of 221 thin 
sections were prepared mostly dur ing the summer months of 1980 . The 
slabs and thin sections were used for facies analysis and interpreta-
tions . 
An attempt has been made in this study to re duce b i a s duri n g 
th in section a na l ysis b y a pp lying t he s tat is t ical t echn ique of point 
coun ting . The Glagal ev- Chase me t hod was used as outlined by Galeh use 
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(1971) . Each thin section of the Pitkin and basal Sausbee was counted 
using a 1 millimeter grid of points (Fig . 4). The data were used to 
arrive at the percentage composition (see Appendix B). The assumption 
for this technique is that the area percentage values derived from 
point counting a thin section approximate the volume percentage compo-
sition of the rock. The results of the point counts were then placed 
on ternary diagrams (see Appendix C). 
Figure 4. A grid of points is used to count constituent grains in 
thin sections by the Glagalev-Chase method. The result of this 
method is an estimate of the volume percent of the constituent 
grains (modified from Galehouse, 1971). 
Figure 5 shows that 300 points are the optimum number to 
count for the maximum accuracy with minimum time investment. Probable 
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Figure 5 . Probable error at 95.4 confidence level . 
than 300 points does not significant ly increase 
Modified from Galehouse (1971), Fig . 5, p. 398. 
8 
Counting mo r e 
the accuracy . 
A single ocular Zeiss petrographic mic r oscope mounted with a 
mechanical stage and a James Swi ft and Son counter were the two pieces 
of equipment used for this part of the investigation . Horowitz and 
Potter ( 1971 ) , Majewske (1969) , and Scholle (1978 ) were consulted fo r 
problems with grain identification. 
Previous I nves ti ga ti ons 
The f irst mention of Ozark Carbonif erous stratigraphy is 
fou nd in The Firs t Re port of a Geological Reconnaissance of the Northern 
Counties of Arkansas , by Owen (1857) . 
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It con tains colo red sketches f 
local scenery and geolo gy in Arkansas. In I ndependence County , Owen 
re f erred to the interval now called the Pitk in as the Ar chi me des Li me-
stone and described it as "decisively a most imp o rtant geological 
horizon" which was found below the lowest workable c oal in the western 
United States . He also noted that there was a conglomerate l y ing on 
the top of the "Archimedes Limestone." Simonds ( 1891 ) described the 
"Archimedes Limestone" in his report with an emphasis on paleontology . 
He mentioned that the outcrop forms a bench and bluff topography as a 
result of its nearly horizontal attitude, and that below the bluffs, a 
rubble slope is commonly found. The description of the general stra-
tigraphy and the location of good exposures are the two main contribu-
tions of these earlier studies. 
Adams and Ulrich (1904) were the first to assign a geographic 
name to the "Archimedes Limestone." They chose to name it after the 
town of Pitkin, in Washington County, Arkansas, because of the large 
bluff sections found east of that townsite. The town of Pitkin has 
since been renamed Woolsey and strata thought to be the t y pe Pitkin 
turned out to be the Brentwood Member o f the Morrowan Bloyd Formation 
(Easton, 1942 ) . Adams and Ulrich ( 1904 ) were able t o make f aunal 
correlations between the Pitkin and other Mississippian strata in 
Illinois and Kentucky and they assigned a Chesterian a ge to t he fo rma-
tion. The y described the Fayetteville Shale underlying t he Pitkin a s 
being b lack , thinly laminate d , and carb on a c eous, contain i ng carbon a t e 
len ses a nd a sandst one unit l at e r named t he Wedi n g t on Membe r. Their 
study was the first t o ment ion the t r u n cati on , to the n orth , of the 
Pitk in by the basal Pennsy lvanian uncon fo rmity . 
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The United States Department of the Interior published geo-
logic atlases covering the areas of the Tahlequah and Muskogee quad-
rangles in 1904 and 1905, respectively . Taff was the author of the 
geographic and geologic sections of these works. He stated that the 
Pitkin Formation in these areas ranged in thickness from O to 70 feet 
and that the thickness increased to the southwest. He was the first to 
recognize oolites in the Pitkin and observ ed that granular and oolit ic 
textures are the most cormnon lithologies. He recognized t h e hiatus 
between the Chesterian and Morrowan strata by using biostratigraphy. 
Both of these geologic atlases are succinct and thorough, particularly 
considering the publication date. The geologic maps presented in 
these volumes differ little from more recent mapping efforts. Con-
sidering the logistical handicaps of that time, these atlases are 
commendable. 
Snider produced three publications concerning the Mis sissip-
pian strata of northeastern Oklahoma in 1914 and 1915. He proposed 
that the strata between the Boone and Fayetteville be called the Maye s 
Group. He also discussed the general trends associated with the 
Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity and demonstrated that the 
Pitkin equivalent in the Arkoma Basin is the Caney Shale . A publica-
tion on Pitkin paleontology (Snider , 1915) is us eful because of the 
numerous plates and lists of collecting localities. 
Purdue and Miser (1916) authored the geologic atlas for the 
Eureka Springs and Harrison quadrangles (Arkansas) . They discussed in 
detail the Pitkin-Fayetteville stratigraphi c relati onships an d con-
c luded that these fo rmations are separated by a n unconformity in 
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Arkansas . Buchanan (1927) pointed out the problems of correlating from 
the Oza r k Region to the Arbuckle Mountains . He presented a table for 
Oklahoma Carboniferous stratigraphy and made compar isons to the Miss is-
sippi Valley sequence. 
A series of faunal studies were conducted on the Pitkin in 
subsequent years. Roth ( 1929 ) presented biostratigraphic evidence 
indicating that the Fayetteville and Hindsville are both Chesterian in 
age and that the Hindsville in Oklahoma is correlative with the 
Batesville in Arkansas. L. R. Laudon (1941) studied the abundant and 
well preserved crinoid faunas of the Pitkin and Hale Formati ons. He 
proposed that the contact between the Fayetteville and the Pitkin in 
Oklahoma was conformable. Easton (1942, 1943 ) studied b o th the fauna 
and the stratigraphy of the Pitkin in Arkansas. Lik e Taff, he noted 
that the Pitkin is variable in lithic character but t h at granular and 
oolitic textures dominate. Easton proposed that ecologic barriers 
caused the coral fauna of the Pitkin to diffe r from the fauna of the 
Mississippi Valley t ype section. 
In 1958, two significant studies were published which dealt 
with the regional stratigraphy of the Ozark Uplift and Arkoma Basin 
in Oklahoma (Fig . 2) . Huffman's study of the flanks of t he Ozar k 
Uplift was a compilation of 26 masters ' theses and it included detailed 
geologic maps and measured sections . These maps have greatly aided 
more recent field studies in the region . R. B. Laudon studied the 
shelf to basin transitional area sou th of the Chesterian out crop band 
usi ng primarily subsurface inf ormati on. 
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Orgren (1961, 1968) analy zed the upper Missis sippian r ocks 
of northern Arkansas . Using a combination of measured sections and 
borehole data , he produced regional isopach maps of the Boone through 
Hale stratigraphic intervals in northern Ar kansas . He recommended the 
adoption of the Ma ye s Group in the 1968 publication. In his docto r al 
dissertation, he conducted modal analyses of selected thin sections of 
the v arious units of his study. 
Lane (1967 ) and Lane and Straka (1974) studied conodonts of 
the Chesterian and Morrowan Series in Arkansas and Oklahoma . The 
Pitkin was correlated to the Mississippi Valley and European Car bon-
iferous sequences. 
Jhen and Young (1976 ) published a short paper on Pitkin 
depositional environments. Their model included bioherms as the major 
rock accumulating mechanism . 
Tehan (1976 ) and Warmath ( 19 77) completed de t ailed litho-
stratig raphic studies of the Pitkin Limest one in northwestern Arkansas, 
immediately east of the Oklahoma State Line. Thei r studies concentrated 
on the occurrence of mud mo unds within the Pitkin . 
Oklahoma Geological Survey Guidebook 18 ( 19 77 ) and 12_ ( 19 79 ) , 
edited by Sutherland and Manger , provide descriptions o f t h e upper 
Mississippian and lower Pennsylvanian stratigraphy of the Ozark Re g i on 
in Arkansas and Oklahoma . They contain summary articles covering the 
paleont o l ogy , biostratigraph y , and lithostra ti graph y of t he Pi t kin 
Lime s t one . 
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Carbonate Classification 
The Pitkin Limestone in northeast Oklahoma is predominately 
carbonate. No quartz grains were found in any of the thin sections 
examined for this study. However, there are thin shale lenses that 
may represent brief influxes of terrigenous material and subtle changes 
in the depositional environment. Volumetrically these lenses are of 
such minor importance that they will not be considered in this section 
of the thesis. 
Dunham (1962) devised a carbonate rock classification based 
on depositional texture rather than constituent description. The 
classification placed emphasis on currents of removal as opposed to 
currents of delivery of fine-grained (clay- sized) sediment. He chose 
this emphasis because carbonate sediments are predominantly autochthonous 
(Wilson, 1975). The classification is based on four determinant 
characteristics of a given carbonate rock: (1) presence or absence of 
carbonate mud matrix, ( 2 ) grain support verus mud support, ( 3 ) binding 
during deposition, and (4) oiagenetically altered crystalline texture. 
By observing these characteristics, a carbonate rock may be classified 
as a mudstone, wackestone, packstone, grainstone, boundstone, or 
crystalline carbonate (Table 1). 
The carbonate classification used throughout this thesis is 
a modified version of Dunham's originally proposed by M. Or gren ( 1979 ) . 
Dunham's definition of a grainstone is a rock that lacks mud and is 
grain-suppo rted. Or gren r edef ines grainst one to inc lude those rocks 
that have less than 10 percent carbonat e mud ma trix (Table 1 ) . This 
definition has more application to this study of the Pitkin as a resu l t 
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of point coun ting . 
Modifiers are used with Dunham ' s classification in order to 
iden tify the dominant grain type of a particular specimen. For example, 
a mixed ooli t ic and ske l e t al packstone denotes a carbonate rock t hat is 
composed of and s uppo r t ed by a mixture of both skeletal allochems and 
ooli t hs an d has gr ea te r than 10 percen t mic r ite between the grains . 
Depositional Texture recognizable Depositiona l textu re: 
no t recogniz.abl c: 
Original com ponents nol bound together Original com ponen ts 
dur ing dc:posit ions were: bound to gc: thc:r 
Contains mud 
dur ing deposi ti on ... as 
Less than shown by in tergrown 
(pan icles of cla y and fine silt size:) JO¾ mud sk eletal mat tc:r. lam i- Crystallin e: carbona te: 
Mud-supported Grain-
and is grain- nat ion contrary to 
supported 
supported gravity, or sed imc:nl-
Le5s than More than 0oorc:d cavit ies th at 
JO¾ grains 10¾ grains are roofed over by (Su bdivid e accordin g 
organ ic or quest ion- to classifi ca tio ns 
ably organic matter d es igned to be.a r on 
and arc: too lar ge 10 physical texture or 
be interst ices. diagen es is.) 
M udstonc: Waclcstone Paclcstone Grainst one Bo undstonc: 
Table 1. Dunham ' s (1962) clas sification of carbonate rocks based on 
grain packing and the p r esence or absence of micrite, as modified 
by M. Or gr en (1979) . 
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CHAPTER II 
PRE-PITKIN STRATIGRAPHIC RELATI ONSHIPS 
General Statement 
In this chapter, the discussion will be cente re d on the 
formations that lie beneath the Pitkin Limestone and may influence its 
deposition. No detailed analyses have been made of this interval 
within the study area and it is not as yet fully underst ood precisely 
how the stratigraphy relates to the re gional structural activ ity dur ing 
the Late Mississippian. 
The stratigraphic succession included here in ascending 
order is the Osagean-Lower Meramecian Boone Gr oup, the Meramecian-
Lower Chesterian Moorefield Formation, and the Chesterian Hinds ville 
and Fayetteville Formations (Fig . 6 ) . Special attention is given t o 
the Fayetteville Shale because it may have a genetic relati onship t o 
bo t h the Hindsville Formati on and the Pitkin Limes tone . 
S tructural Considerati ons 
The s outhwest flank of the Ozark Upli f t, where t h e study a r ea 
i s l ocate d (Fi g . 2 ) , was a p ositive te c t oni c e lement t h r ou ghout most of 
the la t e Paleozoic Er a (Huffman, 195 8) . A pal eogeographic study con -
ducted by Ham and Wilson (1967) demons t ra t ed that the Ozark Uplift 
Region was topographi cally high as early as the Middle Ordovician . 
-15-
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Figure 6 . Upper Mississippian and Lowe r Pennsylvanian strati graphy 
of the Ozark Region in northeastern Oklahoma and northwe stern 
Arkansas . The r elative duration o f the unconf o rmity e vents a re 
depicted by the hashured areas ( from Sutherland and Man ge r, 
19 79 ) . 
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Subs equen t ly , the r egion be came a platform where ca r bonate depositi ona l 
en vironments dominated. 
Buch anan ( 19 27) f e l t t hat the Oz a r k Region un derNen t tect onic 
upli f t at t he end of Boone deposition (Ear ly Merame c ian ) c r ea t ing a 
folded, faulted, and eroded platform. There is ample evi de nce i n the 
fie ld o f erosional remnants on t h e Boone surfa ce with t op og r aphic 
relief as much as tens of f eet. These remnants ma y h av e af f ected t h e 
deposition of y ounger Meramecian and Chesterian r oc k units. Later 
stratigraphic e vents do not indicate severe tectonic activity in t he 
Oklahoma Ozark Region during Chesterian time. 
Boone Group 
The Boone Group (Osagean-Meramecian ) is an inf ormal, bu t 
use f ul, stratigraphic unit that is primarily composed of interb e dde d 
chert and limestone (Fig. 1 ) . Throughout t he field area t he Boone 
Gr o up is generally poorly exposed and tends t o fo rm a sparse ly v e ge-
tated re golith c omposed o f angular chert rubb l e. 
Within t he study area, goo d exp osure s of Boon e Gr oup 
l itho logies ma y be seen a t M. S . 183 , M.S. 188 , M. S . 194 , M. S . 19 7 , 
M. S . 205 , a n d M. S . 206. The loca lity of M. S . 183 is of pa r ticular 
i n t eres t because " Boone Che r t kn ob s " have been exposed by p r esent da y 
e r osion an d ap pear t o s t and t opog r aphically above thin interv als o f 
the Moorefield and Hinds v ille Formati ons (P late 1- A) . 
Moorefield Fo rmati on 
The Mera meci an-Cheste r ian Moo r efield Formation in Oklahoma 
has been subdivide d by Huffma n (1958) into fo ur lithologically distin t 
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members; (1) The Tahlequah Mernber--a gl a u con i ti c limest on e , (2) t he 
Bay ou Manard Member-- an argillaceous limestone, ( 3 ) t he Lindsey Br idge 
Member--a chert pebble calcarenite, and (4) the Ordnance Pl ant Me mber--
a siltstone and shale. These members are difficult to differentiate 
in the study area because of poor exposures. 
A dark gray to blue gray, marly, crinoidal limestone is 
exposed at M.S. 203 (Plate 1-B). The same lithology can be seen in 
Adair County, Oklahoma, Washington County, Arkansas, and at M.S. 188 
on the south flank of Beaver Mountain , but it cannot be precisely 
identified as Moorefield. A light gray, unfossiliferous marlstone 
crops out at M.S. 183 that has been tentatively identified as the 
Ordnance Plant Member. 
Hindsville Formation 
The Hindsville Formation is remarkably similar in character 
to the Pitkin both in outcrop and in thin section. It is a smooth 
weathering, commonly exfoliated, thick to massive bedded b l uff f ormer 
(Plate 1-C ) . It is also commonly crossbedded and in thin secti on c on-
tains ooliths, crinoids, brachiopods, abundant f oramini f ers, and 
bryozoans as the dominant allochemical constituents (Plate 1-D) . The 
Hindsville generally represents hi gher energy depositional e nv iron-
ments than t h e Pitkin, l a c king mudst ones and wa ckes ton e s. 
The Hinds vi lle Forma t ion r an ges in t hickness from Oto 100 
fee t i n the Okla h oma Oz ark Region (Huffman, 1958) , bu t is typically 
much thinner in t he p r esen t study area . This may possibly be due to 




Figure A: Exposure of Boone Group erosional remnants. Two inliers 
can be seen, one in the foreground and one in the background. 
Both are topographically higher than local exposures of the 
Moorefield Formation. View to the east. (Below M.S. 183) 
Figure B: Outcrop of Boone chert overlain by Moorefield limestone. 
Pick end of hammer rests against buff colored chert. A thin, 
fine grained chert conglomerate lies just above the hammer 
head. The painted number "2" can be seen on the overlying 
Moorefield Formation. (M .S. 203, units 1 and 2) 
Figure C: Outcrop appearance of the Hindsville Formation. It 
generally forms a smooth weathering, rounded bluff or small 
bench beneath the Fayetteville Shale. This bed is 2 feet 
thick. (M.S. 194, unit 1) 
Figure D: Thin section of the Hindsville Formation. Hindsville 
lithologies are generally similar to those of the Pitkin 
Limestone. No tice the abundance of bryozoan and crinoid 
skeletal fragments. The abrasion of the allochems, the 
tight packing, and the lack of carbonate mud all indicate 
a high energy depositional environment. Plane light. 
(M .S. 197, unit 2) 
Figure E: Chesterian to lower Mo rrowan stratigraphic package of 
the Ozark Region. The Hindsville Formation, seen at the 
base of the photograph, is overlain by a covered interval 
of the Fayetteville Shale . The Pitkin is represented by a 
resistant gray weathe ring bluff. The Sausbee fills the 
upper 1/3 of the photograph. H=Hindsville, F=Fayetteville, 
P=Pitkin, and S=Sausbee. (M . S . 205) 
Figure F: Outcrop appearance of the sharp, conformable contact 
between the Hindsville Formation and the Fayetteville 
Shale. Black arrow points to hammer fo r scale . (M .S. 207, 
units 1 and 2) 
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Thi ck bedded i ntervals are expos ed a t M. S . 185 , M. S . 186 , M. S . 188 , 
M. S . 195 , M. S . 203 , M. S . 205 , and M. S . 206 . Much thinner exp osures 
a re seen at M. S. 183 , M. S . 197, M.S. 199 , M. S. 204, and M. S . 20 7 . 
The Hindsville marks the beginning of continuous deposition 
which characterizes t he Chesterian stratigraphi c packa ge (Pla t e 1- E) . 
The contact between it and the overlying Fayettevi lle i s usua lly shar p 
in the study area (Plate 1-F ) . Outside the f ield area , t he contact 
has been reported to be gradational (Huf fman, 195 8 ) . 
Fayetteville Shale 
The Fayetteville Shale, throughout the study area, is 
cormnonly represented by a covered interval forming a gentle slope of 
Pitkin talus (Plate 1-E) . It is difficult to pick the Fayettevi lle-
Pitkin contact at most locations because of cover (Fig. 7; Plate 2- A) . 
The best exposures of Fayetteville lithologies are observ e d at re cent 
road cuts (Plate 2-B ) . 
Black fissile shale is t he dominant lithology (Plat e 2- C) . 
I t is sparsely fossili f erous and commonly inte rrupted by be ds of lime-
stone that are less t han one foot t hi ck (Plat e 2- D) . The se limes t one 
units t en d t o wea t her in to s moo th r ec t angula r blocks becaus e of 
jointing . They appear t o be fine-grained , falling into the wackest one 
or mudstone catego r ies of Dunham ' s (1962 ) cl assi f ica t i on . Thin secti ons 
of the carbonates reveal silt- sized quartz grains , mi c r ob io cl as ts , an d 
a mix ture o f abraded and unabraded invertebrate s kele ta l r emains . 
Ra r ely a r e coa r se r grained (h ighe r energy) l i thologies en coun t ered in 
the Fayetteville . 
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The most interesting featu re of the Fayetteville in north-
eastern Oklahoma is its variation in thickness . Previous investigati ons 
have not seriously addressed the problem. Figure 8 is an isopachous map 
of the Faye tteville Shale in portions of northeastern Oklahoma . The 
control points are from Huffman (1958 ) and from the measured sections 
of this study. The cont our interval is 20 feet . Thickness values range 




actual cont act COVERED 
----------
FAYETTEV IL LE 
Figure 7 . Typical field relationship of the upper Chesterian strata 
in northeastern Oklahoma. The Fayetteville Shale is c ommonly 
represented by a covered interval that obscures its contact with 
the Pitkin Limest one. The b asal units o f the Pitkin a r e als o 
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Figure 8. I sopa ch ous map of the Fayetteville Shale in portions of northeastern Oklahoma . So lid 
c irc l es a r e fr om sec tions measured in this st udy . Open circles are from s e ctions me a s ure d 
in Hu ff ma n ' s (19 5 8) s tudy. 
The thinnest interv als of Fayetteville are loca t ed in the 
central p orti on of the map area, in s outhern Cherokee County . The 
measured intervals thicken rapi d l y eastward int o Adair Coun t y obtaining 
a maximum thickness of 185 feet and to the southwest int o Mus koge e 
County , where they reach a reported thickness of 116 feet. In n or th -
west Cherokee County, the values generally range between 30 and 40 
feet. An isolated area of thick intervals is located in central 
Cherokee and Adair Counties just north of the thin intervals. North 
of the Pitkin truncation line (see Chapter V) , the Fayetteville has 
been partially eroded by the pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity rendering 
any stratigraphic measurements useless for interpretativ e purposes. 
The isopach map of Laudon (1958) is a combination of 
Fayetteville and Pitkin thickness values (Fig . 9 ) . Notice that it 
is in general agreement with the isopach map of the Fayettevil l e Shale 
in the present study (Fig. 8 ) . 
There are two possible e xplanations fo r the re g i onal vari-
ations in t h e thickness and resultant isopach pattern of t h e 
Fayetteville Shale in northeast Oklahoma: ( 1 ) there may b e an uncon-
f ormity at the base o r top of the Fayetteville, o r (2) the Fayettevi lle 
t hins a r ound Boone Gr oup eros i ona l r e mnant s . 
Adams and Ulri ch (1904) , Purdue and Mi s er ( 1916 ) , Easton 
( 1942) , a nd Or gr e n (1961 , 1968 ) con clude d tha t t he r e is an unconformity 
at the top of the Fayet tevi lle i n Ar kansas . They sta t e that t he fo rma-
tion can be divided in that area into th r ee members: ( 1 ) a lower thick 
shale with ca rbonates at the base, (2) the Wedington Sandstone Member , 
and (3) an uppe r shale a nd carbon ate un it . I n Arkansas, the Pitkin 
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seems to be l ying on different members of the Fayetteville at different 
localities indicating t he possible presence of an unconformity (Orgren, 
1961) . 
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ISOPACHOUS MAP PITKIN AND MISSISSIPPIAN CANEY 
OR FAYETTEVILLE 
l sopach Interval= 50feet _._Approximate Line of Basi n F l exure 
Figure 9. Isopachous map of upper Chesterian strata in northeastern 
Oklahoma . The stippled line represents the p r oposed line of 
basin flexure separating shallow shelf dep osi ts from deep shelf 
to basin deposits (from Laudon, 1958, Fig . 4 , p. 12) . 
There is no physical evidence for an unconformity at the top 
o r base of the Faye tteville in the present study area . Absent are 
cong lomerates, terrestrially derived sandstones, channel o r scour 




Figure A: Talus and vegetation covering the basal units of the 
Pitkin Limestone. Both the Nodular Limestone and Shale 
Facies and the contact with the Fayetteville Shale are 
covered. A portion of the Sausbee Formation can be seen 
in the extreme upper right of the phot ograph. See 5-foo t 
Jacob staff for scale. (M.S. 205) 
Figure B: Road cut of the Fayetteville Shale. A thick interval 
of black fissile shale is overlain by an interv al of inter-
bedded limestone and shale. The limestone weathers int o 
light gray blocky talus. See fence posts for scale. 
(M .S. 196, units 8-12) 
Figure C: Exposure of the Fayetteville Shale lithology . A small 
quarry has exposed the predominantly shale lithology of 
the Fayetteville at this locality. No tice the thin, even 
bedding. See hanuner for scale. (M.S. 203, unit 4) 
Figure D: Outcrop of upper Fayetteville carbonates. The thin 
to medium limestone beds are separated by black shale 
beds 0.5 to 1 .5 inches thick , fo rming a stair-step 
pattern up the slope. See 5-foot Jacob s taf f fo r scale . 
(M .S. 183, unit 1-B) 
PITKIN CROSSBEDS 
Figure E : Outcrop of the Pitkin Limestone. The white arr ows 
point to crossbeds exposed along the cliff face . This 
exposure of Pitkin is over 60 feet thick . (M . S . 19 3) 
Figure F: Close up photograph of c r ossbeds within the Pitkin 
Limestone . See lense cap for scale . (M . S . 19 3 , unit 8) 
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The isopachous map of Figure 8 illustrates that the thin 
intervals of Fayetteville are confined mostly to Cherokee and western 
Adair Coun ties. Could this area be a Boone Group t opographic high 
caused by Merarnecian structural deformati on which subsequently 
effected Fayetteville deposition? 
In this study area the generally poor exposure and variab le 
stratigraphic position of the carbonate units within the Fayetteville 
Shale inhibit their use for purposes of correlation. Also, Hinds ville 
or Moorefield carbonates are present between the Boone and the 
Fayetteville in all other exposed sequences in the study area. This 
would suggest that the lower areas on the Boone surface had been 
filled in by those formations and that the Fayetteville was deposited 
on an essentially flat surface. Detailed information on the 
Hindsville-Moorefield interval where the Fayetteville Shale is 
anomalously thin or thick is not available at this time. 
It can be concluded that our present state of knowledge of 
pre-Pitkin stratigraphy has not advanced to the point where t he 
Fayetteville thickness variations can be adequately explained. 
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CHAPTER III 
LITHOFACIES AND DEPOSITIONAL ENVI RO NMENTS 
Bathurst (1971) has pointed out that the sea floor sediment 
represents but an insignificant remnant of the teeming variety 
of organisms and ecological systems that contribute to it. 
The unravelling of clues left in the residue of debris and 
sewage, for purposes of environmental reconstruction, is a 
fascinating and difficult chore (Wilson, 1975, p. 7 ) . 
Carbonate Depositional Environments 
A sedimentary facies is a mass of sedimentary rock that can 
be defined and distinguished from others by its geometry, lithology , 
sedimentary structure, paleocurrent patterns, and fossil c ontent. A 
particular facies is the product of a unique depositi onal environ ment. 
A depositional environment, on the other hand,.is an area o f the earth 's 
surface that is physically , chemically , and biologically d i ff erent f r om 
adjacent areas (Selley , 197 8) . It fo llows from t hese t wo i n terre l at ed 
definitions tha t a dep ositional environment is commonly e x p r e ss ed in 
t h e r o ck r eco r d by o ne o r more s e di mentary fa c ies. 
These two de finition s need n o t b e inte rrela t ed . A le ss r igi d 
defini t i on o f facies i s a ny r ock unit t hat may be distinguis hed f r om 
an o t her r o ck unit with n o environmental i nfe r e n ce . Examples of this 
type of fac i es defi n i t ion a r e " t he black s h ales facies , " " the blue 
limestone f acies ," o r the " re d sandston e facies . " In the fo llowin 
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discussion this t ype of facies designation has been avoided. Each of 
the facies of the Pitkin in this study is assigned to a specific 
depositional environment or a set of genetically similar depositi onal 
environments on the basis of Wilson (1975, pp. 63-69) standard micro-
facies descriptions. 
A basic premise of carbonate geology is the autochthonous 
origin of carbonate sediment. In recent studies of the Bahama Plat-
form, biofacies have been found to coincide with, and generally 
influence the expression of , lithofacies (Newell and Rigby, 1957 ) . 
This is a logical observation since most carbonate sediments are pro-
duced by organisms or organic activity . Direct relationships between 
biofacies and lithofacies allow for confidence when relating ancient 
facies to depositional environments and is applicable to large-scale 
studies of carbonate units. However, some investigators believe that 
the transport of carbonate sediment is sporadic and directly related 
to the roughness of the seas (Meany, 1973). Certainly a calcium carbon-
ate grain will not survive the same amount of transport as will a 
terrestrial quartz grain. Limited transport of competent carbonate 
grains is believed t o take place on a small geographic scale such as 
the one encompassed by the present study area. 
Criteria used for establishing and defining the facies of 
the Pitkin in this study area are: (1) the texture of the r ock , 
(2) allochem analysis based on point counts of thin sections, (3) out-
crop characteristics , and (4) the comparison of the Pitkin t o modern 
analogues described in the literature. 
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When analyzing the texture of an ancient limes t one using 
Dunham's (1962) classification, some caution should be used. The 
amount of lime mud preserved in a limestone cannot invariably be re -
lated to the hydrologic environment at the time of deposition. The 
quantity of mud found in modern carbonate sediment seems to represent 
an equilibrium condition, between mud production and mud removal 
(Bathurst, 1971 ) . For instance, the high energy coralgal facies of 
the Great Bahama Bank has as much as twice the mud by weight-percent 
as does the lower energy oolitic and grapestone facies (Bathurst, 1971 ) . 
To overcome this limitation, more attention should be paid to the 
degree of sbrting, abrasion, and coating found associated with carbon-
ate grains. Textural observations combined with the close scrutiny of 
the transportation history of constituent grains can be used as a 
valuable interpretive tool. 
When possible, the lithofacies are defined quantitatively . 
The results of the point counts of both Pitkin and Sausbee thin sections 
are presented in Appendix B. Appendix C is a series of ternary dia-
grams based on these point counts. Each point on a diagram represents 
one of the units described in the field then subsequently studied by 
thin section. The natural clustering o f the points reveal t h e charac -
teristics of the rock and may be used for interpretive purposes . 
Again, caution should be used when comparing the re lative 
abundan ce of carb onate grains in thin section . Obse r ving Pitkin thin 
sec tions one can be overwhelmed by the amount of bryozoan and crinoidal 
skeletal fragme nts preserved in the rock . If it were possible to walk 
on the Pitkin sea floo r, the thin sections give the impression that 
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several bryozoan colonies would be c rushed with each st e p . I n a tur-
bulent hyd r ologic en vironment delicate car bonate skeletons, such a s 
those of bryozoans, are selectively destroyed and eventually reduce d 
to mud or silt-sized particles (Chane, 1964). It would appear that 
robust skeletal fragments, like crinoids, would be preserved in ancient 
rock. However, this is not the case in recent sediments. The dominant 
sediment producer, whether r ob ust o r delicate, is selectively pre-
served. The codiacean alga Halimeda is a dominant carbonate producer 
in modern times , yet it makes up only 1 to 15 percent of the reef 
biota (Bathurst, 1971) . Personal observations of the reef tract in 
Jamaica reinforce this statement. Nevertheless, biofacies and litho-
facies do have a positive relationship that can be applied to the study 
of ancient carbonate rocks. 
Outcrop descriptions are used to define and describe litho-
facies qualitatively. Regardless of the t ype of allochems comprising 
crossbedded intervals, one can only assume that it was dep osited in a 
turbulent environment (Plate 2-E, F) . The Nodular Limestone an d Shale 
Facies is defined solely on the basis of out c r op de scription and 
stratigraphic position. Most of the ooliti c units are smoo t h weather-
ing . The Wackestone Facies has faunal elements standing out in relief 
from the matrix on weathered sur faces . These and other field chara c -
teristics of Pitkin lithofacies were found to repeat themselves f r om 
s ection t o secti on, thus allowing o ut c r op character t o be used as a 
c riteri on f or f acies descripti on. 
Be fo r e es tab lis hi n g a facies a s a legi t i mat e indicator of a 
depositional e n vi r onme n t , a sea r ch i n the lite r ature was made t find 
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a modem analogue. It is believed that carbonate deposition al environ-
ments have generally remained the same throughout geologic time with 
only subtle variations as a result of organic evolution (Wils on, 1975) . 
One must assume that the physical and chemical processes involved in 
recent carbonate deposition were the same as those in the geologic 
past. Therefore , each facies has been assigned an analogue that best 
reflects the lithologic character of the rock unit in question. 
It is evident from this discussion that each of the descrip-
tive methods outlined above has inherent limitations, but when each are 
used to describe the units of the Pitkin, a group of reoccurring 
lithologies emerges. These are the lithofacies of the Pitkin Limestone. 
Eleven facies were recognized in the Pitkin Limestone of the 
study area. They are: ( 1) Oolite Facies, (2) Oolitic Facies, (3) Bio-
elastic Facies, (4) E'ncrinite Facies, (5) Oncolite Facies, ( 6 ) Nodular 
Limestone and Shale Facies, (7) Wackes tone Facies, (8)_ Peloidal Facies , 
( 9) Mudstone Facies, (10) Shale Facies, and (11) Mound Facies. All 
of these facies may be defined either quantitatively and /o r qualita-
tively and, with the exception of the Oolite Facies and the Mound 
Facies of Unit 193-5, were found to reoccur within the study area . 
Oolite Facies 
The word oolite , as defined in the Glossary~ Geology, 
second edition, is "a sedimentary rock, usually a limest one, made up 
chiefly of ooli ths cemented together ." The same word was first used to 
name a facies of the carb onat e sediments on the Great Bahama Bank b 
Imbrie and Purdy (1962) . Their quantitative definition of the Oolite 
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Facies is any sediment that has a compositi on of greater than 80 percent 
oo liths. Th is is the definition used in the current study of Pitkin 
lithologies (Appendix C- V) . 
The single exposure of this facies produces a thick bedded , 
low-angle, crossbedded unit containing various small amounts of skeletal 
material (Plat e 3-A). The dominant nuclei of Pitkin ooliths are peloids 
and abraded skeletal grains (Plate 3-B) . Some of the ooliths are only 
superficially coated while others have several concentric lamellae 
(Plate 3- C) . Mos t of the ooliths are normally packed but rare over-
packed laminae are also present (Plate 3- D). 
The Oolite Facies of the Pitkin was most likely deposited in 
a turbulent shallow water environment and might possibly represent an 
area of mobile car bonate sand, where ooliths were forming (Newell, 
Purdy , and Imbrie, 1960) . This facies indicates a shoaling environment 
dominated by strong tidal currents and open marine waves that keep the 
grains in nearly constant motion . This interpretation is based on the 
texture and the low skeletal content, both indicating a high stress 
environment for filter feeding o rganisms (Purdy, 1964) . Using the 
Bahama Banks as a modern analogue, the water depth at the time of 
deposition was probably less than 3 meters (Newell, Purdy, and Imbrie, 
1960). 
Ove rpac ked ooliths in the Pitkin indicate a histo r y of 
fluctuating environmen t s where deposition occurr ed in a marine setting 
while lithification a nd cementation took place in a s ubaerial s etting 
(Wilson, 19 75) . There are Rec e nt e xamples of this ph e nome n on. Th e 
oolitic shoals nea r t he To ng ue of the Ocean and a t Br own' s Cay re 
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PLATE 3 
OOLITHS AND THE OOLITE FACIES 
Figure A: Outcrop of the Oolite 
crossbeds in the e xposure 
depositional environment. 
(M .S. 202, unit 9) 
Facies. The lithology and 
indicate a high energy 
See hammer for scale. 
Figure B: Thin section of the Oolite Facies. The oolitic 
coats surround peloids and skeletal grains. No tice 
the normal packing of the grains and compare to 
figures C and D. Plane light. (M .S. 202, unit 9) 
Figure C: Thin section of tightly packed ooliths. The grains 
are in contact. Compare t o figures Band D. No tice 
the variety of nuclei, concentric laminations, and 
radiating fabric in the individual ooliths. Plane 
light. (M .S. 185, unit 5 ) 
Figure D: Thin section of overpacked ooliths. Overpacked 
oo liths in the Pitkin may indicate cementation during 
periods of subaerial exposure on shoals. Plane light . 
(M .S. 193 , unit 4) 
Figure E : Th in section of the Oolitic facies showing both 
normal and small sized ooliths . A bimodal size dis -
tribution of ooli t hs is common in oolitic and peloidal 
lithologies of the Pitkin . Plane light . (M . S. 192, 
unit 8) 
Figure F: Polished slab of oolitic lithology . The percentage 
of ooliths in this specimen is not high enough to place 
it in the oolite category but their abundance may 
indicate deposition near an oolite shoal . Color vari-




Figure A Figure D L._ ____ __J 1mm 
Figure B .__ _____ ..... 1 mm Figure E '---------Jlmm 
Figure C .__ _ _______ _. 1mm Figure F 
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periodically exposed during low wa t e r, sp r ing tides (Pu r dy , 1961 ) . 
Be c aus e of the original ly mobi l e na t u r e of the Oolite Facies 
on e wo u ld n o t e xpect it t o be f av ored fo r pre s e r vation in the sedimen-
tary r eco r d and, in f act, as define d in t his s t u dy, it i s on ly obse r ved 
in M.S. 202, unit 9. 
The Oolite and Oolitic Facies of t h e Pitk in a re un us ua l 
because t h e y contain ooliths approx imately 0 . 0 6 mm in diameter as 
opposed to the normal size range of O. 25 mm to O .5 mm. In t h in section 
a bimodal distribution of these oolith sizes can be seen (Plate 3- E) . 
The significance of these tiny ooliths has not been fully explained, 
yet they are common in the oolitic lithologies in the Pitk in. 
Oolitic Facies 
The Oolitic Facies was first named by I mbrie and Pur dy 
(1962 ) . The quantitative definition of the Ooliti c Facies is any unit 
t h at has an allochem composition of between 30 and 80 percent ooli t hs 
(Appendix C-V; Plate 3-F ) . Other allochems seen in this f a c ies a r e 
coated and uncoate d s keletal grains, oncolite s, and pe l o i ds (Pla t e 4- A, 
B) . Exposures of t his f a c ies are res ist ant to we a t he r ing an d generally 
fo rm t hick be dde d t o mass ive unit s (Pla t e 4- C) . The r ocks o f this 
fac i e s are commonly crossbedded , exhibiting mino r g r ading and sorting . 
Textur ally , this f acies may fall into eithe r the g rains t one or pac k -
s t one c ategory . 
Be cause of the i n c r e ased skele t a l allochem con ten t of the 
rock an oolitic gr ainstone o r packs t one indicates a g r eater substrate 
stability than the Ooli te Facies . Assuming that the skeletal grains 
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represent i ndigenous f aunas, the irrnnobile na t u r e o f t he oo liti c s ands 
may hav e allowed colonization by suspensi on fe e ders. Ooli tic pack-
stones usually contain a mixture o f suspension and detrit us fe e ders 
inferring that the sediment was deposited in less turbulent, more 
restricted marine conditions at or below wave base and remained 
immobile after deposition (Purdy, 1964 ) . 
Water depths at the time of deposition for this facies may 
have been less than 10 meters . The major transporting mechanisms for 
this facies were probably tidal currents and storm waves. The oolitic 
grainstones that are generally crossbeddrd may still represent shoaling 
environments, similar to those of the Oolite Facies. Oolitic pack-
stones were probably deposited in local environments that were more 
restricted than those of ~he grainstones and may indicate intershoal 
areas. 
Using the Bahamas as a modern analogue, mixed skeletal and 
oolitic carbonate sands at first appear to be mobile and are formed 
into subaqueous dunes or megaripples. Bathurst (1967 ) f ound that t h e 
carbonate sand that comprises these rath er l a r ge sedimentary f eatu res 
is actually rendered immobile, except during s t orms, by t he formation 
of a subtidal blue-green algal mat. The mat a c ts as a s ed i ment s tabi-
li zer and the grains do not move in the n o rma l da y-t o- day cur rent 
reg i me . There is a n a bundance of t he blue- green algae Girvanella pre -
s erved in Pitkin sedi ment s . Pe r haps this alga was the binding a gent 
of Pi tkin me garipple s and dunes . 
The de p os it iona l s ett i ng of the Oolitic Facies of the Pitkin 




Figure A: Thin section of the Oolitic Facies. Even though 
ooliths are the dominant allochem in this specimen 
there is an abundance of coated and uncoated skeletal 
grains. Plane light. (M.S. 201, unit 9 ) 
Figure B: Slab of the Oolitic Facies. Notice the abundant 
skeletal debris encased in an oolitic matrix. Cross-
laminations indicate a shallow water, moderately high 
energy depositional environment. See penny for scale. 
(M.S. 201, unit 9) 
Figure C: Outcrop of both the Oolitic and Bioclastic Facies. 
These facies tend to form thick bedded bluffs. The 
cliff above the Jacob staff grades upward from an 
oolitic to a purely bioclastic lithology. See 5-foot 
Jacobs staff for scale. (M .S. 193, units 3-8) 
BIOCLASTIC FACIES 
Figure D: Thin section of a bioclastic grainstone. The 
dominant allochem constituents are micrite-coated 
bryozoan and crinoid skeletal debris. Plane ligh t. 
(M .S. 202, unit 4) 
Figure E: Polished slab of a bioclastic packstone. The 
specimen is oriented with stratigraphic up at the t op 
of the page. Notice the geope tal structure in the 
lower ri ght portion of the photograph . The rock is 
composed of nearly equal proportions of crinoid, 
bryozoan, and brachiopod skeletal material. See 
penny for scale. (M . S . 201, unit 4) 
Figure F : Ou t crop of the Bioclastic Facies. It generally 
forms thick bedded bluffs and weathers rough. See 
5- foot Jacob staff fo r scale . (M. S . 198, unit 5 ) 
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h i gher content of ooliths in shel f lagoon se di ments t h an i n t he fore -
slope or outer platform deposits of modern carbonate se di me n t. Flood 
tides are stronger than ebb tides and tend t o transport oo l ith s ont o 
more restricted marine environments where they are deposited b ut no t 
formed. Storm waves also contribute to this process (Newell, Purdy , 
and Imbrie, 1960). It may then be assumed that the Oolitic Facies o f 
the Pitkin was deposited in local environments behind or landward f rom 
zones of oolite formation and may represent spillover lobes (Ball, 
196 7) . 
Bioclastic Facies 
The quantitative definition of the Bioclastic Facies is any 
unit that has an allochem composition of greater than 80 percent 
skeletal debris and less than 30 percent ooliths (Plate 4-D ) . Quali-
tatively, this facies may be described as any grainstone or packst one 
containing primarily non-coated skeletal grains. In outcrop, t h is 
facies cannot be differentiated on the basis of bedding character f r om 
the Oolitic or Oncolitic Facies. It is commonly crossbedde d , thi ck-
bedded, and forms resistant cliffs o r bluffs that weather light t o 
medium gray (Plate 4- F) . Fresh surf aces and polishe d slabs re veal 
minor sorting and gradin g o f c onstituent grains (P late 4- E) . 
The dep ositional e nvironments des crib e d fo r t h is fac i es , in 
some r es pe c t s , d i ffe r on ly sligh t ly f r om t hose of t he Oolitic Facies . 
Wa t er depth fo r this facies , a t the time of deposition, may have been 
less than 10 meters for grains t on es and probably less than 30 meters 
for packstones . As in the Ooli ti c Facies, packstones may represent 
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inte rs hoal o r partially restri c t e d de pos iti on al e nvironments , wh i le 
c rossb e dded g r a inst one s may indi cate shoaling , above wave b ase dep osi -
tional env ironments. The abundant c rino i d and bryozoan faunas found 
in this facies may also indicate that it was dep osited a lon g the flanks 
of large dunes, shoals, or megaripples. This t ype of depos i t h as been 
described from the flanks of Mississippian bioherms i n t he Sacrament o 
Mountains of New Mexico (Pray, 1958). Some of the grainst ones h a ve 
severely abraded allochems that are tightly packed an d may represen t 
lag deposits (Wilson, 1975). The units of the Bioclastic Facies ma y 
have also been deposited seaward from oolite shoals along the f oreslope. 
Foreslope depositional environments are found both above and below wav e 
base and, as a result, the lithologies formed in this environment have 
differing textures but are generally found to be packstones (Wilson, 
1975 ) . 
A mixture of abraded or coated and non-abraded o r non-c oate d 
skeletal grains in a specimen of the Bioclastic Facies may indicate 
textural inversion (Wilson, 1975 ) . Loose non-abraded (whole fossi l s ) 
skeletal debris may represent in s i t u preserv ati on of indi ge nous 
faunas in partially r e stri c t e d marine environments, whe r e as coa te d and 
abraded skeletal g rains infer a transp o r ta t ion h i s t or y i n a turbu len t 
e n vironment p r io r to de pos i t ion (Heck le, 1972 ) . Th i s t ype of carb onate 
s e dimen t is common in the Pitk i n ' s Bi oc l astic Facies and may repres e nt 
both hydrologic mo difi cation and in situ deposition o f s ke le t a l r ema ins . 
The Bi oclastic Fa c ie s r e presents s everal deposi t ion al environ-
ments . Each unit a nd e a ch t hi n sec tion of t hi s facies must be studied 
carefully , alon g with the vertical sequence where it occurs in order 
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to decide whether it originated in a fo reslope environment o r a shoaling , 
semi-restricted, platform environment. 
The Bioclastic Facies may be analogous to the Coralgal Facies 
of the Great Bahama Bank (Purdy , 1963). The term "bioclastic" was 
originally used by Wilson (1975) to modify Dunham's ( 1962 ) classifica-
tion. It refers to any rock that is predominantly composed of inver-
tebrate skeletal mate rial. 
Encrinite Facies 
This facies is quantitatively defined as any unit that con-
tains over 30 percent total volume crinoidal skeletal debris (see 
App endix B). Plate 5, figures A and B illustrate the crinoidal composi -
tion of the Encrinite Facies. In outcrop, it forms rubbly to rough-
wea thering units that are thin to medium-bedded (Plate 5-C ) . 
Typically, it is more poorly indurated than the previously described 
facies . The large~ crinoidal fragments are commonly found in discrete 
lenses that may indicate episodic storm activity. The Encrinite Facies 
of the Pitkin is texturally either a grainstone or a packstone . 
The depositional environment of the Encrinite Facies is 
located bathymetrically at or below active wave base . Encrinites h a v e 
been described by Wilson ( 19 75 ) as being a special t ype of f lank 
deposit found on slopes or shelf margins. The deposition of t h i s 
f acies requires constant water moti on in the fo rm of curre nts r athe r 
than wav es (Wils on, 19 75 ) . Encrinites have been fo und s urr ound ing 
banks , shoals , a nd b i ohe rms . Pray ( 1958) discovered this facies f lank-




Figure A: Thin section of the Encrinite Facies. This specimen 
is almost completely composed of crinoid debris. Not ice 
the tight packing and microstylolites. Specimens of this 
facies are either grainstones or packstones. Plane light. 
(M.S. 185, unit 3) 
Figure B: Polished slab of the Encrinite Facies. It is com-
posed of abundant crinoid skeletal debris and a minor 
amount of bryozoan fragments. See penny for scale. 
(M.S. 193, unit 3) 
Figure C: Outcrop of the Encrinite Facies. The crinoid fossils 
tend to "stand out" on a weathered surface. See lense 
cap for scale. (M.S. 193, unit 3) 
ONCOLITIC FACIES 
Figure D: Thin section of an oncolitic packstone. Micrite has 
been encrusted around bryozoan skeletal fragments by the 
activity of Girvanella to form small oncolites. Plane 
light. See also Plate 9-F. (M .S. 200, unit 6) 
Figure E: Polished slab of an oncolitic packstone. These are 
the largest oncolites found in the study area. They 
require a mildly turbulent hydrologic environment for 
growth. Oncolites in a packstone indicate a transporta-
tion history from the environment of formation to the 
environment of deposition. See penny for scale. 
(M .S. 203, unit 6) 
Figure F: Ou tcrop of the Oncolitic Facies. Exposures of the 
oncolitic facies generally form thick bedded, rounded 
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Oncolitic Facies 
Grain coats in the Pitkin consist of three t y pes : ( 1 ) 
oolitic, ( 2) onco litic , and (3 ) micritic . Oolitic coats originate 
from the interaction of sea water chemistry, hydrologic environment, 
and algal activity in shallow,marine waters but their exact nature is 
still controversial (Bathurst, 1971). Oncoliti c coats ori ginat e from 
algal encrustations. The oncolitic coats of the Pitkin have been 
identified as being the algal-foraminiferal assemblage called Osagea 
(J . R. Groves, 1981, personal cormnunication). Osagea is a genus level 
taxonomic classification for this assemblage (Henbest, 1963 ) . The 
filamentous algal tubes of the blue-green algae Girvanella are the 
mechanism by which mud is trapped and bound to the grain (P late 9-D ) . 
The newly- formed oncolite must be periodically disturbed by waves o r 
currents in order for the grain to be completely encrusted (Ko ti la , 
19 73) . Many of the oncolites seen in the Pitkin have preserved 
girvanellid tubes and microlaminations parallel to t he cur vatu re of 
the grain (Plate 5-D ) . Micrite envelopes o r rinds are common ly much 
t hinner than on c olitic coa ts and owe their origin to the activity of 
small boring or endolithic algae a nd the subsequent infilling of their 
tubes by mud . The micrite envelopes are not e ncrustations , they are 
replacements (Bathu r st, 1966 ) . 
Bo th oncolitic-coated grains and micrit e - coated grains a re 
included i n the coated g rain category o f the point c ount dat a 
(Appendix B) . 
The quantit a tive definit ion of t he On colitic Facies is any 
unit that has greate r than 50 pe r ce n t coated allochems by volume 
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(Appendix C-Vl ) . This definition requires a qua l it a t ive analysis of 
the coated grains in any particular thin section to see i f t he grain 
coats are of algal or diagenetic o rigin. The presence o f me gascopi c 
oncolites are commonly revealed in polished slabs (Plate 5-E ) . 
The dominan½, allochem constituents of the Oncolitic Facies 
are algal encrusted bryozoan fragments. Bryozoans are preferentially 
I 
encrusted by Girvanella as opposed to crinoid fragments which generally 
have micrite rinds (Appendix C-VII). Exposures of this facies are 
commonly medium bedded and darker in color than the Oolitic and Bio-
elastic Facies (Plate 5-F). The algal coatings are easily observed 
surrounding the grains with a lOX hand lens. These units may or may 
not be crossbedded and they texturally consist of both grainstones and 
packs tones. 
Since these oncolites are formed as a result of Girv anella 
encrustations and because of the present-day distribution of oncolites, 
the Oncolite Facies should be placed in a semi-restricted or b ack reef 
depositional environment (Kotila, 1973 ) . 
Oncolitic shoals are found in more gentle hydrologic c on-
ditions than those of oolite, oolitic, or bioclastic sediments. Water 
depths, at the time of deposition, may have been shallow, p r obab ly less 
than 2 meters but possibly as much as 5 meters. This f ac ies, as a 
g rai nst on e , is an a b ove wave base, i nterti dal dep osit. The domi nant , 
t ransp ort i n g me chani sm may have been wave s an d t i da l curren t s with 
pe r iodic s t or m act i vity modifying the shoal or ban k . 
On colitic packst ones indicate textural inversion (Wilson, 
1975) . The on coli t es were transp orted ou t of the shoaling environ rn nt 
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where they originated, into quiet waters where the carbonate mud was 
not removed. These packstones may have been deposi t ed in i ntershoal 
areas or on the flanks of shoals or buildups. Wate r depth may have 
ranged from 5 to 30 meters. Oncolites also tend to be deposited in 
tidal channels (Wilson, 1975). 
Modern analogues of this facies can be observed at 
Rodg riquez Key and Tavernier Key in southern Florida (Bathurst, 1971). 
Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies 
As mentioned earlier, the Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies 
is defined by outcrop characteristics. The limestone nodules range in 
texture from pure mudstone to packstone with wackestone being dominant 
(Plate 6-A, B) . In outcrop, this facies forms recessive interv als and 
is generally only partially exposed (Plate 6-C ) . M.S. 193 has the best 
exposure of this facies (Plate 6-D ) . The bedding, as the name implies, 
is wavy and nodular resulting from the differen tial compaction of 
carbonate sediments and shale. This phenomenon is called sedimentary 
boudinage (Wilson, 1975) . It also contains thin limestone nodules 
approximately 2 to 5 centimeters in diameter called ball and flow 
structures (P late 6-E ) . They result from argillaceous and calcareous 
sediments being deposited on slopes (O r gren, 1961 ) . The mixing of 
shale and carbonate sediments may be due , in part, to bio turbat ion 
( Cook and Taylo r, 1977) . Evidence fo r bioturbation is the presence o f 
pellets in ca r bonate thin sections of this facies . 
The Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies are t he best in the 
Pitkin for foss il c o llecting . The b ry o z oan Ar c hime des a n d we ll 
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PLATE 6 
NODULAR LIMESTONE AND SHALE 
Figure A: Thin section of the Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies. 
The texture is generally wackestone or less commonly mud-
stone. Notice the well preserved bryozoan skeletal micro-
structure in the lower left portion of the photograph. 
Plane light. (M.S. 183, unit 1-C) 
Figure B: Polished slab of the Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies. 
Notice the well preserved bryozoan skeletal fragments in 
the center of the specimen. See penny for scale. (M .S. 
0
193, unit 1) 
Figure C: Outcrop of the Pitkin Limestone. When exposed, the 
Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies typically weathers out 
to form a reentrant at the base of a bluff section. The 
units above the reentrant are expamples of the Oncolitic 
and Bioclastic Facies. (M .S. 185, units 1-6 ) 
Figure D: Outcrop of the Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies. 
The limestone nodules are thicker and the shale is darker 
in color than in figure E. 
of sedimentary boudinage. 
(M . S . 19 3 , unit 1) 
This exposure may be an example 
See 5-foot Jacob staff for scale. 
Figure E: Outcrop of the Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies. 
Light gray rounded to elliptical limestone nodules are 
encased in a light gray to gray-green shale matrix . 
This exposure may be an example of the "ball and flow" 
structure. See hammer fo r scale. (M .S. 183, unit 1-C) 
Figure F: Thin section of the Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies . 
This is a specimen of wackestone composed of abraded 
skeletal material, microbioclasts, and carbonate mud . 
Plane light. (M .S. 193 , unit 1) 
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p r e served p r odu c t id b r achiop ods c an be re c overed f rom t he s h a le mat rix . 
The s hal e gene rally wea t he rs to a much l i ghte r gray than t h e s h ales of 
t he underly ing Fayettevi l le For ma tion. 
Thin sections of the carbonat e por tion of t h is fa c ies con-
tain unabraded, rarely coated bryozoans and b rachiop ods as t he mo s t 
c ommon faunal elements . Recry stal li zed s pon ge spicules and o t her 
unidentifiable microbi oclasts are also present in a c arbonate mud 
matrix . As mentioned above, several specimens of this facies cont a i n 
fecal pellets generally coalescing to form carbonate mud . Crinoi d 
skeletal fragments a r e rare in this facies when compared t o the o ther 
Pitkin lithologies. The crinoid fragments that are p resent a re 
uncoated and severely abraded (Plate 6- F ) . 
Of all the lithofacies of t he Pitkin, t he Nodular Li mest on e 
and Shale Facies is the most eni gmatic. However, t here are several 
lines o f evidence that may indicate depositi on in an open mar i ne s helf 
located basinward or seaward f r om the main carbonat e bu i ldup of the 
Pitk in. The wackest one tex ture, t h e unabraded ske letal f ra gment s , t he 
coal escing of f ecal pel l ets, an d the fact t hat t he ca r bon a t e portion 
of t his fa cie s i s en cas ed i n shale , all ten d to indicate a calm, hyd r o-
l ogi c de pos i tional e nvi r onment . The re are on ly mino r algal encrusta-
t ions a r oun d b ryozo an f ragments and absolutely no observable mi c rite 
rinds around t he sparsely abundant crinoid fragments . The re du c e d 
pre sence of Girvanella, when compared t o i t s common occurre n c e in the 
prev i ously des c ribe d fa c ies, ma y ind i ca t e a " de e pe r" wa t e r e nvironment 
be yon d t he optimum r a n ge in the ph o t osynthetic spectrum fo r blue - green 
algae . Wilson (1975) places carbona t es that exh'bit nodular t o wave y 
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bedding, ball and flow structures, and sedimentary boudinage in h is 
standard facie s belt 2 whi ch excludes the open mar ine shelf environ-
ment. Throughout the field area, this facie s is normally found at the 
base of the Pitkin fanning a gradational contact with the Fayetteville 
Shale. Based on stratigraphic position, the No dular Limestone and 
Shale Facies may represent a transition from the "deep" mud depos it ion 
of the Fayetteville Shale to the "shallow" carbonate dep osition of the 
Pitkin Limestone. 
Water depth at the time of deposition for this facies may 
have ranged from 15 to 50 meters. No modern analogues of this facies 
were found in the literature. 
Peloidal Facies 
The term peloid is applied to carbonate grains that are com-
posed of cryptocrystalline carbonate irrespective of origin (McKee and 
Gutshick, 1969 ) . Some peloids are fecal in origin while others o rigi-
nate from altered (rnicritized ) recrystallized ooliths and ske le ta l 
grains (Mi l liman, 1974) . Peloids of fecal ori gin are elipsoidal, have 
a high organic content, and contain randomly distributed mi c r obioclasts . 
Mic ri tized grains are irregular in bo t h size and shape and in some 
cases contain vague hin ts of t he ori ginal skeletal structure. Under 
high magnification a micritized grain may show a type of nucleated 
structure and might be better placed in the coated grain catego r y . 
Detailed observa t i on of the texture and comp ositi on of t h e 
rock encasing the peloids and verti cal strati graphi c a s soci a t ion s also 
y i e l d in fo rmati on ab o ut thei r o r igin and dep osition al setting . When 
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tightly packed, peloids that appear to have coalesced to form t h e 
flocculent structures seen in some mudstone lithologies are combined 
with rare whole fossil brachiopod fragments , that are neither coated 
nor abraded. In this setting, it could be concluded that the peloids 
are fecal in origin. Peloids associated with ooliths, coated and 
abraded skeletal grains , and oncolities probably originate from 
micritized skeletal grains. 
The quantitative definition of the Peloidal Facies is any 
unit that has an allochem compositi on of greater than 20 percent 
peloids (Appendix C- 4) . In outcrop, the units are thin to medium 
bedded, well indurated, and form a smooth weathered surface. Other 
grains encased in a peloidal matrix are variable . The textures of the 
Peloidal Facies range from wackes tone to grains tone (Plate 7-A, B). 
Depositional environments of fecally derived peloidal lithologies may 
range from open marine to restricted marine. The common replacement 
for the deposition of pellet muds is a calm hydrologic condition. Some 
thin sections show a transition from a peloidal packstone to an almost 
pure mudstone. Water depths at the time of deposition fo r this facies 
are variable. 
Most of the peloids of the Pitkin are believed to have ori gi-
nated from the micritization process because they are associated with 
ooliths. In vertical sequence , apply ing Walther's Law, if the Peloidal 
Facies is found e ither above or below the oo litic facies, it might 
indi cat e a lateral association . The depositional e nvironment may have 
been in shallow turbulent water probably less than 5 meters deep . Also, 




Figure A: Thin section of a peloidal packstone. There are a 
variety of shapes and sizes of peloids in this specimen. 
Notice how they tend to coalesce. Plane light. (M . S. 
209, unit 3) 
Figure B: Thin section of a peloidal grainstone. These pe loids 
are presumed to be of diagenetic origin. They may have 
resulted from the micritization process acting on skeletal 
grains. They are also associated vertically with ooliths . 
Plane light. (M .S. 209, unit 6) 
Figure C: Polished slab of the Peloidal Facies. The thin 
section of Figure B was made from a portion of this 
specimen. Notice the fine cross-laminations. The 
variation in color is due to weathering. See penny for 
scale. (M.S. 209, unit 6) 
WACKESTONE FACIES 
Figure D: Thin section o f the Wackestone Facies. This specimen 
is composed of a mixture of abraded or unabraded, c oated 
or uncoated skeletal fragments with abundant mi c r ob io-
clasts in a mud matrix. Plane light. (M.S. 189, unit 3 ) 
Figure E: Po lished slab o f the Wackest one Facies. The crinoi d 
rubble appears to be c oncentrated al ong one l amination 
near the base of the specimen. This may be due t o a 
catastrophic event such as a st orm. See penny fo r s c a le . 
(M. S . 18 7 , unit 16 ) . 
Figu r e F : Exp osure of Pi t kin Limes t on e in S tratt on Hollow. 
Uni t s 4 an d 5 are bo th comp os e d o f wackest one. They a r e 
mo re r esis tant t o wea t hering than the Nodula r Limest one 
an d Shale Faci e s below o r the basal Saus bee ab ove . No t e 
also t he dar ke r colo r an d c r ossbedding of t he overly i ng 
Sausbee Fo rmation . A smal l ben ch is fo rmed on t op of the 
Pi tkin wackes t one . See 5- foo t Ja c ob s taff fo r scale . 
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Peloids are found in less e r abundance in other facies and 
must be studied carefully to see if they are derived fecally from 
indigenous fa una o r are a result of the micritization process . Wilson 
(1975) assigns peloidal lithologies t o r es trict ed marine shoals and 
restricted marine shelf lagoons. Modern analogues for this facies are 
found on the interior of the Bahama Platf o rm (Purdy, 1963 ) and near 
Tavernier Key in Florida Bay (Bath urst, 1971 ) . 
Wackestone Facies 
The Wackestone Facies is assigned to any unit o r thin section 
that has a volume of greater than 10 percent allochems, but ye t is mud 
supported (Dunham, 1962 ) . The dominant allochems of this facies are 
unabraded bryozoans, brachiopods, and mollusks with minor amounts of 
peloids and crinoidal debris (Plate 7-D ) . The mud matrix contains 
microbioclasts and ostracod fragments (Plate 7-E ) . Exposures of t h is 
facies display variable bedding and usually form dense, resistant units 
with fossils standing out on weathered surfa ces (Plate 7-F ) . 
' The Wackestone Facies found in the lowe r · units of the Pitkin 
in this study area may contain recrystallized spicules that are indica-
tive of an open marine environment . However , positive identi fication 
of spon ge spicules in this facies is tenuous because of the recrystal-
lization process . Whole fossil preservation indicates in situ deposi -
tion; a homogenized wackestone with a random distribution of skeletal 
allochems indicates biotur bation (Wilson, 1975) . The wackes tones of 
the Pitkin generally have their allochems distributed along discrete 
laminae which may have formed quickly as a result of storm activity . 
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Storm debris are periodically swept into restricted marine areas in 
recent carbonate envi ronments. In either case, whether shallow shelf, 
open marine or restricted marine, these rocks were deposited below 
active wave base in a flow regime that allowed the deposition of 
carbonate mud. 
Wackestones in Mississippian rocks are commonly f o und in the 
core of bryozoan bioherms (Pray, 1958), or Waulso rtian Mounds (Wils on, 
1975), but the Pitkin in this field area is predominantly composed of 
shoal deposits and it might be more appropriate to assume that the 
Wackestone Facies represent either deep foreslope or intershoal 
depositional environments. Water depth would probably be greater than 
10 meters. 
Mudstone Facies 
Carbonate mud originates in one of five different way s: 
( 1) from the breakdown of calcareous algae, (2) inorganic precipitati on, 
(3) the mechanical breakdown of invertebrate skeletons, (4) t h e bio-
logical breakdown of invertebrate skeletons, and (5 ) the compaction of 
fecal pellets (Bathurst, 1971 ) . In deeper marine environments cal-
care ous microplankton settle at ab yssal depths to form carbonate ooze 
(Wilson , 1975) . The different explanations fo r the o rigin of carb onate 
mud are probably all fun ct i oning at different de grees in different 
depositional systems . Regardless of the o rigin of carbonate mud, a low 
energy environmen t is required to prevent the mud from being winnowed 
away . 
The Mudstone Facies , as defined by Dunham (196 2) is an r ock 
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that contains less than 10 percent volume allochem compositi on. Xud-
ston e s from the Pitkin contain nume rous microbioclasts (Plate 8- A) wit h 
rare whole skeletal fragments lacking coats. In ou t crop these units 
are generally thick bedded and may be smooth or r ough depending on t he 
degree of weathering (Plate 8-C). 
Carbonate mud is deposited in areas of restricted marine 
circulation (Ginsburg, 1956) and represents periods of in situ 
deposition with little or no modification of the sediment by currents 
or waves (Bathurst, 1971) . Carbonate muds exhibit plastic or fluid 
properties and are sought out b y deposit feeders because of their high 
organic content (Walker , 1974) . The random arrangement of skeletal 
fragments within the mud matrix may have been caused by the bioturba-
tion of the sediment by deposit feeders . 
The Pitkin Mudstone Facies probably were deposited in shallow 
restricted marine environments with little or no hydrologic influence. 
Along with packstones and wackestones, mudstones may represent inter-
shoal areas. In vertical section, if the Mudstone Facies is sandwiche d 
between shoaling facies, one would expect i t to have been deposited 
adjacent to shoaling facies and represent an intershoal depositi onal 
environment according to Walthe r' s Law . The Mudst one Facies is illus -
trated in Pla te 8- A, B) . 
Modern analogues fo r the Mudst on e Facies are found in Florida 




Figure A: Thin section of the Mudstone Facies . This specimen 
contains numerous unidentifiable rnicrobioclasts . Plane 
light . (M. S . 189, unit 3- B) 
Figure B : Polished slab of the Mudstone Facies . No allochems 
can be seen with the naked eye . This specimen is smooth 
and resistant to weathering . See penny for scale . (M . S . 
189 , uni t 3- B) 
Figure C: Outcrop of the Mudston e Facies . The Mudstone Facies 
commonly weathers rough and angular . Arrow points to 
l ense cap for scale . (M . S . 202 , uni t 2) 
MOUND FACIES 
Figure D: Thin section of the Mound Facies . The allocherns in 
this s peci men are not coated and s how little , if any, 
abrasion . Plane light. (M . S . 193 , unit 5) 
Figure E: Polished slab of the Mound Facies . This facies is 
composed of bryozoan and brachiopod fr agme nts in a lime 
mud mat r i x . Th e fenest r a t e bryozoans may have trappe d 
carbonate mu d in a manne r s i mi l a r to tha t of the P nnsyl-
vanian phylloid algae . See penny fo r scale . ( 1. S . 195 , 
unit 5) 
Fig ure F : Mud mound in M. S . 193 , unit 5 . This s mall mud mound 
was found t o b e ncase d in an argillac ous unit of the 
Oncoljtic Facies . There are Lwo addi ional s mall r 
mounds Jocal d just behind Lh one s en in tl1 phot graph . 
See h amme r fo r sca1 . (M. S . 19 3 , unit 5 ) 
PLATE 8 
Figure A L...___Jlmm Figure D L...___Jl mm 
Figure B Figure E 
Figure C Figure F 
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Shale Facie s 
The Shal e Facies of the Pitkin are thin and tend to fo rm 
rece ssive i ntervals. They a r e ge ne r ally f ossili f erous containing t he 
bryoz oan Ar chime des, brach iopod shells , an d c r inoid stems . They are 
a ls o l ight e r and less fissile than Fayettevil l e sha le l i thologies , 
resemb l ing t he shaly porti on of t h e Nodular Li mest on e an d Shale Facies . 
These thin shale units may represent b rie f influx of fi ne-
g rained terri genous material t h at was dep osited in calm wa t e r. This 
t ype of deposit mi ght be found in semi-restricted marine env ironme n t s . 
When the Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies is located between h i gher 
energy facies i n vertical sequence, elastic influx could be use d as an 
e xplanation. Water depths for this facies are variable but ca lm wa t e r 
is t h e essential requirement for deposition~ The Sha l e Fa cies may be 
resp onsible f or t h e covered interv als s een in t he Pitk in ( Or gr en, 19 79 ) . 
Mud Mounds of Unit 19 3-5 
Unit 19 3- 5 i s an oncolitic pac kst one tha t cont ains th r ee 
adj acent small lime mu d mounds alon g t he same ho r iz on. Th e large s t o f 
the three i s 1 . 5 fee t hi gh an d 3 . 5 feet wide (Plate 8- F) . The allo c hem 
cons tituents o f the mo unds do no t di f fer from thos e fo und in o t her 
Pitkin facies bu t peloi ds a r e no t ably absent . Bryozoans and c rinoids 
are the dominant faunal elements with min or b r a ch i op o ds, pe lecypods , 
a n d a few fo raminife ra (P late 8- 0 , E) . The mo unds are of a mu ch 
ligh t er color than a ny of the o t her mud dominated lithologies of the 
Pitkin . Mounds like these occu r in shallow marine water on shelves or 
on the gentle slopes of shelf margins (Wilson , 1975 p . 79 ) . 
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Depositional Environments of t he Fayetteville Shale 
The carbonate lithologi e s of t he Fayetteville Shale we r e 
dep osited in open marine waters possibly tens t o h undre ds o f mete r s 
deep. The dark (almost black ) color of Fayetteville limest ones i n di-
cates deeper water deposition than the Pitkin in, perhaps, anoxi c 
conditions (Wilson, 1974). This interpretation is based on strati-
graphic position, field description, and thin section analysis of 
Fayetteville carbonate units. 
The upper carbonate-rich intervals are commonly less t h an 
one-foot thick and alternate with thin beds of black fissile shale 
(Plate 9-C). This may represent carbonate flych - bedded deposits which 
are indicative of slope to basin transition (Wilson, 1975, p . 75 ) . 
Thin-section analysis of these carbonates show that the dominant 
textures are wackestone and mudstone. Several packstone lithologies 
are also observed . In this case the fossil fragments are abraded but 
not coated, showing possible evidence of downslope transport. The 
packstones and wackestones contain small unabraded molluscan grains 
that might also indicate open marine c onditions and in situ dep os i t ion. 
There are rare fecal pellets that contain quartz grains and mi c r ob i o-
clasts. These pellets show glauconiti c c oats when observ e d under 
reflected light f ur t her suggest ing fec al ori gin (Go l dh ammer, 1981 , 
pe rs o nal corrnnuni cation ) . Two t hin secti on s cont aine d silt - sized quartz 
grains con cen tra t e d a l on g mic r olaminati on s resembli n g Bouma sequences , 
f urt her rein fo rcin g the i n terpre t a t ion o f an open marine de positi on al 




Figure A: Thin section of a Fayetteville carbonate. This rock is 
composed of micrite and silt sized quartz grains sorted 
into discrete microlaminations. On the right half of the 
photograph, the laminations may have been disrupted by 
bioturbation. Plane light. (M .S. 187, unit 7) 
Figure B: Polished slab of a Fayetteville carbonate. Most 
Fayetteville limestones appear to be mudstones to the naked 
eye but are wackestones in thin section. They are commonly 
dark blue gray to black but tend to weather light gray. 
See penny for scale. (M .S. 187, unit 7) 
Figure C: Interbedded Fayetteville shale and carbonate lithologies. 
See hammer for scale. (This photograph was taken at a road 
cut near M.S. 197). 
CALCAREOUS ALGAE 
Figure D: Thin section showing a well preserved fragment of the 
green alga, Dasycladaceae. The algal fragment is identi-
fiable by the radiating perforate wall about a central 
cavity. Notice also that the wall microstructure is poorly 
preserved. Plane light. (M .S. 205, unit 5 ) 
Figure E : Thin section showing the green alga, Dasycladaceae . 
This is an oblique longitudinal section through the wall of 
a branch or stalk. The grain is coated . Notice t h e recrys-
tallization and the perfo rati ons on the left side of the 
specimen. Plane light . (M . S . 206, unit 4) 
Figure F : Thin section showing 
green alga , Girv anella. 
indi cates shallow marine 
unit 4) 
well preserved tubes of the blue-
The pres ence of Girvanella 
waters . Plane light . (M. S . 206 , 
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PLATE 9 
Figure A ...___, 1 mm Figure a 1mm 
Figure B Figure E ,___ ______ ___,lmm 
Figure C Figure F ~----------' 1mm 
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Surrrrnary 
The Oolite Facies r ep resents shoals where ooliths were 
fo rming. The Oolitic, Bioclastic, Oncolitic, and Peloidal facies al l 
represent shoaling, above wave base, high- energy depositional env iron-
ments when they are texturally classified as grainst ones . The same 
f acies represent intershoal, blanket sand, foreslope, o r flankin g 
deposits when they are seen as packst ones. The Encrinite Facies repre-
sents a type of flank deposit. 
The Wackestone, Mudstone, and Peloidal facies generally sug-
gest calm, partially restricted, marine depositional environments found 
in very shallow water. They may be analogous to the core facies of the 
fenestrate bryozoan bioherms of Pray (1958) but field evidence is 
inconclusive. They may also be found in intershoal areas. The Sha le 
Facies is deposited in the same t ype of environment as those me nt ioned 
above during intervals of elastic influx in low-energy depositional 
environments. 
The Mound Facies is unique in the field area an d forms in 
association with algae on slopes in shallow marine envi ronments (W ilson, 
1975 , p . 79) . The Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies of the basal 
Pitkin was deposited in open marine water p r obably tens of meters deep . 
This facies is deposited in lower foreslope environments and is transi -
ti onal, lying between the Fayetteville Shale a nd Pitkin Limestone . 
Fayetteville ca rbonate r ocks lack the algae that indicate 
shallow marine envi r onment s . They were de posited in deeper open marine 
conditi ons at depths of tens to hundreds of meters . 
Figure 10 summarizes the vertical distribution of the Pit·in 
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lithof acies . 
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CHAPTER IV 
LITHOFACIES DISTRIBUTION AND DEPOSITI ON AL HI STORY 
The Basic Facies Pattern of Carbonate Deposition 
The first successful attempt to put carbonate facies patterns 
of a marginal shelf into a model for the purposes o f lithologic p re-
diction and environmental reconstruction was made by Edie ( 1958 ) . His 
study was based on facies distributions in the Mississippian Missi on 
Canyon Limestone in Saskatchewan, Canada. Modifications in this 
original model applied to epeiric seas were made by Shaw (1964 ) and 
Irwin ( 1965 ) . 
In each of these two models marine carb onate environments 
are di v ided into three zones based on water depth , turbulence and 
b iota (Fig. 11 ) . The first zone ( Irwin's X) is open marine. The sea 
floo r l ies well below normal wav e base and repres e nts a calm wat e r or 
l ow-energy depositi onal environment. The se cond zone ( I rwin' s Y) is 
t hat of high energy , a b ove wa v e b ase, t urb u lent wa t e r de position al 
en viron ments . This zone is cha r ac t e r ized by oolitic an d bioclastic 
shoal water facies . The mos t lan dwa r d of the th r ee zones (I rwin ' s Z) 
represents restri c ted marine environments where t he substrate is not 
sub jected to high- energy hydrologic processes . Fine - grained carbon-
ates and evaporitic deposits a r e found in th i s z one . 
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These models represent epeiric deposition of carb ona te r ock 
t y pes in laterally extensive shallow c·ratonic seas. Th e width of the 
sedimentation bands or zones is directly related to the slope of t h e 
shelf margin (I rwin, 1965) . In epeiric seas Irwin's (1965) zones are 
tens to hundreds of miles wide while in marginal seas they are only 
miles to tens of miles wide (Wilson, 1975). The width and expression 
of the basic facies patterns may also be modified by tectonic and 
eustatic processes. 
Wilson (1975 ) combined the study of both modern and ancient 
carbonate deposits with the ideas of Edie, Irwin, and Shaw to de rive 
a basic facies model for the interpretation of carbonate rocks of any 
geologic age (Fig . 12 ) that can be applied to shelf margin carbonates 
that are deposited around the edges of continents. 
Pitkin Limestone in the Gene ral Model 
of Carbonate Depositi on 
Most of the Pitkin lithofacies described in Chapter III, 
with the exception of the Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies, fall · 
within Wilson 's standard facies belt 6 (Figs. 11 and 12). Others fall 
within Wilson 's standard facies belt 7 representing shelf lagoon o r 
partially restricted marine sediments. The assignment of Pitkin 
lithologies to Wilson's facies belts 6 and 7 has been explained in 
Cnapte r III sedimentologically . These assignments may also b e explained 
paleoecologically . 
In con j unct ion with the sediment ary fea t u res mentioned in 
Chapter III , Paleozoic algae may be used as paleoenvironmental 
indicato r s (Wray , 1977) . The Pitkin contains the chloroph tic alga 
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Dasycladaceae and the cyanophy tic alga Girvanella . Das ycladacean algae 
have perforate, rarnose, calcareous skeletons (Plate 9-D, E) . They grow 
on both s andy and muddy bottoms in shallow protected back reef environ-
ments (Wray , 1969 ) . They gene rally indicate water depths ranging from 
0 to 30 mete rs but are most prolific at depths of Oto 5 meters . They 
obtain optimum rates of photosynthesis in the red spectrum of ligh t 
which is preferentially absorbed with increasing water depth (Wray, 
1977). The presence of Girvanella as Osagea in carbonate rocks 
probably indicates shallow water (Ko tila, 1973 ) (Fig. 13 ) . When it is 
seen as the binding agent of oncolites, as is the case with the Pitkin, 
it indicates a mild shoaling environment in intertidal waters. In 
thin section, it is formed into masses of very small nonperforate 
tubes of a uniform diameter (Plate 9-F). 
Algal Bank Lagoon Tide Flat 
-H. T. _:_------------------------'--------_p-;;;:r-;i:::-:-=-~ 
-----,..,--.---a,-:,---------------::-:;;::::--::....-00~------ / 
-L. T. . ✓ ~-_,... _ -----\l.JJ.----·--- ;..,-\ Girvan el/a 
~t) . ~ "" Oasycladaceans. . . 
I/ G . 11 
Cune,phycus oncol,ths. 
_ 1.l, ,rvane a Girvane/la 
__,.. Cune iphycus. Archaeo lithophy llum mis. 
Archaeo lithophyllum l :im .. Cune,phycus 
Oasycladaceans 
Archaeo lithophyllum mis. 
Figure 13 . Algal ecology profile from the Mo rrowan of northeastern 
Oklahoma . From Wray (1977 , fig . 148, p . 135 ; after Ko tila, 
1973, fig . 4, p . 99) . 
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Depositional Hist o ry o f t he Pi t k i n 
In vertical sequence, the combination of open marine 
Fayetteville carbonates and shales overlain by the predominant ly 
shallow water facies of the Pitkin represents a shoaling upward 
sequence that typifies the progradation of carbonates on a shelf 
(Smith, 1977). This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1 4 . 
On top of the Fayetteville, the Nodular Limestone and Shale 
Facies represents deposition in water depths probably less than 50 
meters yet still retains some open marine characteristics. This 
facies is capped by a bioclastic packstone which is a foreslope 
deposit. Above this packstone, in vertical sequence, is a bioclastic 
grainstone, an oncolitic grainstone, and an oolitic grainstone, all 
of which were deposited in shallow water shoaling depositional environ-
ments. 
The Pitkin lacks well defined transition facies, notably 
standard facies belts 4 and 5 of Wilson ( 1975 )( Fig. 10 ) . This may b e 
explained by the presence of an abrupt platform edge rather than a 
gradual increase in water depth from shoaling environments t o open 
marine shelf environments (Hor owitz and Potter, 19 71 ) . 
Facies Mosaic and Catastrophic Se di ment a ti on 
When a c arb onate unit p r og rades o r bui lds o ut f r om c r a t on ic 
ma r g ins large s cale pla t fo rms o r r amp s r es u l t. The irr egular facies 
distribu t ion, observed in Pla t es 11 and 12 , suggest that the Pitkin 
Limestone in this study area was deposited on a platform rather t han 




































M.S. 183, SHOALING UPWAR D SEQU ENC E 
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Figure 14 . X. S . 183 best illustrates the shoaling upward sequence 
see n in the Fayetteville - Pitkin stratigr aphic relationship . 
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lit t le lateral c on tinui ty of facies f r om one measure d s e c t i on to 
a n other e ve n though s ome a r e l ess than a mile apart. Pre cise correla-
ti ons alon g shelf ma r gins and plat forms tend to be di f ficult an d f acies 
co rrelat ion in this case may be imp os s i ble . Even beddi ng may be 
inte rrupte d by both shoals and organic bui l dup s (Wi lson , 1975 ) . 
This t y pe o f irregular f acies distrib u t ion h as been termed 
a " f a cies mosaic" by Laporte ( 196 7) and a " c razy quilt" by Po t te r and 
Blakely ( 1968 ) ( Fig. 15 ) . During deposition indivi dual f a cies s hif t 
laterally and change vertically as a result of fluctuatin g environ-
ments t h rough time. The "crazy quilt" pattern is f ound on "s h al lowl y 
submerged continental platforms with very s l ow rates o f depositi on" 
(Po tter and Blakely, 1968, p. 162 ) . Ginsburg ( 195 6) n o ti ce d t his same 
t ype o f irregular sediment distribution in the back reef env ironments 
o f t h e Florida Key s and in the restricted marine env i ron ments of 
Flo ri da Bay . A wide range o f textural c omp ositi on is c ommon in modern 
b ack ree f and l a goonal environments (Mi l liman, 1974 ) . Fluc t uat ions of 
loca l dep ositi onal e nvi r onments tend t o complicat e b r oad and c ommonly 
sub t le region al fac i e s t r ansi tions. 
During storms ca t astrophic depositi on al processes tend t o 
rewo r k and redistribute carbon a t e sands and f ramework mat e rial (Blatt, 
Middlet on , and Murray , 19 72 ) . Th is may als o be used to explain t h e 
ran dom dist r i b u t i on of f acies in t he Pi t kin . Let us look a t recen t 
examples . 
I n 19 80 t h e no rthern f rin ging ree f o f f the coas t of Jamaica 
was devastated by Hu rrican e Al l e n . Th e upp e r 20 feet of the r eef crest 
was r emoved than redeposited down slope as co r algal sand (R . M. B nem 
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Figure 15. The upper portion of this figure shows an orderly pro-
gression of carbonate facies aligned parallel to depositional 
strike. This pattern would be developed as a result of regres-
sion on a gently sloping shelf. The lower portion of this 
figure shows a "facies mosaic" or "crazy quilt" pattern which 
is generally developed on a carbonate platform . From Potter 
and Blakely ( 1968, fig . 2, p. 159) . 
1981, personal communication ) . Similar effects were observed in 
Puerto Rico caused by the same hurricane (J . R. Bloch, 1981, personal 
communication). In the Gulf of Mexico , there is a 95 percent p r ob -
ability t h at a hurricane will pass over a particular point at least 
on ce every 3 , 000 yea r s dis rupt i n g normal sediment ary processes and 
modifying the local depositional environment s (Age r, 1973 ) . Every 
point on the surface of the Bahama Platform is affected b y a hurricane 
at least once every 100 years ( ewell and Rigby, 1957) . Bathurst 
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( 1967 ) has obse r ved that these lar ge-s c ale sedimentary events a r e 
probably the only means by which the subtidal algal mat is destroyed . 
As long as the mat is present, the back shoal carbonate sands remain 
irmnobile. Only during storms are these sediments reworked and 
redeposited. 
From this discussion one may conclude that ca t as trophic 
processes such as hurricanes modify carbonate sedimentary environments 
in a series of short duration events and the results are eventually 
preserved in the rock record (Ball, Shinn, and Stockman, 1967). 
Summary 
In vertical sequence the transition from Fayetteville deep 
water mixed terrigenous and carbonate facies to the pure shallow water 
carbonate facies of the Pitkin represents a shoaling upward sequence 
associated with the basinward progradation of a platform carbonate. 
Most of the Pitkin facies may be placed in Wilson's standard facies 
belt 6 which reflects very shallow shoal water environments. This 
assignment is based on both sedimentary info r ma t ion and paleoecologic 
inferences provided by g reen and blue- green algae . The complex , almost 
random, dist rib uti on of facies wi th in the Pitkin form a facies mosaic 
or crazy quilt pattern that is common to platform carbonate buildouts . 
Occasional catastrophic processes probably c ontributed t o the re dis -
tributi on of depositi onal environment s and t heir r e su l t ant l ithofacie s . 
Two prob lems h a ve inhibit ed ob serva ti on s of Pi t ki n lithol-
ogies in this s tu dy a r ea . The f i rs t is me dioc r e exposure of the Pitkin 
in the Oklahoma Ozark Region . Mos t exposres are partially covered 
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laterally by ve getati on and slumping . Less comp e t en t lithologies are 
seen only as talus slopes. 
The second problem is caused by the truncati on of Pi t k i n 
lithologies by the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconf o rmity . The 
cross sections in Plate 11 and 12 are oriented along southwest-north-
east and south-north lines in order to include the thickest secti ons 
for facies analysis . A detailed analysis of the unconformity is t he 
subject of Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER V 
NATURE OF THE MISSISSIPPIAN-PENNSYLVANIAN UNCONFORMITY 
General Statement 
The predominantly carbonate lithologies of the Chesterian-
Morrowan sequence in the Ozark Uplift area are punctuated by the 
occurrence of several regional unconformities, which divide the sec-
tion into sedimentary packages (Fig. 6). Unconformities are observed 
at the base of the Merarnecian, base of the Chesterian, Chesterian-
Morrowan boundary, and at the Morrowan-Atokan boundary (Sutherland an d 
Manger, 1979). This chapter will deal specifically with the 
Mississippian-Pennsylvanian (Chesterian-Morrowan ) unconformity and the 
effects of erosion on the Pitkin Limestone during the hiatus. 
Biostratigraphy 
Many authors have presented biostratigraphi c evidence f or a 
hiatus s eparating Missis sippian and Pennsylvanian s trat a i n northe ast 
Ok lahoma and northwest Ar kansas using bo t h rne gaf a una an d mi c r ofaun a . 
I n ch r onologi cal o r de r t he mos t i mpo rt ant wo r ks have been done by 
Snide r (1915 ) , Ro t h (1941 ) , Laudon (19 41) , East on (1943) , Lane (1967) , 
Saunde rs , Mange r , and Gor don (19 77) , an d Man ge r and Su t he r land (unpub -
lishe d man usc r ipt , 1981) . Saunde r s , Man ge r, and Gordon (1977) used 
ammonoid assemblages to demonstrate that the H
1 
and H2 arnrnonoid zones 
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which define the Chokierian and Alportian Stages of the Namurian 
Se ries in Europe , are missing in the Ozark Re gion of Arkansas . 
Local Field Characteristics 
The contact between the Chesterian Pitkin and t he Morrowan 
Sausbee is variable within the present study area. The two formations 
may be differentiated by the presence of quartz sand in the Sausbee 
and the lack of it in the Pitkin. In this area local relief on t h e 
unconformity is low, usually less than 1 foot at any given exposure. 
The maximum local relief is seen at M. S. 205 where the contact drops 
approximately 2 feet over a lateral distance of 50 feet. 
The Pitkin is generally dense, gray weathering, and fo rms 
resistant bluffs (Plate 2-A) while the Sausbee is medium to dark gray , 
brown weathering, generally conglomeratic at its base, and exhibits 
differential weathering along crossbeds (Plate 10- A) . The Sausbee is 
less resistant than the Pitkin and a ben ch is commonly formed at t heir 
unconformable contact (M .S. 184, M.S. 188, M.S. 193, M. S. 196, 
M.S. 198, M.S. 203 , M.S. 205 , and M. S. 206 (Plate 7- F) . Karst fea-
tures are p re sent, but rare (Plate 10- B) . 
Pitkin Truncati on 
Truncation of t he Pi tkin is the most obvious fea ture of the 
unconformity . The thickness of the Pitkin ranges from Oto over 60 
feet within the present study area with a maximum thickness of 80 feet 
reported in the Oklahoma Ozark region by Huffman (1 958 ) . The thickest 
sect i on in the field area is M. S . 193, Greenleaf Lake , whi ch measures 
61 .9 feet (Pla te 2-F ) . The thinnest is M.S. 195 , Buckhorn Mountain 
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PLATE 10 
MISSISSIPPIAN-P ENNSYLVANIAN UNC ONFORMITY 
Figure A: The unconformable Pitkin-Sausbee con tact. The gray 
weathering No dular Limestone and Shale Facies of the Pitkin 
is directly overlain by the brown weathering conglomeratic 
sandstone of the basal Sausbee. (P=Pitkin and S=Sausbee ) . 
See lense cap fo r scale. (M . S . 195, units 3 and 4) . 
Figure B: A remnant of a possible karst fea t ure . The hammer 
rests on a small block of sandstone t hat is cemented firmly 
onto the Pitkin well below the unconformity surface . See 
haIIlliler for scale. (M .S. 199, unit 6) 
Figure C: Truncation of the Pitkin. Units 6, 7 , and 8 of M. S . 
209 are shown in this photograph. Unit 7 is being trun-
cated by the unconformity from left to right. On the 
right side of the photograph unit 6 of the Pitkin is 
directly overlain by unit 8 (Sausbee ) . The white arrow 
points to pebbles fo und at the base of the Saus bee . 
See hammer for scale. (M.S. 209 ) 
BASAL SAUSBEE CONGLOMERATE 
Figure D: Polished slab of a basal Sausbee congl omerate . This 
specimen contains pebble to cobble sized clasts of pre-
dominantly fine grained Pitk in lithologies along with 
rewo r ked Mississippian rugose corals . See penny fo r 
scale . (M. S . 210- A, unit 4) 
Figure E: Field shot o f a basal Sausbee c on gl omerate . This 
exposure contains abundant c obble size d clasts, p r obably 
of the Pitkin, in a sandy matrix . See h ammer fo r sca le . 
(M . S. 210- A, unit 4) 
BASAL SAUSBEE LITHOLOGY 
Figure F : Thin section of the basal Sausbee Formation . The 
most common lithology at the base of the Sausb ee is a 
sandy limestone . Notice 
q uartz grains . No te the 
and sand . Plane light . 
the mixture of carbonate and 
gastropod filled in with silt 





figure A Figure D 
Figure B Figure E 
Figure C Figure F L-.....Jlmm 
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which is 1 . 5 feet thick . The unconformity c an c learly b e s een t r un-
ca t i n g uppe r Pitkin units at M. S . 205 and M. S . 209 (Plate 10- C) . Ac 
M.S. 194 , M.S. 195, M.S. 208 , M.S. 210A , and M. S . 210B, t h e unc on-
fo rmity truncates all Pitkin lithologies except the basal Nodular 
Limestone and Shale Facies. At M.S. 79 of Suthe rland and Henry 
( 1977A), the Pitkin has been completely remove d by pre- Penns y lvanian 
erosion and the Sausbee rests directly on the Fayetteville Shale. 
Figure 16 is an isopachous map of the Pitkin Limestone based 
on thickness values obtained from the measured sections. Five addi-
tional points are from Orgren's (1979 ) study. A ten-foot contour 
interval is used. The thickest measured sections are on t h e margins 
of the field area. Over 60 feet of Pitkin strata are preserved on the 
west side. Moving east, the Pitkin is less than 10 feet thick over 
the central part of the field area. The small area enclosed by the 
dashed 0- foot is opach contour is where Sutherland and Henry's ( 1977A) 
M. S . 79 is located. On the east side of the study area between 30 and 
40 feet of Pitkin are preserved (M . S . 202) . The 0- foot isopachous 
cont our to the northeast is the limit of Pitkin preservation. 
The isopachous map leads to a possible interpretation of 
fluvial activity causing the trun cation, leaving a b r oad topographic 
valley prior to the mar ine transgressi on that deposited Morrowan- a ge d 
strata . This interpretati on i s substantiat ed by west t o e ast c r oss 
s e c ti ons A- A' a nd B-B' (F i gs. 1 7 and 18) . No t e the va r ious l i thologies 
a t t h e b ase of t h e Sausb e e . Basal con glome r a t es a r e con tained within 
the valley featu r e an d , except fo r M. S . 201 i n the east - central por-
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Figure 16 . Isopachous map o f the Pitkin Limest one in p o rti ons of 
Cherokee , Muskogee, and Sequoyah Co un ties in northeast e rn 
Oklahoma . A 10 foot co nt our interval is used. Solid circles 
are f r om sections measured in this s tudy , open circles are 
f r om Or gren (19 79) . 
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the study area, lie below the 20- foot is opach contour. Figure 19 
shows the location of basal Sausbee conglomerates in map view. Moore 
(1940) reported that the basal Morr owan con glome rates we re well 
rounded, limonitic, shaly limestone pebbles and phosphatic nodules 
preserved in a ferruginuous, calcareous yellow-brown matrix. Thin 
section and slab analysis of the basal Sausbee conglomerates in the 
present study area reveal only limestone pebbles and rework ed fo ssi l s 
making up the clasts of the conglomerates (Plate 10- D) . At M. S . 210A, 
Mississippian rugose corals are found mixed in with the Pitkin cobbles 
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Figure 18 . We s t to eas t cross sec ti o 11 H-H ' illustrates the truncation o f t h e Pitki n Limeston e 
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Figure 19 . Location of basal Sausbee conglomerates in t he study area . 
Conglome r ates are marke d by asterisks . No tice how they tend to 
fall wi thin the 20 foo t isopach contour . 
Additional evidence of Pitkin truncation is found in the 
modal analysis of Pitkin thin sections based on point count da ta. The 
lower units of the Pitkin contain more mud-dominated lithologies than 
do the upper units . Conversely, the upper units are mo re oo litic than 
the lower uni ts . Modal analysis of all the units of all measured sec-
tions of this study show a skewing toward mud-dominated lithologies . 
The cluster of points at the matrix end of the triangle probably 
represents those sections whe re the upper units h ave been removed by 
pre- Pennsylvanian e r os i on (Appendix C- 111 , IC) . The Pitkin Lim st ne 
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has been characterized as being oolitic but plots of cement and matrix 
ve rsus skeletal allochems ve rsus ooliths show that the points do not 
cluster near the ooliths end of the triangle (Appendix C- I , II ) . 
Again, this is a result of the remo val of the upper Pitkin lithologies 
in most of the field area. 
Basal Sausbee Lithologies 
The Sausbee Formation was deposited during a marine trans-
gression across the irregular topographic surface cut into the Pitkin 
(Sutherland and Henry, 1977A) . The Morrowan strata thins over thick 
Pitkin erosional remnants. Sutherland and Henry (197 7B) found that 
the basal Braggs Member of the Sausbee Formation (Fig. 1 ) v aried 
markedly in lithic character from area to area. They observed that 
topographic lows in the Pitkin surface were filled with thick sand-
stones while topographic highs were overlain directly by pure non-
sandy carbonates. 
Point counts of basal Sausbee thin secti ons were used fo r 
modal analysis. The results show that there is a spectrum of lithol-
ogies within the basal 2 feet of the Sausbee. The l ithologies range 
from pure quartz sandstones in a calcareous matrix to pure limestones 
with no terrigenous material (Appendix C- VIII) . The pure carbonates 
were differentiated f r om the Pitkin in the field by presence of basal 
con glome rates. The main clus ter of points on the ternary diagram, 
near the base of the triangle, shows that the dominant lithology in 
this field area is a sandy carbonate (Plate 10-F) . Possible sources 
of quartz sand in the Sausbee Formatio n are the Ordovician Burgen 
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Sandst one, the Sycamore Sandst one Member of the Devonian Cha ttan ooga 
Formation, and the Wedington Sandstone Member of the Chesterian 
Fayetteville Shale . 
M.S. 191, M.S. 192, M. S . 193, and M. S . 20 1 are some of the 
thicker Pitkin sections in this study area and, as already mentioned , 
lie on the west side of the field area . This group of thick meas u r ed 
sections are oriented in a north-south trend and coincide wi th th e 
Gore-Braggs Mountain High of Sutherland and Henry (1977A) (Fig. 20 ) . 
From that study, they were able to demonstrate that this area of 
thick Pitkin intervals was a topographic high during Mo rrowan time 
based on the thickness and lithology of the overlying Sausbee Fonna-
tion. The Gore-Braggs Mountain High is most easily observed on the 
regional isopach map of the Pitkin Limestone (P late 13 ) . 
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Figur e 20 . Cross section showing Morrowan strata in the study area . 
Note how the Mo r rowan lithology and thickness chan ge above the 
irregular Pitkin e rosi o nal surface . From Sutherland and Henry 
(1 977A , fig . 3 , p . 428) . 
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8 
Regional Effects of the Unconformity 
The thickness values obtained for the regi ona l isopach map 
of the Pitkin Limestone in northeast Oklahoma and northwest Arkansas 
(P late 13 ) were obtained mostly from previ ous field studies with a few 
subsurface control points to the southeast. A ten-foot contour inter-
val was used . The Pitkin thickness values within this map are a range 
from O in Cherokee County, Oklahoma to 220 feet in the subsurface of 
Franklin County, Arkansas. 
The isopachous contours show erosion and truncation to the 
north, caused by fluvial systems, giving way to a more ordered pattern 
to the southeast, where there was less intense erosion . As the uncon-
formity is traced from the platform area southward onto the shelf, 
then into the Arkoma Basin, the hiatus diminishes in magnitude until 
finally deposition is believed to be continuous across the Mississip-
pian-Pennsylvanian boundary in the Arkoma Basin (Lauden, 1958 ) . The 
diminishing effect of the unconformity is illustrated schematically 
in Figure 21. 
In the area of Crawfo rd County , Arkansas, the Pitkin ma y not 
have been affected by erosion. The northeast-southwest orientati on of 
the is opach contours may represent depositional strike of the Pitkin 
(Pla te 13) . No rtheast, along strike, near Leslie , Arkansas, 120 miles 
east o f the Oklahoma-Arkansas s t a t e line, the Pitkin is overlain con-
fo rmably by the upper Chesterian I mo Fo r mati on (Fig . 6 ) . In t h at are a 
t he I mo i s 225 feet thi ck and consists primar i l y o f thi ck shale 
intervals , sandstones , a nd sandy lime stones . An exam i na t ion of the 
Pitkin isopachous map (Plat 13) suggests the possibility that th 
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Pi t kin is overlain by the Imo or a correlative uni t in the subsurface 
in Crawf ord and southern Washington Counties , Ar kansas, and has not 
been affected by pre-Pennsylvanian erosion . A detailed subsurface 
analysis of the Pitkin might possibly answer this question, but the 
Imo has the same well log characteristics as the Cane Hill Member of 
the lowe r Mo rrowan Hale Formation (Doy Zachry, 1981, personal communi -
ca tion) (Fig . 6) . 
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Figure 21 . Schematic diagram illustra tin g the diminishing effe c t o f 
the p r e - Penns y lvani an uncon formi ty on the thickness o f the Pitkin 
Limestone f r om the inner shelf- platfo rm to the outer shelf on 





The completion of the present study of the Pitkin Limest one 
in the Lake Tenkiller area makes possible a regional interpretation of 
the facies patterns that have been found in the formation in bo t h 
northeastern Oklahoma and northwestern Arkansas . Included in this 
analysis are the adjacent studies in Oklahoma by Clupper (1978 ) and 
Orgren (1979 ) and those in northwestern Arkansas by Tehan (1976 ) and 
Warmath (1 977 ) . 
A comprehensive analysis of the entire Chesterian in the 
Ozark re gion is not possible at this time beca use of the lack as yet 
of de tai led knowledge conce rning the nature of the highly irre~ular 
Boone e r osional surface and the ove r lying Moo r efield and Hinds ville 
uni ts. 
Pitkin- Fayette ville Relati onship 
The key t o underst a ndin g the genesis o f t he Pit kin Lime stone 
is foun d i n its r elat i onshi p with the under lyin g Faye t teville Shale . 
Jhen an d Youn g (1976) r ecogn ized this p r ob lem an d combined the two 
formations into a " genetic rock unit ." They believed that th Pitkin 
and he Fayetteville were d posited in a set of similar environm nts 
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possibly belon ging to the same depositi onal cycle , but they di d nae 
expound on t h is idea. Or gren (1979) presented two models that were 
interpretations of this relationship: the environmental replacement 
model and the transgression model. 
The environmental replacement model is the one most often 
cited by previous investigators to explain the chan ge from predomi-
nantly shale deposition of the Fayetteville to the predominantly 
carbonate deposition of the Pitkin . . In this model, the carbonate 
deposition of the Hindsville was drowned out by the influx of fine-
grained, terrigenously derived, elastic material. A large amount of 
clay-sized material settled on the inner shelf and eventually formed 
a shale platform. The Wedington Sandstone Member of the Fayetteville, 
present in Arkansas and eastern Adair County, Oklahoma, may have pro-
graded onto the inner shelf as a deltaic complex during a period of 
increased coarse- grained elastic influx (McNully and Jackson, 1974). 
It was e ventually inundated by the interbedded shales and limestones 
o f the upper Fayetteville. The ocean bottom was subsequently raised 
to the photic zone by rapid sedimentation allowing Pitkin carbonates 
to accumulate du rin g a period of slow marine transgression and reduced 
elastic influx (Fig . 22 - A) . 
The transgressive model is based on Irwin's ( 1965 ) inter -
pretation o f epeiric clear water depositi on. The Fayetteville repre-
s ents a lagoonal o r backreef dep osit of terri genous e lasti c s t hat 
maintained b o t h temporal a nd s trat igrap h i c r e lat ionsh ip s t o t h e Pitkin 
as a r es ult of t r a nsg r ession (Fig . 22 - B) . The r ela t ionship described 
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Figu r e 22 - B. The t rans gressive model of Or gren (1979) . The Fayetteville Shale is interpreted as being a lagoonal deposit. From Orgren (1979, fig . 10 , p . 64 ) . 
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belts shi f t rapidly as a result o f trans gressi on (Shaw, 1964 ) . 
In Chapters III and I V, the carbonate l itho l ogi es o f t h e 
Fayetteville hav e been described and assigned to an open marine 
depositional environment. The vertical sequence (p. 72 ) in t h is study 
area seems to indicate that the Pitkin prograded over the Fayettevi lle, 
thus preserving the temporal and lithologic relati onships at any 
measured section within the Ozark Region. With this in mind, it may 
be speculated that the Fayetteville-Pitkin contact is diachronous as 
a result of Pitkin progradation and that the deposition of the upper 
Fayetteville on the open marine shelf was simultaneous with the 
deposition of the Pitkin on the Ozark carbonate platform. 
These observations and interpretations lead to a third model 
explaining the Chesterian stratigraphic sequence of the Ozark Regi on. 
The new model explains Chesterian deposition in terms o f a c arb onate 
shelf cycle of transgression followed by regression. Ramsbott om 
(1977, p. 282) has defined as a mesothem "a stratigraphic unit o f 
middle rank bounded by unconforrnities on a cratonic ( 'block' o r 's h e lf ' ) 
area but with its limits defined in c onformable successi on." The 
Hindsville-Bates ville interval (Fig. 6) o f Ok l ahoma an d Ar kansas 
included in the " geneti c r ock unit" along with the Fayettev i lle and 
Pitk in f o r m a con fo rmab l e sequen c e th at may represent a shelf cy cle 
o r mes o t hem (Fig . 23 ) . 
The Hi ndsville and Ba t esvi lle For mation s we r e dep os i t ed i n 
nearshore , shal low marine de pos itional e n vironments (G r ay s on, 19 9) 
as a r es ult of transg r ession (Garne r , 1967) . I n Ar kansas , the 
Batesville is a sandstone that in t erfingers with the Hindsvill and 
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Figure 23. The Cheste rian carbonate shelf cycle (mesothem) on the 
southern flanks of the Ozar k Uplift . This interpretation explains 
the temporal and lithost rat igraphic relationships of the region 
for this time interval. 
may represent close to source transgressive strandline deposition . 
In the present study area the Hindsville is predominantly a grainstone, 
with ooliths , coated grains, dasycladacean alga~ and cross laminations 
all of which indicate depositional environments in Wilson's standard 
facies belt 6 . The Hindsville t h in sections also contain numerous 
quartz grains. The reason carb onates are prevalen t in this interval 
in Oklahoma is because they were away from the sources of elastic 
material in northeastern Arkansas (Orgren , 1961) . As water depths 
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increased du ring transgression, open marine s ha les wo u ld eve n t ually 
overlie the Hindsville- Ba t e s ville in t e r val . The open marine shales 
are s een in the f aye t tevi l l e. De position a r oun d "Boone" t op ographic 
h i ghs, wh i ch may ha ve been is l ands during the trans gr ession, would 
cause local shoalin g e nvironments at t h e time o f bo t h Hi nds v i lle and 
Fayettevi lle dep osition (C lupper, 19 78 ) . 
The e nd of Fayetteville dep osition at any meas ur ed s e c ti on 
would be s ynchronous with a time of maximum marine trans gre s si on. Mos t 
o f the Oklahoma Ozark Region was blanketed by Fayetteville (Huffman, 
1958 ) . Regression raised the sea-bottom level, by reduci ng wate r 
depth, to the photic zone. Carbonate deposition of t he P i t k i n Li me-
stone was established causing progradations basinward building a 
platform onto the inner shelf area o f Sutherland and Hen ry ( 1977A) . 
The most appealing aspe c ts o f this model are: ( 1 ) t h e 
temp o ral relati onships are maintaine d t h r oug hout the Ozark r eg i on , 
( 2) t h e r egressive car bonate s h oalin g up s equen c e i s common in the 
ge olog i c r ecor d an d is seen i n o t he r No rth Amer ican ca r bonate units of 
Mis siss i ppian age, ( 3 ) all of the Ches t e r ian st r a t a included in the 
p r oposed cyc le have con fo r mable contact s fitting t he definiti on o f a 
me sothem , and (4) subsidence , tect onics, o r wildly f l uctuating s e a 
l e vel changes are n o t nee ded t o e xp l ain t he litho logic chan ges f r om 
one unit t o ano ther . Cyclic s e dime n ta t ion is a s uccession o f o r dere d 
an d p r edic t able de p ositiona l e nvironments t h r ou gh time . 
A weaknes s of this mode l is the lack of an e xp l anati on fo r 
the p r es ence of t he Imo Fo rmati on wh i ch con fo rmab ly ove r lies the 
Pitkin in Van Bure n Coun ty , Arkansas . The on ly way the Imo can fit 
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into the top of a regressive sequence is by elastic inf lux drowning 
out carbonate deposition. Perhaps Imo sediments owe t heir ori gin to 
the erosion of higher standing areas located landward (north) o f the 
marine shelf. The erosion may have occurred during the same regres-
sion that caused the Pitkin to prograde over the Fayetteville. 
Regional Geometry of the Pitkin Limestone 
Whether the Pitkin prograded over the Fayet teville as a 
result of slow transgression, sea level stillstand, or regressi on has 
little effect on the depositional environments interpreted from the 
facies analysis of this and previous studies. Almost all authors 
agree that the Pitkin carbonates were deposited in shoaling and 
partially restricted marine waters . The progradation of these facies , 
in Oklahoma, built a platform that contains a mosaic of shallow water 
facies . 
Depositional strike, from west to east, around the p latfo rm 
can be inferred from changes in the distribu tion of facies, isopach 
map patterns, and the orientation of mud mounds in Arkansas . The cross 
sections from Orgren's (1979 ) study show that grain-dominate d lithol-
ogies are more prevalent to the nort heas t. Thi s may indicate that 
dep osi ti onal st r ike in her study area was northwest t o s outheast . 
Depositional strike is difficult to demonstrat e in the present study 
because of the random distribution of facies in cross section (Pla tes 
11 and 12) . Howeve r, grainstones are dominant in both the south and 
southeast portion of the field area possibly indicating east -west 
deposi ional strike . In Adair County , Clupper ' s (1978) north-south 
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cross section shows that grainstones dominate in the southern part of 
his field area while mustone and wackestone are more common to t he 
north. He also measured the attitude of crossbeds and found t h at t he y 
tended to orient themselves in a northwest-southeast fashion . Deposi -
tional strike was probably east-west on the west shelf of Adair County 
and northeast-southwest on the east ha l f . The is opachous map (Plate 
13) indicates a northeast-s outhwest depositional strike fo r the Pitkin 
in Washington and Crawford Counties, Arkansas. 
By coincidence, the mud mounds reported by Tehan and Warmath 
(1977) are aligned along this same northeast-southwest trend . The 
isopachous maps of Orgren (1961, 1968) show the same strike orienta-
tion in the upper Mississippian units of northwest Arkansas. Addi -
tional inf o rmati on in support of a northeast-southwest depositional 
strike in Adair County , Oklahoma, and Washingt on and Crawford Counties, 
Ar kansas, can be found in Snider (1915), Moo re (1940 ) , Glick (1975 ) , 
Zimbrick (1978), Price (1981) and Foshee and Zachry (1981 ) . From 
this information, it may be concluded that the di re ction of marine 
encroachment and withdrawal du ring Cheste rian and Morrowan time, in 
Arkansas an d Adair Co unty, Oklahoma, was from southeast to northwest . 
The Fayetteville isopachous maps (Figs, 8 and 9) may indi-
cate that there was deeper water surrounding the platform area in 
Oklahoma . This information, combined with lithofacies dist ribution 
of both Clupper (1978) an d Or g r e n (1979 ) , tends to suggest that 
ca rbonate deposition of the Pitkin was ultimately influenced by the 
positive topographic expression of the Ozark Uplift . Th •~alo 
effec " is co mmonly a result of th pro radat 'on o ca rb na 
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buildup during times of regression or sea level stillstand (Wilson, 
1975 ) . The geograph ic center of the Pitkin "halo" was located in 
south-central Delaware County, Oklahoma (Fig. 23) . 
Missing Units 
· Two lithologies that comprise Wilson's (19 75) standard 
facies belts 8 and 9 or Irwin's (1965 ) Y zone h av e not been ob se rved 
in this study of the Pitkin or reported in previous investigations. 
These missing lithologies are £laser bedded tidal flat deposits and 
evaporitic / dolomitic sequences. The assignment of the Pitkin litho-
facies to the basic model of carbonate deposition has been one of the 
main themes of this thesis. Why are these facies not seen in the 
Ozark Region? 
In the present study, it cannot be demonstrated that finer 
grained lithologies are found to the north because of the truncation 
of Pitkin lithologies by the pre-Penns y lvanian unconformity. Evidence 
may lie in an analysis of basal Sausbee conglomerates. Most of the 
limestone clasts that comprise the basal Sausbee conglomerate in the 
northern porti on of the p resent study area a re fine - grained . Using 
the principle of s trati graphi c inversion, one would expect lithologies 
fo und higher in the sedimentary column to be transported into topo-
graphic depressions during e r osion events . Because mudstone and 
wackestone cobbles are found in the basal Sausbee it may be inferred 
that the Pitkin lithologies highe r in the section to the north may 




Figure 24. The regional geometry and major facies distribution of t h e 
Pitkin Limestone reflects the control of carbonate deposition by · 
the positive topographic expression of the Ozark Uplift . Most of 
the restricted marine facies have been removed by pre-Pennsy l v an-
ian erosion. 
If the Pitkin were a transgressiv e rather than r e gressiv e 
c arbonate unit, these lithologies would have traveled shorewar d and 
e ventually been covered by o pen marine deposits. Th is i s c l ear ly n o t 
th e case. Th e l ac k of pre s e r ved near sho re carb on a t e s a dds mo r e weigh t 
to the r egr essive model of Pitki n deposition. Also , mo r e nearshore 
deposits in the Pitkin, wha t ever their nature, would be located in 
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the updip area removed by post-depositional erosion. 
Another explanation for the lack of intertidal and supra-
tidal deposits in the Pitkin is climate. If the Pitkin seas were 
located in a humid geographic region, brackish salinities would exist 
in lagoonal and restricted areas preventing the development of a 
primary supratidal dolomitic facies (Horowitz and Potter, 1971). 
Any of these processes acting alone or in combination may 
account for the lack of these facies preserved in recent exposures of 
the Pitkin Limestone. 
Diagenesis 
The interpretations presented in this thesis have been based 
on the observation of primary sedimentary features of the Pitkin 
Limestone and associated strata, both in the field and in thin section. 
The Pitkin contains a fascinating variety of diagenetic features as 
well. Aggrading neomorphism is seen sporadically in the finer-grained 
thin sections. Many of the coarser-grained lithologies have both 
marine and phreatic cements revealing a complex post-depositional 
history. Now that the best exposures of the Pitkin have been located, 




1. Eleven lithofacies o f the Pi tkin Li mes tone h a v e b een 
defined both qualitatively and quantitatively and most of them are 
found to reoccur throughout the field area. They are: Oolite Facies, 
Oolitic Facies, Bioclastic Facies, Encrinite Facies, Oncolite Facies, 
Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies, Peloidal Facies, Wackest one 
Facies, Mudstone Facies, Mound Facies, and Shale Facies. 
2 . Thes e facies were deposited mostly in shallow, s h oal 
water, marine environments. The grainst one tex tures represent s h oal 
and shallow carbonate sands, while packstone, wackest one and mu dst one 
tex tures represent intershoals or flanks. Some of these f acies may 
possibly represent f o reslope deposits . 
3 . In vertical section and i n c r oss se c t ion, t he Pi t kin 
f acies are randomly distrib uted in t he central and easte rn port ion of 
the field a r ea f o rmi ng a facies mos a i c . The mo s aic may h ave r esul t e d 
f r om sto rm a c tivity . 
4 . The abun dan ce of shallow , high ene r gy , l ithologies, 
combined with t he mosaic facies pa t tern an d a shal low wat e r alga l 
flo ra, suggests tha t the Pi t kin Limest on e of the s t udy a r ea was a 
pla t form car bonate . 
5 . The relationship o f the Pitkin to the Fayetteville is a 
shoaling upward sequen ce indi ca ting that the Pitkin Limestone p r og r ~ded 
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over the Fayetteville Shale. The two formations were deposited con -
t emporaneously during the regressive phase of the p r oposed Chesterian 
mesothem and their contact is diachronous. 
6. The Pitkin Limestone was regi onally truncated by fluvial 
activity during the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity leaving 
a surface with several tens of feet of relief. The lithologies of the 
succeeding Morrowan strata and isopachous maps reflect the irregular 
nature of the erosional surface. 
7. The Chesterian stratigraphic package on the southern and 
southwestern flanks on the Ozark Up lift may be interpreted as a carbon-
ate shelf cycle or mesothem. The Hindsville is a transgressive unit, 
the Fayetteville is both transgressive and regressive, and the Pitkin 
is a regressive unit. 
8. Depositional strike of the Pitkin Limestone, as evidence d 
by the facies transitions in adjacent study areas, isopachous map 
patterns, and the alignment of mud mounds, was ultimately controlled 
by the positive topographic expression of the Ozark Uplift in both 
northeast Oklahoma and northwest Arkansas. 
- 102 -
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This appendix contains the descriptions of the 28 stratigraphic 
sections measured in this study. The sections are numbered from 183 
to 210, in seque?ce with other studies in the northeastern Oklahoma 
Ozark Region that are concerned with upper Mississippian and lower 
Pennsylvanian strata directed by Dr. P. K. Sutherland at the University 
of Oklahoma . 
Each measured section is subdivided into units based on litho-
logic character observed in outcrop. The units are grouped by forma -
tion. The descriptions are based solely on field observations with a 
lOX hand lens. Thin section analyses of collected Pitkin and Sausbee 
units are given in Appendix B. 
The general format for each description is as follows: (1) 
Dunham's ( 1962 ) classifi ca tion, ( 2) color fresh, (3) color weathered, 
(4) g rain size, ( 5 ) grain sorting, (6) composition, (7) accessory 
minerals, (8) sedimentary structures , ( 9 ) fossils , (10) bedding 
according to Ingram's (1954 ) class ifica ti on, (11) persistency, (12) 
weathered appea r ance , ( 13) additional pertinent comment s , and (1) basal 
contact description . Some items on this list are omitted when not 
applicable . The distance above the base of the unit is includ din 
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parentheses indicating where specimens were c ollected . 
The thickness of each unit and each formation are expressed in 
feet. Formation tallies are labeled "partial thickness" when either 
the base or the top of the formation is covered by slumping, talus, 
or vegetation. 
Measured Section 79 of Sutherland and Henry (1977 ) is included 
in this study. It is located in the north-central portion of the field 
area. The Pitkin is completely removed by pre-Pennsylvanian erosion 
at this locality and the Sausbee Formation rests directly on the 
Fayetteville Shale. 
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Measured Section 183: Smith Ranch 
Lo cati on: SW~ SE~ sec. 21 , T. 13 N., R. 23 E., Sequoyah County , Oklah oma . 
Drive 1.5 miles northwest from the railroad tracks in Marble City 
to a gravel road just north of Pettit Methodist Chur ch and turn west 
( left ) . Continue driving 1.2 miles northwest, then turn southwest ( left ) 
onto a smaller gravel road. Drive 1.3 miles to a gate. The land owner 
lives in a small house visible from the gate. Enter and obtain permis-
sion to drive across the pasture beyond the house. Drive about 0 .5 mile 
southwest through the pasture to the end of the cleared land. The sec-
tion is located on a bluff about 75 yards to the north of t he northwest 
corner of the pasture in a gully which forms the head of a stream. 
This section was measured on March 4 and 5, 1980. It is of partic-
ular interest because of the partial exposure of Boone Group erosional 
remnants in the pasture. There is also a thick interval of Fayetteville 
carbonates exposed below the prominent Pitkin bluffs. 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
7 Calcare ous sandst one. Buff to light brown . Weathers 
gray brown wi th ironstain. Medium to coarse 
g rained. Poorly sorted. Comp osed of mixed 
quartz and carbonate grains . Medium bedded. 
Friable . Basal contact welded . 
(0 . 1 foot above base ) 1. 0 
PITKIN LIMEST ONE 15 . 6 
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Grainstone. Medium to dark gray brown . Weathers 
medium gray. Coarse grained. Well so rted. 
Coated skeletal grains and ooliths. Low-angle 
crossbedding. Rare graded bedding. Dominant 
faunal elements are bryozoans, c rinoids , and 
brachiopods. Medium to thick bedded. Lateral 
facies become increasingly oolitic. Unit forms 
resistant cliff. Weathers along c r oss - beds. 
Supports abundant lichens. Basal contact 
undulating. 
( 1.5 feet above base ) 
Wackestone and shale. Medium to dark gray brown. 
We athers light gray brown. Coarse skeletal 
grains in mud matrix. No sorting . Composed 
of carbonate mud, skeletal grains, and rare 
ooliths. Thin nodular bedding. Becomes a 
recessive shale unit laterally . Basal contact 
sharp. 
(0.2 foo t above base ) 
3 . 0 
0 . 4 
Offset 12 feet west on top of unit 4 . 
4 Packstone. Medium gray brown. Weathers light gr ay 
brown. Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Composed 
of coated skeletal grains. Thick bedded. 
Laterally persistent but forms a reentrant. 
Basal contact welded . 
( 2 . 2 feet above base ) 2 . 2 
3 Wackes tone and packstone. Dark blue gray . Weathe rs 
light to medium gray brown . Medium g raine d . 
Poorly sorted. Composed of skeletal grains 
with minor oo liths . Medium bedded with shale 
partings. Ch anges facies laterally . Fo rms a 
resistant r ough weathering unit. Petroliferous. 
Basal contac t undulating bu t sharp . 
(4 . 0 fee t above base) 4 .5 
2 Wackestone . Medium to dark gray. Weathers l i ght to 
medium gray . Fine to coarse grained . Poorly 
sorted . Composed of skeletal grains . Spiculi -
ferous . Medium bedded . Fonns a resistant 
ledge . Petroliferous . Basal cont act undulating . 
(0 . 5 foot above base) 1 . 5 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
1-C Mudstone and shale. Dark blue gray . We athers light 
gray to gray brown. Coarse skeletal inclusions. 
Unit is composed of limestone and dark gray 
fissile shale. Contains abundant Archimedes 
bryozoa and a variety of crinoids. Thin to 
nodular bedded. Forms recessive interval where 
exposed. Petroliferous. Basal contact covered. 
(2 .0 feet above base ) 4 . 0 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 
1-B Shale and covered. A stair-step pattern of inter-
bedded mudstone and shale may be seen in the 
stream below the Pitkin bluff with rare exp o-
sures of black ironstained shale. This unit is 
covered laterally. 
(6.0 feet above base ) 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION - partial thickness 
1-A Grainstone. Medium to dark gray brown . Weathers 
light to medium gray. Medium to coarse graine d . 
Poorly sorted. Coated skeletal grains . Medium 
to thick bedded. Poorly exposed. Forms r ough 
weathering outcrop. Basal contact covered . 
(0 .75 foot above base) 
Measured Section 184: Smith Hollow 
52.0 
Location: SE~ NE~ s ec. 21, T . 13 N., R. 23 E., Sequoyah County, Oklahoma. 
Drive 1.5 miles nort hwest from the railroad tracks in Marble City 
on a paved county road to a gravel road just north of Pettit Methodist 
Church and turn wes t (lef t ) . Continue driving 1 . 2 miles northwest, then 
turn southwest ( left ) ont o a smaller gravel r oad . Drive 1 . 0 mile, then 
turn north ( right ) onto a ranch road cu t into the bluff. Drive or hike 
abou t 100 yards to a gully on the west side of the road . The secti n is 
located abou t 50 yards west of the ranch road in the gully . 
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This section was measured on Ma r ch 5, 1980. Cut - and- fill struc-
tures can be seen on the top of the Pitkin. Small rivulets are filled 
with presumably Morrowan age sandstone. 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
6 Sandstone. Light gray to pink. Weathers rust brown . 
Medium to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Sub-
angular. Friable. Crossbedded. Medium bedded. 
Basal contact welded in part. 
(sampled at base) 1 . 0 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
5 Grainstone. Medium gray brown. Weathers light gray 
brown. Medium grained. Poorly sorted. Composed 
of coated skeletal grains and ooliths. Minor 
crossbedding. Thick bedded. Sausbee sandstone 
can be seen filling in rivulets on the t op of 
this unit. Basal contact undulating. 
10 . 0 
(1.5 feet above base ) 2.0 
4 Grainstone. Blue gray to gray. Weathers medium gray 
to gray brown. Ironstained. Medium grained . 
Poorly sorted. Abundant crinoid rub ble . Skele-
tal grains are coated. Medium bedded. Forms a 
recessive interval. Exfoliate d . Basal contact 
sharp. 
(2 .2 feet above base) 4 . 5 
3 Mudstone and shale. Blue gray . Wea the r s light gray 
brown . Foss i life r ous. Shale is dark gray and 
sub f issile . Thin bedded . Forms a small reen-
trant. Basal contact sharp an d undulating . 
(0 . 2 feet above base) 0 . 5 
2 Packstone . Medium gray . Weathers li ght gray b r own . 
Coarse g rained . Well sorted . · Comp os ed of 
abraded skeletal g rains. Minor cros sbe ddin g . 
Medium be dded . Ro u gh weathering . Pet r olife r ous. 
Bas al cont ac t sharp . 
(1. 2 f ee t a b ove base) 2 . 5 
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UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THI CKNESS 
1-B Wackestone and shale. Light to medium gray brown. 
Weathers light gray brown. Coarse grained. 
Poorly sorted. Thin to medium bedded. Forms 
a resistant unit. Shale forms a reentrant. 
Basal contact covered. 
(FEET ) 
(sampled at base) 0.15 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - partial thickness 65.0 
1-A Covered interval. Li;nited exposures of black shale 
and limestone are found in the stream bed. 
Measured Section 185: Jackson Mountain Road Section 
Location: NW¾ SW~ sec. 15, T. 13 N., R. 23 E., Sequoyah County, Oklahoma. 
Drive 1.5 miles northwest from the railroad tracks in Marble City 
on a paved county road to a gravel road just north of Pettit Methodist 
Church and turn west (left). Drive 2.2 miles past a dump and park. 
The Pitkin bluff should be observable on the southwest side of the road 
in the winter and early spring. Walk to the bluff from the road. 
Follow the bluff south about 25 y ards to the painted unit numbers. 
This section was measured on March 6, 1980. It is the t h innest 
Pitkin interval in the Marble City area. The units are laterally per-
sistent along the bluff face. A crossbedded basal Sausbee sandst one 
overlies the Pitkin at this locality . 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
6 Calcareous sandstone. Light brown to white . Weathers 
rust brown. Medium to coarse grained. Well 
sorted. Subangular quartz grains. Friable to 
firm. Sparsely fossiliferous. Crossbedded. 
Basal contact undulating. 
(sampled at base) 1.0 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
5 Grainstone. Medium gray brown. Weathers light gray 
brown. Fine to medium grained . Well sorted. 
Contains ooliths and coated skeletal grains. 
Thin bedded. Forms a slightly recessi ve inter-
val. Weathers smooth and rounded. Basal 
contact varies from sharp to gradational . 
(0.5 foot above base) 
4 Grainstone . Medium gray brown. Weathers light g ray 
brown. Medium grained. Poorly sorted . Com-
posed of abraded skeletal grains and ooliths . 
Thin bedded. Smooth weathering. Basal contact 
gradational. 
(0. 4 foot above base) 
3 Packstone . Medium gray brown. Weathers light gray . 
Medium to coarse g rained. Poorly sorted. 
Crinoidal. Medium bedded. Laterally persistent 
with a reentrant at the base. Weathers r ounded 
and r ough . Basal contact sharp . 
9 . 1 
1.0 
0 . 8 
(1.5 feet above base ) 3 . 0 
2 Grainstone . Medium blue gray . Weathers medium gray 
brown. Coarse grained. Poorly sorted . Thick 
bedded. Forms a resistant ledge . Weathers 
with a honeycomb appearan ce . Basal contact 
g radational. 
(1 . 5 feet above base) 2 . 8 
1- C Limestone and shale . Dar k blue gray . Wea t hers light 
gray . Shale is black and f issile. Sparsely 
fossiliferous . Thin bedded . Forms a recessive 
unit. Basal cont ac t covered . 
(0 . 8 foot above base) 
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UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 
1-B Covered interval. Talus slope contains typical 
blocky mudstone rubble with intermittent 
exposures of black fissile shale. 
(no sample) 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION - partial thickness 
1-A Packstone. Dark gray. Weathers medium gray. Pre-
dominantly coarse grained. Poorly sorted. 
Composed of brachiopodal and crinoidal skeletal 
debris. Minor crossbedding. Thick bedded. 
Poorly exposed. Resistant. Smooth weathering. 
Basal contact covered. 
(2.0 feet above base) 





Location: NW½; SW½; sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 23 E., Sequoyah County, Oklahoma. 
Drive 1.5 miles northwest from the railroad tracks in Marble City 
on a paved county road just north of Pettit Methodist Church and turn 
west ( left ) . Continue driving 3.7 miles to an intersection at the top 
of Jackson Mountain and park. The section is located 0 . 25 mile east of 
the intersection in a deeply cut valley on a northeast facing bluff . 
The easiest way to locate the section is to walk down the valley 
until Boone Group litho logies are encountered. Then carefully p r oceed 
up section past a covered Fayetteville interval to well exposed Pitkin 
bluffs . 
This section was measured on March 6, 1980 . A thick, well exposed 
section of the Boone to Pitkin stratigraphic interval is present at 
this locality . The units of the Pitkin are variable laterally . 
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UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THI CKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
7 Calcareous sandstone. Light gray . Weathers ligh t 
brown. Very coarse grained. Poorly sorted. 
Composed of quartz and carbonate grains. 
Medium bedded. Friable. Basal contact sharp. 
(sampled at base ) 
PITKIN FORMATION 
6 Packstone and wackestone. Medium gray . Weathers 
buff to tan. Fine grained. Poorly sorted. 
Predominantly composed of coated skeletal grains 
with minor ooliths. Medium bedded. Forms a 
slight reentrant. Basal contact gradational. 
1. 0 
10.3 
(1.0 foot above base ) 1. 0 
5 Grainstone. Medium to dark blue gray . Weathers 
medium gray brown. Coarse grained. Well sorted. 
Graded bedding. Forms single rounded, thick bed. 
Weathers rough and pitted. Basal contact sharp 
and undulating. 
(1.0 foot above base) 6 . 0 
4 Limestone and shale. Blue gray . Weathers li ght 
gray brown. Mudstone in part. Thin, wavy 
bedding. Changes t h i ckness l aterally . Forms 
a reentrant. Basal contact cov ere d . 
(1. 0 foot abo ve b ase ) 1. 0 
3 Covered interval. 0 .5 
2 Grainst one. Medi um t o dark b l ue g ray . We a t hers 
medium g ray b r own. Coarse g raine d . Poo rly 
sorted. Comp os e d of coa t ed bryo z oan and 
crinoi da l skele t al deb r i s. Me dium bedded . 
Fo rms a r e s istant ledge . Smooth wea t herin g . 
Bas a l cont act c overed . 
(0 . 8 foo t a bove base ) 0 . 8 
1- B Packst one . Medium g ray brown . Weathers ligh t gray 
b r own. Fine t o medium g r a ine d . We l l s ort ed . 
Compos ed of coat e d bryozoan skele ta l g r ains 
and ooliths . Med ium to t h ick bedded . Fo rms a 
r es i stant unit . Pe t rolife r ous . Basal con tact 
covered . 
(1 . 0 foo t above base ) 
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1. 0 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 
1-A Covered interval. Forms a talus slope between the 
Pitkin and the Hindsville. 
(no sample) 





Location: NE¼ NW¼ sec. 31, T. 13 N., R. 23 E., Sequoyah County, Oklahoma. 
From Pinhook Corners, northeast of Vian, drive north on a gravel 
road 2.5 miles to a gate on the west (left) side of the road. The land-
owner, Mr. G. Smith, lives in a small house visible from the gate. Ob-
tain permission to cross his land. Hike on the trail to the west behind 
the house for a distance of about 1.0 mile, to Little Vian Creek. Con-
tinue north along the creek (upstream) 75 yards. If the creek is dry, 
the Fayetteville should be exposed in the creek bed. Turn east at the 
first small tributary encountered. The Pitkin section is located on a 
bluff about 150 yards upstream from the mouth of the tributary. 
This section was measured on March 8, 1980. It is the southernmost 
exposure of Pitkin Limestone in the western half of the study area . It 
contains a thick interval of mudstone and wackestone . An unusually thick 
interval of Morrowan strata composed mostly of carbonate lithologies is 
present above the Pitkin . 
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UN I T NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
20 Conglomerate. Light to medium gray. Weathers light 
gray. Ironstained. Very coarse grained . 
Poorly sorted. Minor crossbedding. Thick 
bedded. Forms a slightly recessive interval . 
Rough weathering . Basal contact sharp. 
(sampled at base ) 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
19 Grainstone. Medium blue gray to gray brown. Weathers 
light to medium gray. Medium to coarse grained . 
Well sorted. Comp osed of skeletal grains and 
ooliths. Thick bedded. Forms rounded outcrop. 
Basal contact welded. 
(1 .5 feet above base ) 
18 Grainstone. Light blue gray. Weathers light gray 
to gray brown. Very coarse grained . Poorly 
sorted. Medium bedded. Forms a recessive 
interval between two massiv e units. Basal 
contact welded . 
(0 .6 foot above base ) 
17 Grainstone. Medium blue gray to brown. Wea t he rs 
white to light gray brown . Medium grained . 
Well sorted . Comp osed of oo liths and abraded 
skeletal grains . Thin bedded . Wea t he rs rough 
and pitted. Basal cont act welded . 
1.0 
25 . 1 
3 . 5 
0 . 7 
(0 . 8 foot above base) 0 . 8 
16 Wackestone. Dar k blue gray . Weathers light gray 
brown. Contains crinoids, brachiopods , and 
bryozoans. Forms smooth , rounded outcrop on 
the south facing slope and r ubbly ou t c r op on 
the north facing slope . Basal contact grada-
tional. 
(sampled at base) 2 . 2 
15 Mudstone . Blue gray . Weathers light gray brown to 
buff . Contains a packstone lense 0 . 2 foot ab ove 
the base . Forms smooth, r ounded outcrop on 
south facing slope and r ubbly out c r op on no r th 
£acing slope. Grades upward into unit 16 . 
Basal c ontac t covered. 
(5 .0 fee t a b ov e base) 5 . 5 
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UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
14 Covered interval. 
13 Packstone. Medium to dark blue gray . Weathers light 
gray to rust brown. Medium grained. Well sorted. 
Oolitic. Medium bedded. Forms smooth, rounded 
outcrop. Poorly exposed. Moss covered . Forms 
two resistant units in a stair-step fashion. 
Basal contact covered. 
2.5 
(3 .0 feet above base) 3.5 
12 Covered interval. 1.5 
11 Wackestone. Medium to da rk gray. Weathers light 
gray brown. Sparsely fossiliferous. Medium 
bedded. Forms a small ledge. Weathers smooth 
with fossils standing out. Basal contact 
welded. 
(sampled at base) 1.5 
10 Grainstone. Medi um blue gray . Weathers gray brown . 
Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Minor cross -
laminations. Medium to thick bedded . Forms 
laterally persistent unit. Smooth weathering 
with fossils standing out. Moss covered in 
part. Petroliferous. Basal contact grada-
tional. 
(2 . 2 feet above base ) 2.9 
9 Limestone and shale. Dark blue gray . Weathers light 
brown. Shales are dark gray and fissile . Car-
bonates are in thin, nodular beds. Petroli f erous . 
Exposed by digging. Basal contact covered. 
(0.5 foot above base ) 0 .5 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - partial thickness 38. 0 
8 Covered interval . 10 . 5 
7 Mudst one an d s hale . Thre e shale int e rva l s a r e each 
c app ed by a 0 . 5 foo t carb ona t e mudst one . Unit 
can be fol l owed upstre am an d i s exposed in a 
s tair- step fashion. Blue gray . Wea t hers light 
gray brown . Fine grained . Medium bedded . 
Pe t roliferous . Basal con tact cove r ed . 
(3 . 0 feet above base) 3 . 2 
6 Covered interval . 3.0 
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UN IT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKN ESS 
(FEET ) 
5 Interbedded mudst one and shale. Dark b lue gray . 
Weathers light gray with traces of ironstain . 
Found in the tributary of Little Vi an Creek . 
(no sample) 10 . 5 
Of f set 150 feet north on t op of unit 4 alon g east side of t he c reek . 
4 
3 
Mudstone. Dark blue gray . Weathers ligh t gray . Forms 
a smooth, rounded outcrop. Expose d bene a t h 
stream terrace. Top 0.5 foot of unit is re cr ys-
tallized. Basal contact sharp but covered 
laterally. 
(no sample) 
Wackestone. Medium to dark gray . Weathers me di um gray 
brown. Fine grained. Contains well preserved 
brachiopods. Forms a resistant unit. Basal con-
tact undulating. 
(no sample) 
2 Mudstone and shale. Shale is black. Weathers li ght gr ay . 
Thin bedded. Fissile. Mudst one is blue gray . The 
two lithologies are interbedded i n interva l s l ess 
than 1.0 foot thick. Medi um be dded. Basal cont act 
gradational. 
(no sample ) 
1 Mudst one. Medium t o dark b lue gr ay . We a t hers ligh t gr ay 
brown. Forms fl agst ones in stream be d . Bas al con-
tact covered. 
(no sample ) 
Meas u r ed Sec t ion 188: South Be aver Mo unt ai n 
3 .5 
2 . 0 
5 . 3 
0 . 2 
Location: C se c. 25, T . 14 N., R. 23 E., Cherokee Coun t y , Oklahoma . 
Dr ive nort h f r om the r ailroad tracks in Marble City on a pave d 
coun t y r oad 3 . 5 miles to a small s chool loca ted nex t t o a fo r k i n the 
r oad. Take the west ( left ) branch of t he fo rd and pr oceed no r th an 
additio nal 2 . 7 mi l es t o t he s i gn mar ked "Beave r Towe r Trail" . Turn east 
( r ight) on to the t r ail and drive up the moun tain 1 . 1 miles to a p wer 
line . Park and walk east to the well exposed Pitkin bluf f 




1958 map ) . Fo llow the bluff east ab out 15 0 yards t o t he painted unit 
numbers. 
This section was measured on March 11, 1980. The Pitkin Limest one 
is well exposed on all flanks of Beaver Mountain (Clupper, 19 78 ) . The 
high topographic relief provides good exposures of older Mississippian 
strata. The most interesting feature of the Pitkin at t h is locali t y i s 
the presence of siliceous concretions in unit 7 . The units of t h is 
section have almost no lateral continuity, and can be seen to change 
facies in a distance of 100 feet . 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
12 Sandstone. Light gray to pink. Weathers rust brown. 
Medium to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Sub -
angular quartz grains. Friable. Crossbedded. 
Thin to medium bedded. Weachers along crossbe ds. 
Calcareous. Basal contact undulating. 
(0.5 foot above base ) 5. 0 
PITKIN LIMEST ONE - partial thickness 
11 Grainst one. Medi um gray . Weathers me dium g r a y . 
Fine t o medium g rai ned . Well so r ted . Ooli t ic. 
Cr oss-laminated . Thick be dded . Forms a smoo t h , 
rounded out c rop. Gr ades upward t o a coars e 
skeletal g r ains tone. Sligh t l y exfolia t ed . 
Basal c ont a ct covered . 
23 . 7 
(0 . 5 foo t a bove base ) 1 . 5 
10 Covered in t e r v al . 1 . 3 
9 Gr ainstone . Medium t o dark gray . Wea t hers me dium 
gray brown . Fi nd t o medium gr a ined . Well 
s o r t e d . Comp osed of skeletal g r a ins an d 
oo l iths . Th ick bedded . In t e rmi t t e n tly exposed . 
Smooth wea the r i n g . Basal con tact covered . 
(3 . 0 feet ab ove base) 3 . 2 
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UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
8 Covered interval. 
7 Grainstone. Medium to dark gray . Weathers light 
gray. Fine to medium grained. Poorly sorted. 
Oolitic with skeletal debris. Thick bedded. 
Facies are variable within unit and thickness 
is variable laterally . Forms a jointed, angu-
lar weathering outcrop. Thin mudstone seen at 
base. Siliceous concretions. Basal contact 
undulating. 
2 . 0 
( 3.0 feet above base) 4 . 0 
6 Grainstone. Medium gray . Weathers light gray. 
Medium to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. 
Friable to firm. Thick bedded. Pinches out 
laterally. Forms a rough weathering, rounded 
outcrop. Exfoliated. Basal contact slightly 
undulating. 
(0.7 foot above base) 1.7 
5 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers light gray brown. 
Fine grained. Becomes poorly sorted upward. 
Low angle cross-laminations. Thin to medium 
bedded. Smooth weathering, rounded ou tcrop. 
Basal contact covered. 
( 1.0 foot above base ) 2 . 2 
4 Covered interval . 5 .5 
3 Packstone. Medium gray brown. Weathers light brown . 
Coarse grained. Poorly s o rted. Composed of 
crinoid and bryozoan skeletal debris. Medium 
bedded. Cove red late r ally . Jointed . Rough 
weathering . Petroliferous . Basal contact 
undulating. 
(0 . 5 foot above base) 0 . 5 
2 Mudstone . Blue gray . Weathers light gray brown. 
Thick bedded . Forms a resistant unit at the 
base of the bluff . Rough weathering . Thin, 
nodular bedding . Grades upward int o a resistant 
wackest one . Minor s hale partings. Petro life r ous. 
Recry stallized fo s s i l s . Basal contact covered . 
(0 . 2 f oot ab ove base ) 1 . 8 
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1 Covered interval with shale and interbedded mudstone . 
The shale is black and fissile. The mu.dstone 
is dark blue gray weathering to light gray. 
Forms a pronounced break in slope. Basal 
contact with the Hindsville Formation is sharp . 
(no sample) 22.0 
Measured Section 189: Ford's Corner 
Location: NW¾ NE¾ sec. 16, T. 14 N., R. 23 E., Cherokee County , Oklahoma . 
From Cookson, drive south 0.3 mile on Route 82 then turn east 
(left) onto a paved county road. Proceed 3.6 miles to an intersection 
with a gravel road to the north (left) . Park and obtain permission to 
enter the land from Mr. Ford, who lies in a house on the northwest 
corner of the intersection. The section starts 50 yards east of the 
house on the east side of the driveway. 
This section was measured on March 13, 1980. The l ower 1 4 . 5 feet 
of the Pitkin is composed of mudstone and wackestone. The Boone, 
Moorefield, and Hindsville are well exposed in the stream bed at t his 
locality . 
UN IT NO. LITHOLOGY 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
8 Co nglome r ate . Ligh t gray . Weathe r s light gray . 
Coarse grained . Poorly sorted . Medium bedded . 
Forms rounded ou t crop . Slumped . Basal con-
tact undulating . 





UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
7 Packstone. Light gray. Weathers gray brown. Medium 
grained . Well sorted. Oo litic. Thick bedded . 
Poorly exposed. Forms a smooth outcrop. Basal 
contact sharp. 
22 . 1 
(0.5 foot above base ) 2 . 5 
6 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers light gray brown . 
Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Skeletal debris . 
Medium bedded. Forms rounded outcrop . Rough 
weathering. Jointed. Basal contact undulating. 
(2.0 feet above base) 2.2 
5 Limestone and shale. Medium to dark brown. Medium 
grained. Poorly sorted. Oolitic. Thin to 
medium nodular bedding. Forms a partially 
covered recessive interval. Basal contact 
undulating. 
(0 .2 foot above base) 0 .5 
4 Grainstone. Medium gray brown. Weathers light gray . 
Medium to coarse grained. Moderately sorted . 
Mixed coated skeletal grains and ooliths . 
Medium to thick bedded. Poorly exposed. 
Weathers rounded. Basal c ontact undulating. 
(1 . 0 foot above base ) 2.0 
3 Mudstone . Dark blue gray. Weathers light gray . 
Thin bedded. Poorly exposed. Forms a break in 
slope. Petroliferous. Basal contact undulating . 
( B-5 . 0 feet above base ) 
(A- sampled at base ) 11 . 0 
Offset 60 feet southwest on top of unit 2 . 
2 Mudstone . Medium to dark blue gr a y . Weathers light 
gray. Brachiopod and crinoid skeletal inclusions . 
Thick bedded . Forms single laterally pe rsi stent 
bluff . Weathers jointed and angular. Con t ains 
wackestone lenses . Pe tro liferous. Basal 
contact covered . 
(0 . 5 f oot above base ) 
FAY ETTEVI LLE SHALE 
-1 27-
3 . 5 
25 . 0 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNE SS 
(FEET ) 
1 Mudstone, shale, and cov ered. Mudst one and shale are 
exposed intermittently throughout the interv a l . 
(no sample ) 25. 0 
Measured Section 190: Boy's Ranch 
Location: SE¾ SE¼ sec. 9, T. 13 N., R. 21 E., Cherokee County , Ok l ahoma . 
From the intersection of Route 10 and Route 100 in Gore, drive 
east 6.1 miles on Route 100 then turn northwest onto Route 10-A. Con-
tinue driv ing 1.3 miles to a sharp curve and park. Locate an east-west 
fence line, just south of the sharp north curve in the road, which 
marks the northern border of the Methodist Boy's Ranch. Cross t h e 
fence to the south side and walk south about 30 feet along t h e west-
facing Pitkin bluff to the painted unit numbers. 
This section was measured on March 15, 1980. It was well exposed 
and has a thick basal Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies. The upper 
units of this section are composed mostly of mixed skeletal and oo lit ic 
lithologies. 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
9 Calcar eous sands t one . Ligh t gray t o p i nk . Weathers 
rus t b r own t o medium b r own . Coar s e g rained . 
Poorl y so rted . Composed of abrade d c arb onat e 
gra i ns . Cr ossbedded . Medium bedde d . Forms a 
r e entrant on t op of the Pitkin . Fr iab le . Basal 
con t a ct cove r ed . 
(1 . 0 foot above base) 
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1 . 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
8 Gr ainstone. · Buff. We at he rs light gray. Fine to 
medium g rained. Poorly sorted . Oolitic with 
crinoid skeletal f ragments. Medium bedded . 
Poorly exposed. Smooth weathering . Basal 
contact undulating . 
17.5 
(1 .5 feet above base ) 3 .5 
7 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers medium gray . 
Medium to very coarse grained. Poorly sorted. 
Oolitic with skeletal fragments. Graded bedding. 
Thick bedded to massive. Forms a laterally 
persistent bluff. Rough wea t hering. Partial ly 
exfoliated. Basal contact undulating. 
(sampled at base ) 4 . 0 
6 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers light gray brown . 
Very fine grained. Well sorted. Medium bedded . 
Covered laterally . Smooth weathering . Basal 
contact covered. 
(0 .2 foot above base ) 
5 Limestone and shale. Dark gray. Wea t hers ligh t gray . 
Thin bedded. Intermittently exposed. Forms a 
break in slope. Angular weathering. Basal 
contact covered. 
0 . 7 
(0 .5 foot above base) 1 . 0 
Offset 200 feet north along the bluff face on the t op of unit 4 . 
4 Grainst one. Dark g ray . Wea t hers me dium gray brown . 
Coarse g raine d . Poorly sorted. Skeletal . 
Medium bedded. Poorly exposed but persis tent 
laterally . Friable . Basal cont act sharp . 
(0 . 4 foo t abo ve base ) 0 . 4 
3 Grainstone . Medium to dark gray . Weathers light t o 
medium gray . Medium grained . Poo r ly sorted . 
Oolitic with minor coated skeletal g rains. 
Forms single massive unit . Laterally persistent . 
Weathers to a smoo t h , rounded outcrop . Petro-
liferous . Basal cont act undula t ing . 
(3 . 0 feet above base) 3 . 
Offset 50 feet north on the top of unit 2 . 
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UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICK.NESS 
(FEET ) 
2 Grainstone. Dark gray brown. Weathers medium gray. 
Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Graded bedding. 
Forms a single thick bed. Weathers to a smooth, 
friable outcrop. Basal contact undulating. 
(1 .5 feet above base ) 1.5 
1 Limestone and shale. Dark blue gray . Weathers light 
gray. Predominantly mudstone. Contains abun-
dant brachiopods. Medium bedded. Shale 
weathered out forming a stair-step pattern. 
Partially covered. Petroliferous. Basal contact 
gradational with the Fayetteville Shale. 
(1 .0 foot above base ) 3.0 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 
Covered interval. Mudstone float in the area confirms 
the presence of the formation below the Pitkin. 
Measu red Section 191: South Cedar Creek 
Loca tion: E½ NW~ sec. 36, T. 13 N., R. 20 E., Muskogee County, Oklahoma. 
From the intersection of Route 10 and Route 100 in Gore, drive 
north 3.0 miles on Route 10 then turn west ( left ) onto a gravel r oad . 
Continue driving west 0 . 3 mile to a north-south fence line . Permission 
to enter the land must first be obtained from the landowner who lives 
in a ho use on the n o rth side of the gravel r oad , 0 . 5 mile west of the 
fence line. Return to the fence line and proceed on foo t 200 feet south 
up a steep hill along the wes t side of the fence to a poorly exposed 
Pitkin bluff . Follow the bluff west 100 feet t o the painted unit 
numbers . 
This s ection was measure d on Mar ch 17 , 1980 . It is t he s uthern-
most section i n the weste r n po r tion of the study area . It is poorly 
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e xp os ed even in t he e arly s pring whe n the ve getat i on is least p r on oun ced . 
The Pi t kin is comp osed of s kelet a l an d oolitic l i thologies . 
UN IT NO. LITHOLOGY TH ICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
8 Covered interval. Calcarenite talus c onfirms presence 
of the formation. 
( float sample ) 1. 0 
PITKIN LIMESTONE - partial thickness 37.1 
7 Covered and grainstone. Talus slope has packstone and 
oolitic grainstone which are believed to be Pitkin 
lithologies. Poor exposure of the unit prevents 
the precise placement of the Pitkin- Sausbee c on -
tact. 
(15.0 feet above base, float sample ) 16.00 
6 Grains tone. Med'ium to dark gray . Weathers light gray 
to gray brown. Medium grained . Very well s o rted. 
Oolitic. Sparsely fossiliferous. Poorly exposed. 
Smooth weathering. Basal contact sharp. 
( 2 . 0 feet above base ) 4 .9 
5 Grainst one. Light gray to buff. Weathers light g ray . 
Fine to medium grained. Poo rly s orted. Mixed 
skeletal and oolitic. Minor crossbedding . 
Mediwn bedded. Smooth weat hering . Basal contac t 
undulat i n g . 
( 1. 0 fo ot a bove base ) 
4 Grain s t one. Me dium g r ay . We a t he rs ligh t g r ay . Pre -
dominant ly coars e graine d with fine gr aine d len s es. 
Poo r ly so r ted . Skele t al debris a r e most ly bryo-
z oans and c r inoids . Medium bedde d . Fo rms a we ll 
exposed b luff . Basal con tac t sharp . 
2 . 5 
( 1 . 0 fo o t ab ove base ) 5 . 5 
Offse t 30 feet we st along t he bluff face on the t op of un i t 3 . 
J Grainstone . Medium gray 
Very fine grained . 
Angular weathering . 
tact sharp . 
( sampled at base ) 
b r own . Wea t hers light gray . 
Well sorted . Medium bedded . 
Poorly exposed . Basal con-
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3 . 2 
UN I T NO . LI THOLOGY TH ICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
2 Grainstone. Medium gr ay b r own. Wea t hers medium g r ay . 
Medium grained. Well s o rted . Ool i tic with mino r 
skeletal fragments. Cr ossbed ded. Thick bedded . 
Covered and slumped l aterally . Basal contac t 
covered. 
(1.0 foot above base ) 3 . 0 
l Covered and blocky mudst one. 
(float sample ) 2. 0 
Measured Section 192: Radio Tower 
Location: NW¾ NW¾ sec. 20, T. 13 N., R. 20 E., Cherokee County , Oklah oma. 
From the intersection of Route 100 and Route 10 in Gore, d r ive 
6.1 miles east on Route 100, then take Route 10-A n orth 4 . 8 mi l es t o a 
grav el r oad. Turn south ( left ) and proceed 1.2 miles t o a cleared 
trail on t h e left (east ) , just be f ore reaching t he radio t ower ro a d . 
Park and walk east down the trail. It is bounde d by f en ces on bo t h 
sides. A l ocke d gat e will b e encount e r ed abou t 0 . 5 mile down the trail . 
Continue past t he gat e 150 yards east t o t he foo t of the s lope ma r ked 
by an open p astu r e . Turn north ( lef t ) a n d walk a long the west edge of 
the pasture 0 . 5 mile , then tur n west ( le f t ) an d proceed ab out 50 y ards 
up the wooded slope until Pitkin bluffs a r e encountered . Fo l l ow t he 
bluff s south 100 feet to the painted unit numbers . 
Th i s secti on was measured on Mar ch 19, 19 80 . Al t ho u gh the mud-
s t one t alus o f the Faye tt evi lle is p r esent, th e Nodula r Limeston e and 
Shale Facies is no t exposed a t the base of the Pitkin at this locality . 
Unit 10 is covered with blocky mudstone talus possibly indicating the 
presence of a substan tial shale interval in the Pitkin . 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
14 Grainstone . Light gray . Weathers medium gray . Very 
coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Slightly sandy. 
Crossbedded. Medium bedded . Poorly exposed . Wea-
thers along crossbeds. Basal contact undulating . 
(1 .0 foot above base) 
PITKIN LIMESTONE - partial thickness 
13 Mudstone and covered. Dark blue gray. Weathers light 
gray. Thin to medium bedded. Forms a talus slope. 
Basal contact covered. 
2.2 
41 . 1 
(float sample ) 2 . 0 
12 Wackestone. Light gray. Weathers light gray brown. 
Medium to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Medium 
bedded. Poorly exposed. Rough weathering. Basal 
contact sharp. 
(0 .4 foot above base ) 0 . 6 
11 Grainstone. Light g ray . Weathers medium gray . Fine 
grained. Poorly sorted. Comp osed of skeletal and 
oolitic grains. Thick bedded. Well exposed fanning 
a prominant bluff. Smooth weathering. Basal con-
taut covered. 
(1 .0 foot above base) 3 . 7 
10 Covered interval. Block mudstone talus . 
(floa t sample ) 12.5 
Offset 100 feet south on top of unit 9 . 
9 Grainstone. Light gray . Weathers medium gray t o ye llow. 
Medium grained with coarse grained lenses. We ll 
sorted . Oolit i c with minor ske l etal f ragment s . 
Cross- l aminat i ons . Medium bedde d . Basal cont act 
undulating . 
(1 . 0 f oo t above base) 3 . 5 
8 Gr ainston e . Light to medium gr ay . Weathers medium gray . 
Me dium to coar se g r a ined . Poorly so r ted . Friable . 
Composed of ooliths a nd skeletal fragments . Thin 
to medium bedded . Slumped laterally . Forms a small 
bluff . Basal contac gradational . 
(2 . 0 feet above base) 4 . 0 
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UNIT NO . LITHOL OGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
7 Gr ainstone. Light gray brown. Wea t hers light brown. 
Very fine grained . Well sorted . Sparse ly 
fossilife r ous. Thin to medium bedded . Forms 
a reentrant. Poorly exposed laterally . Basal 
cont ac t welded. 
(1.0 foot above base ) 1.5 
6 Grainstone. Ligh t gray brown. Weathers medium gray . 
Medium to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. 
Oolitic with bryozoan and crinoidal skeletal 
debris. Thick bedded. Covered laterally . 
Smooth weathering. Basal contact covered . 
(1.0 foot above base) 1 . 2 
5 Covered interval. 1. 2 
4 Wackestone and packstone. Medium blue gray . Weathers 
light gray brown. Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. 
Pred_ominantly crinoid debris. Med i um t o thick 
bedded. Laterally persistent. Smooth weathering . 
Wackestone at base grades upward into packstone. 
Basal contact gradational, undulating laterally . 
( samples at base ) 2. 2 
3 Grainstone . Light to medium gray . Wea thers ligh t gray 
to buff. Fine to coarse grained . Mode rately well 
sorted. Fines upward . Ooli ti c wi th c oa ted 
s keletal grains . Thin bedded . Persistenc later-
ally . Jointed . Basal cont ac t gradational . 
(0.4 foo t above base) 1.2 
2 Grainstone . Me dium gray . Weathers light gray . Coarse 
to ve r y coarse grained . Poo r ly sorted . Crinoids , 
bryozoans, b rachiopods, and gastropods with minor 
ooliths . Cross-laminated . Thick bedded . Forms a 
single massive unit. Weathers rounded and rough . 
Basal contact covered. 
(1.5 fee t above base) 6 . 5 
FAY ETTEVILLE SHALE 
1 Covered interval . Fo rms gen t le talus slope . No shale 
exposed . Measurement not possible . 
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Measured Sec t ion 193 : Greenleaf Lake 
Locati on: SW\ NW\ sec . 31 , T . 14 N., R. 21 E., Cherokee County , Oklahoma . 
Befo re a tt empting to reach t his section, it is recommended that the 
Bragg s Quadran gle 7 . 5 mi nut e s e ries topographic ma p be consulted . 
Fr om t h e intersecti on o f Route 100 and Route 10 in Go r e , drive 13 . 8 
miles north on Rout e 10 to the ent r ance of the Gr ube r Public Hunting 
area . Proceed east 3 . 4 miles on t he main g ravel r oad , then turn south 
( righ0 and continue 0.9 mi l e. Turn east ( left ) at a fo r k in the r oad 
marked b y a large white rock, and driv e east an addit i ona l 1 . 7 mi les to 
the gate that marks the en t r ance to the Gruber State Game Management 
Area . A four - wheel drive vehicle is recommended f r om t h is point. From 
the gate, proceed south 1.0 mile on a well mark ed trail . Ta k e the east 
( left ) f ork in the trail and continue south 0 . 2 mile t o a side r oa d 
that goes east to the game reserv e fence l ocate d ab ou t 0 . 2 mi le f r om 
the main trail. Walk south about 0 . 25 mile al on g the f ence on the eas t 
sJ..de. Green l eaf Lake s hould be c lear ly v isible t o the wes t . At the 
break i n slope, veer off t o the f ence line in a southeast direction 
and wa lk a b out 100 y ar ds to t h e Pitkin cliffs . Pain t ed un it numbers 
should be easily obs ervable on the cliff face . Offset about 150 feet 
no r theast to t he beginning of the section . 
This section was measured on March 26, 1980 . It is the thickest 
and best exposed section in the entire study area. It has the distinc-
tion of possessing small mud mounds in unit 5 . The well exposed cliffs 
a r e excellent for studying the various sedimentary structures found in 
the Pitkin. The Nodular Limestone a nd Shale Facies at the base is the 
thi ckes t measured in the study area . 
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UNIT NO. LITHOL OGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
10 Conglomeratic grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers 
rust brown. Very coarse grained . Poorly sorted. 
Friable. Slightly sandy. Composed of reworked 
skeletal grains. Medium bedded. Partially 
covered. Basal contact covered. 
(1.0 foot above base) 1.0 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
9 Covered interval. Abundant oolitic talus indicated 
Pitkin Limestone. The top of this unit forms a 
distinct bench which may be the top of the Pitkin. 
Sample collected from single, in place bed . 
61. 9 
(5 .5 feet above base) 13.5 
Offset 150 feet northwest on top of unit 8. 
8 Grainstone. Medium to dark gray. Weathers dark gray. 
Very coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Dominant 
faunal elements are crinoids with minor bryozoans . 
Crossbedded. Massive cliff forming unit. Later-
ally persistent. Rough weathering. Basal con-
tact sharp to grada tional. 
(7 .5 feet above base) 9.0 
7 Grainstone. Light to medium gray. Wea thers medium 
gray. Medium grained. Well sorted. Oolitic 
with coated skeletal grains at the base. Cross -
bedded. Thick bedded . Basal contact gradational 
to undulating . 
( 4.5 feet above base ) 
6 Grainstone. Medium to da r k gray brown . Weathers 
medium g ray brown. Ve r y coarse g rained. Poorly 
sorted. Skeletal at base. Grades upward into an 
oolitic grainstone. Cr ossbedded . Thick bedded . 
Weathers rounded with grains standing out . Basal 
cont act undulating . 
( 4 . 0 feet above base ) 
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6 . 0 
6 . 





Wackestone to grainstone. Medium to gray brown . 
Weathers light gray brown. Very coarse grained. 
Poorly sorted. Contains well preserved faunal 
elements. Thin to medium nodular bedding. Unit 
forms a reentrant. Covered laterally . Rough 
weathering. Contains numer ous springs and three 
small mud mounds 200 feet northeast of measured 
interval ( see Chapter Three for a full treatment 
and description). Basal contact sharp. 
(1.5 feet above base ) 
Packstone. Medium gray to gray brown. Weathers 
medium gray. Fine grained. Poorly sorted. 
Oolitic with coarse skeletal inclusions. Cr oss-
bedded. Thick bedded. Laterally persistent. 
Weathers r ough and rounded. Basal contact 
undulating. 
( 2.0 feet above base ) 
3.5 
6 .5 
Off set southwest, toward Greenleaf Lake, 150 feet on top of unit 3. 
3 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers medium gray . Very 
coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Composed of 
crinoid debris. Thin, nodular bedding. Forms a 
reentrant. Covered laterally . Interbedded with 
thin shale laminae. Basal contact undulating. 
(0 .5 foot above base ) 1 . 7 
2 Grainst one. Dark gray. Weathers med ium gray brown . 
Ironstained. Medium g raine d . Well sorted. 
Compose d o f ooliths and coated skeletal grains. 
Crossbedded. Thick bedded . Forms a resistant 
ledge . Smoo t h weathe r ing . Basal contact undu-
lating . 
( 1.0 foot above base) 2 . 5 
1 Limestone a nd shale . Da rk blue gray to gray brown . 
Wea t hers light gray . Coa r se grained . Well 
sorted. Contains recrystallized productid and 
spiriferid brachiopods , crinoids, and Archimedes 
bryozoa . Thin to medium nodular bedding . Covered 
laterally, but well exposed where measured . 
Forms a steep slope . Basal contact covered . 
(5 . 0 feet above base) 12 . 5 
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Covered interval. Can be obser ved laterally from the 
cliff to the lake. Mudstone confirms presence of 
formation beneath the Pi tkin cliffs . No measure -
ment attempted. 
Measured Section 194: Stratton Hollow 
Location: C NE¼ sec. 30, T. 14 N., R. 23 E. , Cherokee County , Oklahoma. 
From Cookson, drive south 2.1 miles on Rou te 82 to the entrance 
of the Sixshooter Camping Area. Permission to enter the land must be 
obtained from either Mr. or Mrs. Howard Stratton, who live in t he fir st 
house on the left as one drives 1.4 miles west into the camping area. 
Drive east 1.8 miles on the gravel road opposite the Sixshoo ter en-
trance t o a gate numbered 14 . Park and follow the Hindsville- Fayette-
ville contact in a northeasterly direction fo r about 0 . 25 mile . Large 
cliffs of Sausbee will appear on the left as you walk up the valley . 
Look for a painted number "l" on the upper surface on the Hindsville 
which mar ks the first unit in the measured section . 
This section was measured on March 31, 1980 . On ly the Nodular 
Limestone and Shale Facies is present in this exposure of Pitkin . Ot he r 
units have been removed by pre- Pennsy lvanian erosion . 
UNIT NO . 





UN IT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
6 Conglomerate. Medium t o gray brown. Wea t he rs rust 
brown. Fine to coarse grained . Poorly sorted. 
Mixed quartz and carbonate grains. Pebble in-
clusions. Thick bedded. Basal contact 
undulating. 
(0 .2 foot above base) 1 . 5 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
5 Wackestone. Dark blue gray . Weathers light to medium 
gray. Sparse, poorly sorted, skeletal debris. 
Large crinoid stems. Grainstone lenses. Thin to 
medium bedded. Covered laterally . Rough weather-
ing. Basal contact gradational. 
3 . 3 
(0.5 foot above base ) 1.5 
4 Packstone. Dark blue gray. Weathers light gray. 
Medium grained. Poorly sorted. Contains skeletal 
grains and ooliths. Thin to medium bedded. Well 
exposed. Fonns a resistant ledge. Rough weather-
ing. Basal contact undulating. 
(0 .2 foot above base ) 1.0 
3 Limestone and shale. Dark blue gray. Weathers light 
gray . Fine grained with coarse s keletal inclusions. 
Contains crinoids and Archimedes b r yo zoa. Thin, 
nodular to wavy bedding . Shale partings are 1 to 3 
centimeters thick. Basal contact covered. 
(0.2 foot above base ) 0 . 8 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 1 7 . 7 
2 Cove red interval . Forms a gentle talus slope. Thick-
ness is consis tent la t erally. 
(f loat sample ) 1 7 . 7 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION - partial thickness 
1 Grainstone. Medium gray . Wea t he rs light gray . Fine 
to medium grained . Well sorted . Contains ooliths 
and coated skeletal g rains. Minor graded bedding . 
Predominantly thick bedded . Well exposed locally . 
Wea t hers s mooth and rounded. Basal contact 
covered . 
( 1 . 0 f oot above base ) 
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3.3 
3 . 3 
Measured Secti on 195: Buckhorn Mountain 
Location: E½ NE¾ sec. 27, T. 1 4 N., R. 22 E., Cherokee County , Oklahoma . 
From Cookson, drive south 3.5 miles on Route 82 to the scen ic view 
parking area on the west flank of Buckhorn Mountain. Park and walk 
down the slope until Sausbee bluffs are encountered. The Pitkin-Sausbee 
contact may be recognized by a distinct break in slope. Turn north and 
follow the contact about 200 feet to the painted unit numbers. This 
section will most likely be obscured by vegetation during the late 
spring and . summer months. 
This section was measured on April 1, 1980. The Pitkin is inter-
mittently exposed in this area and laterally it is completely removed 
by pre-Pennsylvanian erosion. The basal Sausbee is variable at this 
locality and is interesting to observe following the exposure south 
from the measured section. 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATI ON 
4 Conglomerate. Dark gray brown. Weathers rust br own. 
Medium grained with coarse pebble inclusions. 
Poorly sorted. Crossbedded. Thin bedded. Basal 
contact undulating with 0 .5 foot of relie f on 
the unconformity . 
( sampled at base ) 2 . 5 
PI TKI N LIMESTONE 
3 Lime s t on e and shale . Da r k blue gr ay . Wea t he r s light 
g r ay . Cont ains recrysta l lized b r achiopod frag -
ments . Thin , wavy bedding . Covered laterally . 
Va r iable thickness . Basal con tact covered . 
( sampled at base ) 
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1 . 5 
1 . 5 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 
2 Covered interval. Forms a gentle talus slope and 
supports abundant vegetation. 
(f loat sample) 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION 
l Grainstone. Dark gray brown. Weathers light gray. 
THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
38 . 0 
38 . 0 
Very fine grained. Well sorted. Composed of 
coated skeletal grains. Minor cross-laminations. 
Medium to thick bedded. Poorly exposed. Wea thers 
smooth and rounded. Basal contact covered. 
(1.0 foot above base) 1.0 
Measured Section 196- A: Seller's Mountain 
Location: W½ SW¾ sec. 5, T. 14 N., R. 22 E., Cherokee County, Oklahoma . 
From the intersection of Route 82 and Route 62 west of Tahlequah, 
drive south 4.9 miles on Route 82 to a paved county road across from 
the Ga teway Grocery. Turn southwest ( right ) and proceed 6 .5 miles to 
a well exposed Fayetteville road cut. Park and walk northeast down a 
stream valley northeast of the road cut about .25 mile to a point where 
the Hindsville Formation forms a flat bottom in the stream bed . The 
section begins here and continues upstream to the t op of the road cut. 
This section was measured on April 2, 1980. The Faye tteville 
Shale is thick and well exposed at this locality . 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY 




69 . 0 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
12 Mudstone and shale. Dark blue g ray . Weathers rus t 
brown. Medium bedded. Thin bedded shale 
partings. Well exposed at road cut. Basal 
contact gradational. 
(no sample ) 4 . 0 
11 Limestone and shale. Medium g ray brown. Weathers 
rust brown. Medium bedded. Very fine grained. 
Well sorted. Covered laterally . Basal contact 
sharp. 
(no sample ) 3.5 
10 Mudstone and shale. Black fissile shale. Medium gray 
brown. Weathers light gray. Fine grained. Well 
sorted. Basal contact sharp. 
(no sample) 5. 4 
9 Mudstone and shale. Dark blue gray. Weathers rust 
brown. Lenses of mudstone in shale are variab le 
in thickness laterally. Basal contact sharp. 
(no sample ) 3.5 






Shale. Black. Weathers blue gray . Firm. Fissile. 
Slightly calcareous. Basal contact c overed . 
(no sample ) 
Covered interval. 
Wackest one, packst one, and shal e. Dark blue g ray . 
Weathers l i ght blue g ray . Medium t o coarse 
grained. Poor ly sorted. Comp osed of ske letal 
g rains. Contains we ll p r eserved s piriferid 
brachi opods. Thi ck be dded . Ba s a l cont a ct 
covered . 
(10 . 0 fee t above base ) 
Covered interval . 
Limestone. Medium gray . Wea t he r s light gray brown . 
Fine g r ained. Well sorted . Mino r coarse 
skeletal inclusions . Me dium t o thick bedded . 




4 . 0 
10 . 5 
17.3 
2 . 5 




Limestone and shale. Shale is dark gray and fissile. 
Limestone is medium gray . Weathers medium gray. 
Fine grained. Well sorted. Thin bedded. Basal 
contact covered. 
(no sample) 
Covered interval . 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION - partial thickness 
1 Packstone. Medium to dark gray . Weathers light gray 
brown. Medium to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. 
Predominantly composed of crinoid and brachiopod 
debris. Thin to medium bedded. Exposed only in 
stream bed. Smooth weathering. Basal contact 
covered. 
Measu red Section 196-B: Seller 's Mountain 
2.5 
6 . 0 
3.0 
Location: E½ SE¾ sec. 6, T . 14 n., R. 22 E., Cherokee County , Oklahoma. 
From the intersection of Route 82 and Route 62 west of Tahlequah, 
drive south 4.9 miles on Route 82 to a paved county road across from t he 
Gateway Grocery. Turn southwest ( right ) and proceed 6 .5 miles t o a we ll 
exposed Fayetteville road cut. Park and walk about 400 feet west f r om 
the road cut across a valley and a ranch road to the pr ominant Pitkin 
bluff . Follow the bluff s outheast fo r a distance of 50 f eet to the 
painted unit numbers. 
This secti on was measured on April 2 , 19 80 . The un i t s of the 
Pi tkin exh i bi t l i ttle la t eral cont i nuity . An i nterest i ng conglomerate 
talus is pr ese n t at t he base of the Sausbee . 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
21 Covered interval. Forms a distinct bench on the top 
of the Pitkin. Conglomerate talus is scattered 
laterally along the bench. 
( float sample ) 2 . 0 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
20 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers light gray t o gray 
brown. Well sorted. Oolitic with crinoi d 
skeletal debris. Minor crossbedding. Poorly 
exposed. Forms a reentrant above the bluff. 
Smooth weathering. Basal contact sharp. 
(1.2 feet above base ) 2.5 
19 Grainstone. Light gray. Weathers medium gray. 
Medium to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. 
Contains coated skeletal grains. Medium bedded. 
Smooth weathering with fossils standing out . 
Partially covered. Exposed by digging. Basal 
contact undulating. 
(0.5 foot above base ) 1.9 
Offset 10 feet northwest along bluff face on the top of unit 18. 
18 Grainstone. Medium gray to gray brown. Weathers medium 
to dark g ray. Medium grained. Poorly sorted. 
Oolitic with coated skeletal grains. Contains 
preserved brachiopods, bryozoans, and crinoids. 
Minor crossbedding . Thick bedded. Thin bedded 
reentrant at base . Rough wea t hering . Basal 
cont act gradational . 
(2.0 f eet above base) 2 . 0 
17 Wackestone t ~ grainstone . Light gray brown . Weathers 
16 
ligh t gray . Very fine grained with coarse skeletal 
inclusi ons. Poorly sorted . Minor c r oss-laminations . 
Fonns a resistant cliff . Rough weathering . Becomes 
oolitic upward . Basal con tact undulating . 




Medium to dark gray . Weathers light g ray 
Coarse g r ained . Poorly sorted . Thin 
Fo rms a reentrant . Basal contact 
undulating . 
( no sample ) 
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0 .5 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
15 Grainstone. Medium gray brown. Weathers light gray. 
Medium to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Com-
posed of coated skeletal debris. Contains well 
preserved brachiopods. Medium to thick bedded. 
Forms a thin resistant ledge. Rough weathering. 
Basal contact undulating. 
(sampled at base) 1.2 
14 Limestone and shale. Dark blue gray. Weathers light 
gray. Contains brachiopods, bryozoans, and 
crinoids. Packstone lenses throughout. Thin to 
wavy nodular bedding. Covered laterally. Smooth 
weathering. Basal contact covered. 
(4.0 feet above base) 4.2 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - partial thickness 
13 Covered interval. Blocky mudstone talus indicated 
presence of formation. 
(no sample) 
Measured Section 197: Pine Hollow 
22.0 
22.0 
Location: NW~ NE~ sec. 17, T. 14 N., R. 22 E., Cherokee County, Oklahoma . 
From the intersection of Route 82 and Route 62 west of Tahlequah, 
drive south 4.9 miles on Route 82 to a paved county road across from 
the Gateway Gr ocery . Turn southwest ( ri gh t ) and continue 9 .1 miles to 
a paved road across from the Seller' s Mission sign. Drive east 1 . 3 
miles, then turn north (left ) ont o a gravel r oad and p r oceed 0 . 2 mile. 
Turn no rth ( left) and drive northeast a final 1 . 6 miles to a well 
exposed Fayetteville road cut . The section begins across the road 
(east) from the exposed Fayetteville in a stream bed on the t op of the 
Boone Group. 
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This section was measu~ed on Ap ri l 3 , 1980 . The Pitkin facies at 
this locality are laterally variable. Oolitic lithologies are not 
present in this section, but may be seen in the same stratigraphic 
interval less than a mile away. The Nod ular Limestone and Shale Facies 
of the basal Pitkin is not present in this secti on. The Fayetteville 
is directly overlain by a dense, thi ck bedded wackest one. 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
13 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers dark gray brown. 
Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Conglomeratic. 
Crossbedded. Thick bedded. Well exposed. 
Rough weathering. Basal contact covered. 
(1.5 feet above base ) 
PITKIN LIMEST ONE 
12 Covered interval. Blocky mudstone talus. 
( float sample ) 
11 Packstone. Dark blue gray. Weathers medium blue 
gray . Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Abundant 
recrystallized brachi opods. Thin bedded. Poorly 
exposed. Covered laterally . Basal contact 
undulating. 
3.0 
6 . 8 
1.8 
(sampled at base) 0 . 5 
Offset east 75 feet on top of unit 10 . 
10 Grainst one . Medium gray . Wea thers g ray brown . Coarse 
grained . Well so r ted . Contains crinoid skeletal 
debris . Mino r cross-laminations . Well exposed 
laterally . Weathe rs smooth and rounded . Basal 
contact undulating . 
(1 . 0 foot above base) 1 . 4 
9 Wackestone and shale . Dark blue gray . Weathers light 
brown to buff . Coarse grained . Poorly sorted . 
Contains coated skeletal grains . Thin bedded . 
Unit forms a reentrant with shale weathered out. 
Basal contact sharp . 
(0 . 4 foot above base ) 0 . 7 
-1 6-
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKN ESS 
8 Wackestone . Me dium gray . Wea t hers medium gray . 
Medium to coarse grained . Poorly s o rted . 
Bryozoan and brachiopod coa ted skeletal inclu-
sions. Thick bedded. Covered laterally. 
Packstone lenses at base. Basal contact 
gradational. 
( FEET ) 
(1.2 feet above base) 2.4 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 





weathering rust brown. Ve r y fine grained . 
Well sorted. Thin bedded. Shale is black and 
fissile. Basal contact covered. 
(0 .5 foot above base ) 
Covered interv al. 
Wackestone. Dark blue gray. Weathers medium blue 
gray. Coarse skeletal inclusions . Poorly 
sorted. Abundant b rach iop ods. Thick bedded . 
Laterally persistent. Smooth weathering with 
fossils standing out. Basal c ont act sharp . 
(1 . 0 foot above base) 
Shale and mudstone . The shale is black, fissile , 
and wea t hers medium g ray . The mudst one is dar k 
blue gray weathering rust b r own. Basal con tact 
covered . 
(2 .2 feet above base) 
Covered interval. 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION 
2 Grainstone . Light gray brown . Weathers medium gray 
brown . Ironstained. Medium grained. Well 
sorted . Composed of skeletal debris . Th in 
bedded . Poorly exp os e d l ateral l y . Basal 
contact welde d and undu l at i n g . 
(3 . 5 f eet ab ove b as e) 
BOONE GROUP 
l Chert an d limestone . Medium gray . Wea t hers dark gra 
Chert is black to buff . Forms a resistant unit 




2 . 3 
1 . 7 
5.0 
1 . 0 
4 . 0 
4 . 0 
Meas u r ed Sec t ion 198 : Upper Dogwood Cr eek 
Locat ion: SW¾ SE¾ se c . 23 , T . 4 N., R. 21 E., Cherokee Co unty , Oklah oma. 
The direc tions t o t his se c ti on are comp lex ; t here fo r e , it is 
recommended that the Qualls Quadrangle 7 . 5 minute top ogr ap h i c map be 
consulted before attempting to locate this section. 
From the intersection of Route 82 and Route 62 west of Tahlequah, 
drive west 7. 7 miles on Route 62 to the Zeb entrance o f t h e Gr uber St ate 
Game Management Area. Permission to enter the game reserve must first 
be obtained from Monte M. Dodson, the area manager (918- 45 7- 45 75 ) . 
From the Zeb entrance, drive south 3.4 miles to the reserve headquarters. 
A key must be obtained from John Martin, the reserve caretaker. Con-
tinue driving south 5.6 miles and take the west ( right ) fork in t he 
road. Proceed south 1.0 mile to a locked gate. Enter the reserv e and 
drive south an additional 2.7 miles to a side road on t he left. Turn 
east ( left ) , take the north ( left ) branch of this r oad, and dri ve 0 . 5 
mile. Park in an open field on the s outh side of the road and wa lk 
200 y ards in a southeasterly direction t o the Pitkin b l uff s. This 
section beg ins at t he b o tt om of a g rass y s lope in a stream bed . 
This s ection was measured on Ap ril 4 , 1980 . The Fayetteville 
i nterv a l i s t hi ck at thi s l ocal ity a nd the Pitkin appea r s t o be 
anomalously thin . The l owe r po r ti on o f the Pitkin is probab ly cove r ed , 
b ut t he f a c i e s t hat a re exp os ed a r e con s ist e nt l a t e rally . The Pitkin-
Sausbee cont ac t is p r edominant ly covered . 
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UN IT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
7 Covered interval. Forms a distinct bench covered 
with sandstone . No reliab le in place exposure. 
PITKIN LIMESTONE - partial thickness 
6 Packstone. Medium blue gray. Weathers medium gray . 
Fine to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Con-
tains skeletal debris with minor ooliths . Abun-
dant brachiopods. Thick bedded. Moss covered . 
Basal contact welded. 
8 . 0 
( 1. 0 foot above base) 1. 3 
5 Grainstone. Medium to gray brown. Weathers light 
gray. Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Composed 
of coated skeletal debris, crinoid rubble, and 
minor ooliths. Crossbedded. Medium bedded . 
Poorly exposed. Rough weathering. Basal contact 
covered. 
(4 . 0 feet above base) 4 .4 
4 Cove re d interval. 1 .5 
3 Grainst one . Light to medium gray b rown. Wea t he rs 
medium gray . Medium to coarse graine d . Poorly 
sorted. Composed of coated skeletal grains . 
Con tains c rinoids, bryozoans, and b rachi opods . 
Thick bedded . Poorly exposed. Smooth weather-
ing . Basal contact covered . 
(0 . 8 foot above base ) 0 . 8 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - estima ted thickness 
2 Covered interval. Forms a steep , g r assy slope with 
rare mudstone talus . 
HI NDSVILLE FORMATI ON - pa rtial thickness 
1 Limes t one . Medium blue gray . Weathers l ight gray . 
Ve ry fine grained . e ll sorted . Contains 
spiriferid b rachiopods . Thick bedded . Exposed 
in stream bed . Cove re d laterally . Smooth 
weathering . Basal contact covered . 
(2 . 0 feet above base) 
-1 9-
95 . 0 
95 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
Measured Section 199 : No rth Gum Creek 
Loca t ion : W½ SE~ sec. 28 , T. 15 N., R. 22 E., Cherokee County , Oklahoma . 
From the intersection of Route 82 and Route 62 west of Tahlequah , 
drive south 4.9 miles on Route 82 to a paved county road across f r om 
the Ga teway Grocery. Turn southwest ( right) and continue 4 . 2 miles to 
a Fayetteville road cut on the east side of the road. The section 
begins on the top of the Hindsville at the foot of a slope near road 
level. 
This section was measured on April 8, 1980. It has a well exposed 
Fayetteville interval and a thin, poorly exposed Pitkin. The basal 
Pitkin units are partially covered. A karst feature may be observed 
within the Pitkin at this section. 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKJ.'./ESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
8 Packstone. Medium gray. Weathers light gray t o rust 
brown. Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Cong lom-
eratic. Contains reworked skeletal debris. 
Medium bedded. Covered laterally . Slightly 
sandy. Basal contact welded. 
(sampled at base) 0 . 5 
PITKIN LIMESTONE - partial t hickness 
7 Grainstone. Medium gray . Weathers ligh t gray . 
Medium to coarse grained . Poorly sorted . 
Composed of skeletal debris . Medium bedded . 
Well exposed. Slumped laterally. Rough 
weathering . Basal contact undulating . 
( 1 . 0 foot above base ) 
-15 0-
4 . 9 
'- . 5 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
6 Packstone and shale. Medium gray . Weathers light 
gray. Fine to coarse grained. Poorly sorted . 
Composed of skeletal debris. Abundant bryozoans. 
Thin to medium nodular bedding. Fonns a re-
entrant. Contains thin grainstone lenses. 
Basal contact undulating. 
(sampled at base) 1 . 0 
5 Packstone. Dark blue gray. Weathers light gray brown. 
Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Contains bryo-
zoan and crinoid skeletal debris with minor 
brachiopods. Medium bedded. Poorly exposed. 
Basal contact covered. 
(1.0 foot above base) 1.4 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 35.7 
4 Covered interval. 1.5 
3 Mudstone and shale. Dark blue gray. Weathers light 
gray. Minor fossils. Basal contact gradational. 
(2.0 feet above base) 20.2 
2 Shale. Black. Weathers black. Ironstained. 
Fissile. Basal contact sharp where exposed. 
(no sample ) 14 . 0 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION - partial thickness 
1 Grainst one. Medium gray brown. Wea t hers medium 
brown . Coarse grained . Poorly sorted. Composed 
of skeletal debris . Abundant c rinoids. Thick 
bedded. Poorly exposed. Basal contact covered . 
(0 . 2 foot above base ) 0 . 2 
Measured Sec ti on 200 : So uth Game Reserve 
Locati on : SE~ SW~ sec . 21 , T . 14 N. , R. 21 E., Cherokee County Oklahoma . 
The directions to this section are comp lex and it is rec ommended 
that the Q alls Quadrangle 7 . 5 minute topographic map be consulted 
before attempting to locate his section . 
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From the intersection of Rou t e 82 and Route 26 west o f Tah leq uah , 
d rive west 7 . 7 miles on Route 62 to the Zeb entrance of t he Gruber 
State Game Management Area. Pennission t o e nter the game reserv e must 
first be obtained from Monte M. Dodson, the area manager (918 - 457 - 45 75 ) . 
From the Zeb entrance, drive south 3 . 4 miles to the reserv e headquarters . 
A key may be obtained from John Martin, the reserve c aretaker. Continue 
driving south 5.6 miles and take the west ( right ) fork in the r oad . 
Proceed south 1.0 mile to a locked gate. Enter the reserve and drive 
an additional 5.1 miles to an open field on the north ( right) side of 
the road. Park and walk north along the western edge of the field to 
the northwest corner. Find the head of a small stream and follow it 
north for 0.25 mile to Sausbee and Pitkin bluffs. Painted unit numbers 
should be seen on the west facing bluff. 
This section was measured on April 9, 1980. It is moderately 
well exposed even though some problems were encountered making accurate 
offse ts. The units are laterally consistent within the Pitkin . The 
Pitkin-Sausbee contact is difficult to place because of the absence of 
abundant quartz grains and conglomeratic lithologies in the basal 
Sausbee . 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATI ON 
9 Grainston e . Medium g ray b r own . We at he r s me dium g r a . 
I r onstained . Very coars e g r ained . Poo r ly so rt ed . 
Cont ain s qua r t z and skeletal g r ains . Poorly ex-
posed . Friable . Rough weathering . Relief on 
the unconformity is less than 0 . 5 foot . Basal 
contact undulating . 
(s ampled at base) 1 . 0 
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UNIT NO. LITHOL OGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
PITKIN LIMESTONE - partial thickness 31 . 2 
8 Grainstone . Medium gray . Weathers light gray brown. 
Very coarse grained. Poo rly sorted. Contains 
skeletal debris with minor ooliths . Thick 
bedded to massive. Well exposed l ocally . 
Covered and slumped laterally . Weathers rough 
and r ounded. Basal con tact covered . 
(5.0 fe et above base) 12 . 2 
7 Covered interval 2 . 8 
Offset southwest 50 feet to the north facing bluff on top of unit 6 . 
6 Packstone and grainstone. Medium to dark gray. 
Weathers medium gray brown. Coarse grained. 
Poorly sorted. Composed of crinoid, bryozoan , 
and brachiopod skeletal debris with minor 
ooliths. Rare shale partings. Thin t o medium 
nodular bedding. Well exposed. Petroliferous. 
Basal contact undulating. 
(2 .2 feet above base ) 
5 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers light g ray b r own . 
Medium grained. Well sorte d . Skeletal grains 
are coated. Grades upward into a pure oolite . 
Medium bedded t o massive. Smooth weathering . 
Basal contact undulating. 
(2 .5 feet a bove base ) 
4 Grainstone . Medium gray . Weathers light gray b r own. 
Fine grained . Well sorted . Comp osed o f skeletal 
debris . Medium bedded . We l l exposed . Smoot h 
weathering . Basal c ontact un dulating . 
4 . 5 
8 . 2 
( 0 . 5 fo ot ab ove b ase ) 0 . 8 
3 Grains t one. 
brown. 
deb r is . 
r ough . 
(no sample) 
Me dium t o da rk g r ay . We athers ligh t g r ay 
Very coars e g r ained . Poo r ly so r ted crinoid 
Thin bedded . Fo rms a reen t rant . Weathers 
Basal con tact gradati onal . 
2 Packstone . Medi m gray . W athers light gray . Coarse 
to very coarse grained . Poor ly sorted . Cont ains 
brachiopod , bryozoan, and c rinoidal d bris . Thick 
bedded . 11 expos d . Rauh weathering . Basal 
contact covered . 
(1 . 2 fe t above b se) 
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0 . 5 
U IT NO. LITHOLOGY 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 
l Covered in terval . Gen t le slope below Pitkin bluffs 
is assumed to be Fayetteville. No measurement 
attempted. 
Measured Section 201 : No rthwest Qualls 
THICKNESS 
(FEET) 
Location: W½ NE¾ sec. 35, T. 15 N., R. 21 E., Cherokee County, Oklahoma . 
From the intersection of Route 82 and Route 62 west of Tahlequah , 
drive west 7.7 miles on Route 62 to the Zeb entrance of t he Gruber 
State Game Management Area. No permission is necessary to get to this 
section because it is located on public land. Drive south 7 .5 miles 
than turn east ( left ) onto a side road and proceed 0.3 mile to t he 
bottom of a stream valley . Walk north (upstream ) about 200 feet to 
painted unit numbers on the west (left) bank. 
This section was measured on Ap ril 10, 1980. This exposure has 
the dis tinction of forming no steep bluffs. The beds are exposed in a 
series of stair-steps along the stream . An interesting congl omerate 
can be seen at the base of the Sausbee Formation. 
UN I T NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATI ON 
12 Sandst one . ~e dium gray . Weathers rust b r own. Pre -
dominant ly coar s e g rained . Congl omer a t ic . 
Poo r ly sorted . Fri ab le t o fi rm . Angu l ar to 
s bangula r q a r z g r ains . Thin to medium b dded . 
Basal con tac n dulating . 
( B - 1 . 0 foot above base ) 
( A - s amp 1 e d at b as ) 1. 5 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNES S 
( FEET ) 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 22 . 8 
11 Gr ainst one. Me di um gr ay brown to buff . Weathers medium 
gray b r own. Fine to medium grained . Well sorted. 
Contains ooliths an d coa t ed skeletal grains . Thick 
bed ded , we a t her i n g thin bedded . Poo r ly exposed . 
Covered late r ally . Basal con tact covered . 
(3 . 0 f eet above base ) 6.5 
I 
10 Covered i nterval. 0 . 8 
9 Grainst one. Medium gray . Weathers me d i um gray b r own. 
Fine t o c oarse g raine d . Variable sort ing. Contains 
skeletal debris with oolitic lenses. Cr os sbedde d . 
Thin bedded. Well e xposed. Rough weatheri n g . 
Capped by a thin mudst one. Basal c ontact covered . 
(1.8 feet above base ) 4 . 2 
8 Covered interval. 0 . 5 
7 Mudstone. Dark blue gray . Weathers ligh t t o me dium 
gray . Sparsely fossilifer ous. Thin packst one 
and wackest one l e nses. Thin t o medi um b e dded . 
Moderately well e xp osed. Basal c ontac t covered . 
(2.6 f eet above b ase ) 3 . 6 
6 Covered i nt erv a l . 2 . 5 
5 Grainstone. Ligh t gray . We a t hers medium gray brown . 
Fin e to medium grained . Moderately well sorted. 
Oolitic with minor coated skeletal grains . Cross -
laminated . Well exposed . Thick bedded . Weathers 
r ough and angular . Foss ils stand out f r om wea t hered 
surface. Basal contact undulating . 
(1 . 0 foot above base) 2 . 0 
4 Grainstone . Medium gray . Weathers medium g r ay brown . 
Coarse grained . Poo r ly sorted. Predominan t ly com-
posed of crinoid skeletal deb ris . Mino r coated 
grains . Cross - laminated . Thin bedded. Poorly ex-
posed . Rough weathering . Basal c ontac t undulating . 
(0 . 5 foot above base) 1 . 0 
3 Cove red in t erval . 0 . 3 
2 Mudsto ne . Dark blue gray . Weathers light ray . Thin t o 
medium nodular bedd'ng . Sparsely fossiliferous . 
Cove r ed laterally . Basal contact covered . 
(0 . foot above base) 1 . 4 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THI CKNESS 
(FEET ) 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - partial thickness 15 . 0 
15 . 0 1 Covered interval. 
Measured Section 202: Hopper Flat 
Loca t ion : NW¾ NE¼ sec. 33, T. 15 N., R. 23 E ., Cherokee County , Oklahoma . 
From the intersection of Route 100 and Route 82 north of Cookson, 
driv e east 4.0 miles on Route 100 then turn south ( right ) onto a gravel 
r oad. Proceed 2 . 2 miles southeast then turn south (left ) and cross a 
bridge . Continue driving south 2 . 5 miles to a smaller gravel road . 
Turn west ( right ) and drive 1.5 miles to a gate. Enter and continue 
driving west on an abandoned ranch road 0 .25 mile t o the end of a field . 
Cross a north-s outh fence line on foot and proceed nort hwest about 150 
yands obliquely down a steep north facing slope to a stream valley . 
Walk down the stream about 100 y ards to the Pitkin exposure. 
This section was measur ed on April 16, 1980 . The Pitkin section 
is thicker in this area than adjacent localities in the eastern half o f 
the field area . The section is also fairly well exposed . Relief on 
the Pitkin- Sausbee contact is less than 1 . 0 foot . 
UN IT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
12 San dstone . Light brown . Weathers rust brown . Fine 
grained . ell sored . Subangular to subround d 
quar z grains . Well cem nted . Pebble inclusions . 
Basal contac weld d . 
(s ampled t bas ) 0 . 5 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 






Grainstone . Light to medium gray . Weathers medium 
gray. Fine to medium grained. Well sorted. 
Fines upward. Sparsely fossiliferous . Oolitic . 
Packstone lenses. Thick bedded. Moderately 
well exposed. Smooth wea t hering . Basal 
contact covered. 
(3 . 0 feet above base) 
Covered interval. 
Grainstone. Light to medium gray. Weathers light 
gray brown. Medium grained. Well sorted. 
Oolitic with minor skeletal grains. Mino r 
cross-laminations. Medium bedded. Smooth 
weathering. Capped by a thin mudstone. Basal 
contact sharp. 
( 1.0 foot above base ) 
Grainstone. Medium gray . Weathers light gray . Fine 
grained with coarse skeletal inclusions. Poo r l y 
sorted. Minor crossbedding. Thick be dded . 
Well exposed. Smooth we a thering. Basal contact 
undulating. 
(3 . 0 fe et above base) 
Wackestone and shale. Medium blue gray . Weathers 
ligh t gray . Fine to medium grained. Poorly 
sorted. Fossiliferous containing abundant 
brachiopods . Thin , nodular bedding . Fo rms a 
reentrant with shale wea t he ring out . Thickness 
variable laterally . Basal contact sharp. 
(0 . 5 foo t above base ) 
Offset 12 feet southwest on top of unit 6 . 
6 Wackestone. Da r k gray b r own . Wea t hers light t o 
medium gray . Ve r y coarse grained . Poorly sorted . 
Cont ains crinoids , bryozoans, brachiopods , and 
gastropods . Grades upward into a packst one . 
Medium bedded . Laterally pers is tent . Rough 
weathering . Well exp osed . Basal contact cove re d . 
4 . 0 
5 .5 
2 . 3 
4 . 5 
1.0 
( 1. 0 f oot ab ove base ) 2 . 0 
5 Cove r ed i nt erval . 9 . 5 
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NIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKl ESS 
( FEET ) 
4 Grainstone . Light to medium gray . Wea t hers light 
3 
2 
gray brown . Coarse grained. Poorly sorted . 
Fossiliferous containing abundant crinoid stems . 
Minor c ross-laminati ons. Medium bedded. 
Covered laterally. Smooth weathering . Basal 
contact covered. 
(0 .5 foot above base ) 
Covered interval. 
Mudstone . Medium to dark gray brown. Weathe rs 
medium gray . Ironstained . Sparsely fossili -
ferous. Abundant brachiopods . Thick bedded . 
Laterally persistent forming a distinct bluff . 
Weathers rough and angular. Petroliferous. 
Basal contact covere d . 
(1.5 feet above base ) 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - partial thickness 
1 Covered interval. Talus indicates possible 
Fayetteville-Pitkin contact . 
Meas ure d Section 203: Owl Mountain 
1.5 
1.2 
4 . 0 
7 . 7 
7 . 7 
Lo cati on SE~ NE~ sec . 35 , T. 15 N., R. 23 E., Che r okee County , Oklahoma . 
From the intersection of Route 100 and Route 82 north of Cookson, 
drive east 4.0 miles on Ro ute 100 then turn south ( right ) onto a gravel 
r oad . Proceed 1 . 6 miles and cross Dry Creek at a ford . Cont inue 
driving sou t h 0 . 4 mile to a small yellow house . Obtain permissi on t o 
enter from the landowner and drive south 0 . 2 mile on a ranch r oa d t o an 
open pasture . Park and walk east from the main ran ch r oad on a sma l er 
side road about 100 yards to a Fayetteville Shale qua r ry cut into the 
hillside o n the south ( right) side of the road . Pitkin bluffs are 
located approximately 150 feet sou h ( pslop) from th quar B n , 
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Moo re field , and Hindsville exposures are located in a small stream 
valley 100 feet n orth of the quarry . 
This se c ti on was measured on April 17 and 18, 1980. The Pitkin 
interval is well exposed but slumping requires several offsets. The 
Basal Sausbee can be seen as a sandstone infilling rivulets on the top 
of the Pitkin. The Nodular Limestone and Shale Facies is well exposed 
where the section is measured but is covered laterally. Carbonate 
rocks, which may either be Moorefield or Hindsville, are intermittently 
exposed beneath the Fayetteville. 
UN IT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
14 Sandstone. Light rust brown. Weathers dark brown. 
Medium grained . Well sorted. Subangular to 
subrounded quartz grains. Friable to firm. 
Found on upper Pitkin surface filling in 
rivulets. 
(sampled at base) 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
13 Grainstone. Medium gray brown. Weathers light brown . 
Medium t.o coarse grained . Poorly sorted. Mixed 
skeletal and oolitic composition . Thin bedded. 




(0 .5 foot above base ) 0 . 8 
12 Limestone. Ligh t gray . We athers light gray . Very 
fine grained . Well sorted . Sparsely fossili -
ferous with minor crinoids . Thick bedded . Forms 
a small bluff . Rough weathering . Petroliferous . 
Basal contact sharp . 
(1 . 5 feet above base) 2 . 0 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
11 Packst one and gr ainst one. Me di um g r ay b r own. Wea t he r s 
light to me dium gray . Me di um t o coarse gra ine d . 
Skeletal inclusions. Mudstone l enses. Rare 
oncolites. Abundant brachi opods. Medium t o t hin 
nodular bedding. Poorly exp osed. Sh ale weathers 
out. Covered laterally . Measure d by offsetting 
north along bedding planes. Basal contac t undu-
lating. 
(3.0 feet above base ) 4 .5 
10 Mudstone and wackestone . Medium to dark gray . Weathers 
light to medium gray . Very fine grained with 
coarse skeletal inclusions. Minor bryozoans, 
brachiopods, crinoids, and gastropods. Medium 
bedded. Poorly exposed. Smooth weathering . 
Basal contact covered . 
(1.0 foot above base ) 1.5 
9 Covered interval. 1.8 
Offset 200 feet northeast on top of unit 7. 
8 Packstone and grainstone. Medium gray. Weat hers 
medium gray . Medium to coarse grained. Poorly 
sorted . Skeletal grains are coated. Minor 
ooliths . Becomes coarser upward . Thick bedded. 
Slumped . Well exposed laterally . Basal contact 
gradational. 
( 2. 7 feet above base ) 
7 Mudst one. Medi um g r ay b r own. Weathers me dium g r ay . 
Abundant brach i op ods. Thin to me di um bedded . 
Well exp osed. Weathers r ough an d an gu lar. For ms 
a small c liff . Basal cont a ct g radational . 
(3 .6 fe et a b ove base ) 
6 Mu ds t one an d shale . Medium g r ay brown. Weathers light 
g r ay . Sparsely fossiliferous cont aining productid 
brachiopods . Thin to medium nodular bedding . 
Shale weathe rs ou t . Forms a reentrant beneath unit 
7 . Covered laterally . Bas al contact covered . 
3 .5 
4 . 2 
(0 . 5 foo t above base) 1 . 2 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE . 0 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
5 Covered interval . 34 . 5 
4 Shale . Black . Fissile . Very thin bedded. Well 
exposed in a small quarry along ranch road . 
Basal con tact sharp. 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION 
9 . 5 
14 . 8 
3 Grainstone. Medium gray brown. Wea t hers medium gray . 
Medium to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Coarse 
skeletal inclusions. Crinoi ds , bryozoans , brachio-
pods, and minor gastropods. Medium bedded. Basal 
contact sharp. 
( 14 feet above base ) 14.8 
MOOREFIELD FORMATION 
2 Wackes tone. Dark blue gray to black. Weathe rs gray 
brown. Fine grained with coarse crinoid s keletal 
inclusions. Poorly sorted. Medium bedded . 
Basal contact sharp. 
7 . 4 
( 4 . 0 feet above base ) 7 . 4 
BOONE GROU P 
1 Chert. White to light gray . Weathers g ray brown . 
Capped by a fine graine d chert pebble c onglomerate. 
No measurement attempted . 
(1.0 foot below top ) 
Measured Secti on 204 : Carter's Ranch 
Locati on: SE¾ NE\ s ec 15, T . 15 N., R. 22 E., Cherokee County , Oklahoma . 
Fr om the i nterse c t ion of Route 82 and Route 62 wes t of Tahlequah, 
dri ve sou t h 4 . 8 miles then t u rn wes t ont o a p r ivate d r iveway that leads 
to the home of the landowner , Mr . Levi Carter . Obtain pennission t 
e nter the land and drive o r walk west on the main ranch road about 1 . 0 
mile to a north- south fence line . Follow the fence line outh for 
pproximately 75 yards then t rn east and walk 25 yards upslop t 
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s mall Pitkin bluff . The se c ti on s tarts a t the top of t he Hindsvil e 
Formation just e ast of the f ence line. 
This section was measured on April 19, 1980 . Th e se c ti on appea r s 
to be located near a fault causing the beds t o dip to the east between 
10° and 20° . The exposed Pitkin at this locality looks like Sausbee . 
It is a rough weat he ring grainst one . The basal Sausbee is a r ust b rown, 
f riable, quartz sandstone . 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSB EE FORMATION - partial thickness 3 . 7 
9 Covered interval. 3 . 5 
8 Sandstone. Gray brown . Weathers rust brown. Medium 
grained. Well sorted. Subrounded. Pebble in-
clusions . Firm to hard . Thin bedded . Crossbedded . 
Calcareous. Basal contact welded locally, undula-
ting laterally . 
( s amp 1 e d at b as e) 0 . 2 




Mudst one . Dark blue gray . Wea t hers light gray . 
Sparsely fossilife r ous . Covered late r ally . 
contact covered . 
(sampled at base ) 
Covered interval . 
Dense . 
Basal 
Packst one. Me dium g ray brown. Weat hers medi um gray . 
Medium to coars e g r aine d . Poo r ly so rte d . Com-
posed of c r i no i d an d bryozoan deb r is wi th mino r 
b r achiopods . Forms a small bluff . Wea t hers 
r ough an d angula r. Basal con tact undulating . 
( 2 . 0 feet above base) 
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0 . 1 
2 . 8 
2 . 8 
U IT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
4 Lime ston e and shale . Me dium g r ay . Weathe r s ligh t 
g ray . Coarse graine d . Poo r l y so r ted . Com-
posed perdominantly of c rinoid deb r i s. Medium 
nodular t o wavy bedding . Wea t hers r ou gh an d 
r ounded with fossils s tan di ng out. Shale 
weathers out. Slumpe d i n par t . Uni t fo r ms a 
reentrant. Basal c ont ac t covered . 
(sampled at base ) 1 . 6 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - estimated thickness 78 . 0 
3 
2 
Covered interv al. 
(float sample ) 
Covered interval. 
Blocky mudstone t o wackest one talus. 
18. 0 
60 . 0 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION - estimated thickness 10 . 0 
1 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers gray brown. 
Medium to coarse grained. Well sorted. Contains 
coated skeletal grains. Rare brachi opods. 
Medium bedded. Partially covered. Sparse l y 
weathering. Forms low, flat exp osure. Basal 
contact covered. 
(sampled at base ) 10 . 0 
Measured Secti on 205: East Terrapin Creek 
Locat ion: E½ NW~ sec. 33 , T . 14 N., R. 23 E., Che rokee County , Oklahoma . 
Fr om Cookson, d r ive sout h 2 . 1 miles on Rou t e 82 t o a gravel r oad 
across fr om the Sixshoo t er Camping Ar ea entrance . Turn east ( le f t ) an d 
proceed 3 . 7 mi l es t o a gate . Obtain permissi on to enter f r om the r an ch 
fo reman who lives in a small b r own ho use ne x t to the ga t e on t he n o r th 
s i de of the r oad . Cont i nue d r ivin g east on the ran ch road 0 . 8 mile to 
a cattle feeder . Pa r k and walk 0 . 25 mile east ( upstream ) along the 
north b ank o f Terrapin Creek to the painted unit numb rs . The se c ti on 
s tarts o n he t op of the Hindsvil l e Fo nnati on . 
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This section was measured on Apri l 20 , 1980 . When compa re d to 
M. S . 194 , it can be seen that the Pitkin becomes thicker east of 
Tenkiller Lake . Th e Faye tteville is completely cove r ed as well as 
2 to 5 fe et of basal Pitkin. Further to t he east, more Pitkin is 
exposed but the Hindsville-Fayetteville contact is covered. This 
exposure was chosen for measuring because it is the best in the area 
for observing the Chesterian and lower Mo rr owan stratigraphic package . 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
7 Conglomerate. Dark gray brown. Mo ttled. Weathers 
rust brown. Fine to very coarse grained. 
Poorly sorted. Limestone pebble inclusions. 
Mixed quartz and carbonate sand matrix. Medium 
bedded. Basal contact welded, covered laterally . 
(2 .0 feet above base) 2 . 3 
PITKIN LIMESTONE - partial thickness 
6 Grainstone . Medium gray. Weathers medium gray . 
Medium grained . Well sorted. Oo litic with 
skeletal grains. Mino r crossbedding. Thick 
bedded. Smooth weathering . Basal contact sharp . 
(1 . 3 feet above base ) 2 . 5 
5 Grainst one. Medium g ray . Weathers medium gray . 
Coarse g rained. Poorly so rt ed . Compose d of 
skeletal debris . Medium to thi ck bedde d . 
Well exposed . Fo r ms a l ateral ly pe rsist ent 
cliff . Smooth weathering . Basal contact 
g radati onal. 
( 2 . 0 feet above base) 4 . 0 
Offset 15 feet eas t on top of unit 4 . 
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Packstone and shale . Medium g ray . Weathe rs medium 
gray . Medium to coarse graine d . Poo rly sorted. 
Contains coated skeletal grains. Ab undant 
bryozoans and crinoids with mino r gastropods. 
Shale partings 0 .5 to 2 inches thick . Th i n , 
nodular bedding. Shale weathers ou t . Fo rms a 
slight reentrant . Unit pinches out laterally. 
Basal contact gradational. 
(0 .5 foot above base) 
Packstone and grainstone . Dark blue gray to gray 
brown. Weathers medium gray . Very fine to 
coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Be comes coarse 
upward. Composed of skeletal debris. Abundant 
bryozoan fragments. Medium bedded. Forms a 
slight reentrant at base of cliff. Rough 
weathering. Basal contact covered . 
(3 .0 feet above base ) 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 
2 Covered interval. 
HINDSVILLE FOR.i.'1ATION - partial thi ckness 
1 Grainstone . Medium gray b r own. Weathe rs medium gray . 
Ironstained. Medium to coarse grained . Poorly 
sorted . Coated skeletal deb ris. Thick bedded . 
Well exposed. Smoot h weatherin g . Basal cont act 
cove red. 
1 . 0 
3 .5 
26.0 
26 . 0 
3 . 5 
( sampled at base ) 3 . 5 
Measured Section 206 : South Ter rap in Creek 
Loca ti on: NW~ SE~ sec . 31 , T . 14 N., R. 23 E., Che r okee County , Oklahoma . 
From Cookson , drive south 2 . 1 miles on Ro ute 82 to the entrance of 
the Sixshoo ter Camping Area . Permission to enter the land must be 
obtained from ~r . o r ~rs . S tratt on who live in the first house on the 
left as one drives 1 . miles west into the campin area . Drive east 
2 . 5 miles on the gravel r oad op posite th Sixshoo ter entrance to 
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pa r king space #12 . Park there and proceed on foot sou t h , across 
Terrapin Creek, on an abandoned road fo r a distance of 1 . 0 mile . 
Walk west from the abandoned road 200 yards into a wooded ravine 
until a Pitkin bluff is encountered. Follow the bluff north approxi -
mately 50 yards to the painted unit numbers. The section begins in 
the uppermost units of the Hindsville Formation, located 20 yards 
downslope (east ) from the Pitkin bluffs. 
This section was measured on April 22, 1980. The units are 
laterally persistent within the Pitkin. The Fayetteville Shale is 
completely covered. The Pitkin is fairly well exposed fanning a 
pronounced bench at its contact with the Sausbee. 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
6 Grainstone . Medium gray to gray brown . Weathers 
dark gray brown . Ironstained. Fine to coarse 
grained . Poorly sorted . Conglomeratic with 
pebble inclusions. Minor quartz grains. Poorly 
exposed. Covered laterally. Thin bedded . 
Rough weathering. Basal contact undulating with 
a maximum relief on the unconformity of 1 . 0 
foot. 
(sampled at base ) 
PITKIN LIMESTONE - partial thickness 
5 Grainst one. Light t o medium gray . Wea t hers light 
gray brown . Medium t o coarse grained . Poor ly 
so rt ed. Co ntains crinoid deb ris . Thick bedded . 
Laterally persistent. Rough weathering . Basal 
contact undulating . 
(2 . 5 feet above base) 
Offset 10 feet south on top of uni t 4 . 
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2 . 5 
10 . 0 
3 . 0 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
4 Packstone and shale . Medium gray. Weathers ligh t 
gray. Fine to coarse grained . Poorly sorted. 
Composed of crinoidal and bryozoan skeletal 
debris. Medium bedded. Shale weathers out 
leaving loose fossils. Slightly slumped. 
Rough weathering. Basal contact undulating . 
(FEET ) 
(s ampled at base ) 4 . 0 
3 Grainstone. Medium to dark gray. Weathers light 
gray to gray brown. Me dium to coarse grained. 
Poorly sorted. Abundant bryozoan deb ris. 
Wackestone lenses. Minor cross-laminations. 
Supports moss. Covered laterally. Basal 
contact covered. 
(0.2 foot above base) 3.8 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE 
2 Covered interval. 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION - partial thickness 
1 Grainstone. Medium to dark gray. Wea thers light 
gray brown. Coarse grained. Well sorted. 
Contains skeletal debris with minor coated 
grains . Thick bedded . Well exposed. Smooth 
weathering . Jointed in part. Basal contact 
covered. 
(1.2 feet above base ) 





Location: SW~ SW~ sec. 28, T . 16 N., R. 23 E., Che r okee County , Oklahoma. 
Fr om the intersection of Route 100 and Route 82 north of Cookson, 
d r ive east 2 . 5 miles on Rou te 100. Tu rn north ( left ) ont o a paved 
county road an d proceed north across Cane y Creek 5 . 3 miles . Turn 
northeast ( ri gh t ) ont o a private gravel road an d drive 0 . 3 mile to a 
cluster of small houses on the east ( right ) side of the road . Obtain 
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permission to enter the land from Mr. Pegion who lives in t he fi rst 
house . Walk east , up a small valley behind the last house on t h e 
r igh t, un t il lar ge c l iffs of Pitkin an d Sausbee are encountered . The 
Pitkin section is l ocated approximat ely 150 fee t no r th of the stream 
on the l ower po rti on of t he c li ff f ace. 
This section was measured on April 24 , 19 80 . The Fayetteville is 
intermittently e xposed below the cli ff f ace. Th e s harp Hindsville-
Fayetteville contact is exposed in the stream valley , 50 f eet east of 
the Pitkin cliff face. The Pitkin is well exposed with only t he basal 
units covered. The basal Sausbee is variable in lithologic character, 
ranging from a sandy limestone to a conglomeratic sandstone. 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THI CKNESS 
(FEET) 
SAUSBEE FORMATI ON 
10 Sandstone. Medium gray. Weathers li gh t to rust brown. 
Fine to very coarse gr a ined. Poorly s orted . 
Conglomeratic with pebble t o c obble inclusi ons. 
Friable. Changes facies l aterally . Basal cont act 
undulatin g with low relief on t he unc on formity . 
(samp le d at bas e) 1 . 8 
PITKIN LIMESTONE - par tial th i ckness 
9 Wa ckestone . Dar k g r ay . Wea t hers medium to light gray . 
Coarse grained . Poorly sorted . Thin bedded . 
Forms a deep reentrant . Covered laterally by 
slumping. Weathers r ough and angular . Basal 
contact gradational . 
10 . 2 
(s ampled at base ) 0 . 3 
8 Grainstone . Medium t o da r k gray . Wea thers light gray 
b r own . Medium t o coarse gr ained . Poo r ly sorted . 
Oolitic with skeletal grains . Thick bedded . 
Well exposed . Forms a aterally persistent bluff . 
Weathers rough a nd ang lar . Basal contact undula-
ting . 
(1 . 0 foot bove base) 
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2 . 0 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET) 
Offset 40 feet south on top of unit 7 . 
7 Grainstone. Medium gray brown. Weathe rs light gray 
brown. Very fine grained. Well sorted. 
Peloidal. Mudst one lenses. Thick bedded . 
Well exposed. Forms a lat e ral ly persistent 
bluff. Smooth weathering. Basal contact 
gradational. 
(1.8 feet above base) 2 .2 
6 Mudstone and shale. Medium gray brown. Wea t he rs 
light gray. Minor brachiopods. Thin to medium 
nodular bedding. Shale partings weathered out. 
Forms a deep reentrant. Basal contact grada-
tional. 
(not sampled) 0 . 4 
5 Packstone. Light to medium gray. Weathers light gray . 
Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Contains c rin oi-
dal debris. Thin to medium wavy bedding. Well 
exposed. Unit forms a small reentrant at its 
base. Basal contact gradational. 
(1.0 foot above base ) 2.8 
4 Grainstone. Light to medium gray brown. Weathers 
medium gray . Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. 
Crinoid, bryozoan, and b rachiopod skeletal debris . 
Thick bedded. Weathers smooth and r ounded . 
Partially moss covered. Covered laterally . 
Basal contact cove red. 
(2.4 fee t above base ) 2 . 5 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - estimated thickness 
3 Covered interval . 
2 Shale . Black . Weat hers black . Ironstaine d in par t . 
Fissile . Brittle. Poorly exposed. Mino r mud-
st one nodules. Basal contac t s harp . 
HINDSVILLE FORMATION - pa r tial th i ckness 
1 Gr ainston e . Dark gray . Weathe r s medium gray . 
Medium grained . Moderately well sorted . Ooli ti c 
with coated skeletal grains . Thick bedded . 
Poorly exposed . Smooth weathering . Jointed . 
Basal contact covered . 
70 . 0 
67 . 4 
2 . 2 
(sampl~d at base) 0 . ~ 
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Measured Secti on 208: North Elk Creek Ro ad Cut 
Location: NE~ SE~ sec . 31, T . 15 N., R. 23 E., Cherokee Co unty , Oklahoma . 
To reach this section, drive south 1.9 miles on Route 82 fr om t he 
intersection of Route 82 and Route 100 north of Cookson. Thin Pitkin 
exposures can be seen on the east side of the road. 
This section was measured on April 27 , 1980, with the assistance 
of Dr. Patrick K. Sutherland. At this location, the Pitkin exposure 
is thin due to pre-Pennsylvanian erosion. However, the Nodular Lime-
stone and Shale Facies of the basal Pitkin is well exposed, which is 
the exception rather than the rule. The exposure is located near a 
fault and is dipping northeast at 27°. The overlying Sausbee is 
covered with a coarse cobble conglomerate talus. 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION - partial thickness 
5 
4 
Covered interval. Conglomerate talus. 
(f l oat sample) 
Covered interval. 
PITKIN LIMESTONE 
3 Wackestone . Dark blue gray. Weathers rust brown. 
Coarse grained . Poorly sorted . Mudst one l e nses. 
Minor corals. Forms a single thin bed. Poo rly 
exposed. Weathers rough and f riable. Basa l 
contact gradati onal . 
4 . 0 
3 . 0 
1 . 0 
5 . 2 
( samp led at b as e ) 0 . 2 
2 Mudst one and wackes t one . Dar k blue gr ay . Weathe r s 
ligh t gray to blue gray . De nse . Fossiliferous , 
cont aining co r als , brachiopods , and crinoids . 
Medium to thick bedded . Poorly exposed in road 
cut . Basal con tact covered . 
(B-4 . 5 feet above base) 
(A-3 . 0 feet above base) 
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5 . 0 
UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - partial thickness 
1 Covered interval. Abundant blocky mudstone talus. 
Measured Section 209: West Caney Creek 
THICKNESS 
( FEET ) 
7. 0 
7. 0 
Location: NW\ NE\ sec. 3, T. 15 N., R. 23 E., Cherokee County , Oklahoma. 
From the intersection of Route 100 and Route 82 north of Cookson, 
drive east 2 . 5 miles on Route 100. Turn north (left ) onto a paved 
county road and proceed north across Caney Creek 2 . 2 miles . Turn east 
(right) onto a .gravel road and drive an additional 1 . 9 miles to a cement 
bridge that crosses a tributary of Caney Creek. From the bridge , walk 
west along the edge of a pasture 0.25 mile to a wooded promentory that 
extends north into the pasture. Turn south and cross the stream. A 
poorly exposed Pitkin bluff should be seen on the south side of the 
stream. Follow the bluff east to the point where the lowest units are 
at stream level and look for the painted unit numbers . 
This section was measured on April 28, 1980 . It is moss covered , 
and for the most part, poorly exposed . It is easily accessible and 
provides a good data point in the northern part of the study area . 
The re is as much as 1 foot of local relief on the unconformity that 
marks the Pitkin-Sausbee contact. The unconformity can be seen trun-
eating unit 7 of the uppermost Pitkin . 
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UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICK.N ESS 
( FEET) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
8 Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers rust brown. Coarse 
grained . Poorly sorted. Minor pebble inclusions. 
Medium bedded. Forms a resistant, moss covered 
ledge. Basal contact undulating . Relief on the 
unconfonnity does not exceed 2.0 feet. 
(sampled at base) 2.2 






Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers rust brown. Fine 
to coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Contains 
abundant coated skeletal grains. Medium bedded . 
Intermittently exposed. Locally truncate d by 
the pre-Pennsylvanian unconformity. Basal 
contact undulating. 
(samp'led at base) 
Limestone. Dark gray. Weathers ligh t gray. Very 
fine grained. Well sorted. Rare fossil inclu-
sions. Thin grainstone lense is present 0 . 3 
foot above base. Medium, wavy be dding . Later-
ally persistent. Smooth weathering. Basal 
contact covered. 
(2 . 4 feet above b ase ) 
Covered interval. 
Grainstone . Dar k gray . Weathers light gray . Fine 
grained . Well sorted . Oolitic with medium t o 
coarse skeletal inclusions . Thick bedded. 
Laterally persistent . Becomes a pure skeletal 
grainstone upward . Smooth weathering. Basal 
contact welded. 
(0 . 2 foot above b ase ) 
Mudst one. Dark gray brown t o buff . Weathe rs l i gh t 
g ray . Sparse ly f oss ili fe r ous conta i ning 
brach i opods . Thick bedded . Moss covered . 
Basal con tac t un dula t ing . 
(2 . 0 feet ab o ve base ) 




3 . 4 
5 . 5 
2 . 6 
2 . 8 
UNIT NO . LITHOLOGY THICKi~ESS 
(FEET ) 
2-B Wackestone to packstone and shale. Medium to dark 
gray . Weathers light to medium brown . Coarse 
grained. Poorly sorted. Abundant brachiopods 
and bryozoans. Thin to medium bedded. Poorly 
exposed forming a reentrant. Shale weathers 
out, Petroliferous. Basal contact gradational. 
(1.0 foo t above base ) 1 . 8 
2-A Grainstone. Medium gray. Weathers medium gray brown . 
Coarse grained. Poorly sorted. Con t ains abun-
dant crinoid debris. Thick bedded. Moss covered . 
Exposed by digging. Covered laterally. Basal 
contact covered. 
(not sampled) 3 . 0 
1 Covered interval. 1 . 0 
Measured Section 210-A: Irma's Place 
Location: Sw1~ SE~ sec. 12 , T. 15 N., R. 22 E., Cherokee County, Oklahoma. 
From the intersection of Route 82 and Route 100 north of Cooks on, 
drive north 2.85 miles on Route 82 . The section is exposed on the east 
side of the road. 
This section was measured on April 28 , 1980 with the assistance of 
P. K. Sutherland . The exposure is thin, consisting mostly of the Nodu-
lar Limestone and Shale Facies . It is overlain b y coarse, cobble 
conglomerate talus of assumed basal Sausbee Formation. The Sausbee 
blocks contain abundant Mississippian rugose co rals (Sutherland , 1980, 
personal communication) . Some of the cobbles in the con glomerate are 
as much as 4 inches in diame t e r a nd are predominantly composed of mud-
stone and wackestone carbonate textures . The Pitkin thickness at 
this location is questionable because of local faulting , slumping and 
recent excavation. 
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UNIT NO. LITHOLOGY THICKNESS 
(FEET) 
SAUSBEE FORMATION 
3 Covered interval. The grassy slope above the road cut 
is covered with large slump blocks of coarse 
cobble conglomerate. The conglomerate contains 
rugose corals and large clasts of fine grained 
Pitkin lithologies. 
(float sample) 
PITKIN LIMESTONE - estimated thickness 
2 Packstone. Medium to dark gray brown. Weathers dark 
gray brown. Fine to medium grained. Poorly 
sorted. Skeletal grains are coated . Minor 
ooliths. Fossiliferous. Slightly slumped. 
Basal contact undulating to gradational. 
(sampled at base) 
1 Mudstone and shale. Dark gray brown . Weathers b l ue 
gray. Abundant crinoids , bryozoans, gastropods, 
and brachiopods. Medium bedded . Poorly exposed. 
Wackestone and packstone lenses . Basal contact 
covered. 
(C-3. 4 feet above base ) 
(B-3.0 feet above base ) 
(A-1.5 feet above base ) 
Measured Section 210- B: Carter's Cabins 
3.0 
4.5 
1 . 0 
Location: NE¾ SW¾ SW¾ sec . 12, T. 15 N., R. 22 E., Cher okee County , 
Oklahoma . 
This section is located 0.5 mile north of M.S. 210- A on the nor th-
east side of Route 82, just beneath the dr iveway fo r Cart e r' s Cabins . 
This secti on was measured on April 28 , 1980 . I t i s similar to 
M.S. 210-A. The Sausb ee Format ion has been removed by Recent erosion, 
bu t s andy r ubb le can be seen lying on uni t 4 which is inferred to be a 
remnan t of Sausbee lithologies . The measured interval lies just north 
of a fault where a thick, well exposed interval of Fayetteville Shale 
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abuts Pi tkin Limest one as a result of verti cal of f set . 
UN I T NO . LITHOLOGY TH ICKNESS 
(FEET ) 
PITKIN LIMEST ONE - estimated thi ckness 
4 Mudstone. Dark gray . We a thers light blue gr ay . 
Sparsely f ossiliferous. Res i stant t o wea t hering . 
Jointed. Basal contact covered . 
6 . 2 
(sampled at base ) 1 . 2 
3 Covered interval. 2 . 5 
2 Mudstone and wackest one. Dark gray . Weathers light 
gray. Thin to medium bedded. Minor shale 
partings. Highly f ossiliferous. Basal contact 
gradational. 
(2.0 feet above base ) 2 .5 
FAYETTEVILLE SHALE - partial t hickness 
1 Shale and mudstone. 
to rust brown. 
bedded. Black 
inches thick . 
covered. 
Dark gray . Weathers li gh t gr ay 
Sparsely fossili f erous. Thin 
s ha l e is in t hi n be ds 1 t o 2 
Petro l i f erous. Basal con tac t 
(1. 0 fo o t above base ) 
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1 . 7 
1 . 7 
APPENDIX B 
POINT COUNT DATA 
This appendix includes the point count data from both the 
Pitkin and basal Sausbee thin sections. The raw data, from the 
original counting, is converted into fraction percent. All percent 
values are given in the nearest whole number. These fraction percent 
values may be interpreted as being the same as volume percent composi-
tion (see Methods of Investigation, Chapter 1) . 
The counter used in this study had only 13 keys, hence , 
broad terms were used, rather than specific, in order t o encompass 
the largest number of grains under each item as possib l e. Fo r example, 
peloid, the general tenn, was used as an item rather t han pellet, the 
specific term. Grain definitions and de finitions of cement, matrix, 
spar, microspar, and carbonate mud we r e all taken from t he Gl oss a r y of 
Ge ology, second edition (Bates and Jackson, eds ., 1980 ) . 
Items most commonly included in the miscellaneous category 
were all unidentifiable grains, coral fragments , al gal f ra gments, 
spicules , ost racodes, trilobites, and grapest ones or comp ound grains 
(Bathurst , 1971 ) . 
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The last two columns contain the modified Dunham classifi-
cation fo r each Pitkin thin section . In the letter code for modifiers, 
the small l etters c = crinoidal , b = bryozoan, s = skeletal, o = 
oolitic, and p = peloidal. For Dunham's (1962) modified classification, 
the capital letters M = mudstone, W = wackestone, P = packstone, 
G = grainstone, and X = crystalline carbonate. 
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183-2 305 41 59 - 16 25 10 1 - - - 41 - 3 - 4 s p 
183-3 343 24 76 - 19 5 30 39 - - 1 - - 1 - 5 be G 
183-4 338 33 67 1 23 10 16 6 2 - - 35 2 2 1 2 be G 
183-5 332 21 79 6 13 8 9 3 - - - 53 2 4 - 2 be G 
183-6 300 28 72 14 22 6 18 - 1 3 - 13 13 6 1 3 sp G 
184-1 32 3 63 37 - 25 38 8 14 3 - - - 2 5 1 4 s w 
184-2 340 49 51 - 37 11 11 2 4 - 1 25 4 3 - 2 s p 
184-3 340 51 49 - 17 34 10 11 4 - - 11 5 3 - 5 s p 
184-4 316 49 51 6 19 30 5 6 4 - - 19 1 7 1 2 eb p 
184- 5 291 37 63 2 22 15 9 2 3 - - 40 - - 3 4 s p 
185-1 314 86 14 - 4 82 7 2 2 - - - - - - 3 w 
185-2 312 36 64 - 28 8 7 10 11 - - 32 2 9 - 3 s G 
185- 3 309 32 68 ' 19 30 16 3 10 2 7 eb p - 13 - - - -
185- 4 286 25 75 8 14 11 44 6 - - - 10 1 2 2 2 e p 
185-5 312 32 68 40 29 3 5 1 - - - 16 3 1 - 2 OS G 
186-1 353 33 67 39 30 4 6 2 1 - - 12 5 1 - - OS G 
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en L u ,,:i ,,:i c.:, µ. u p... H p... z z u 
186- 2 327 34 66 7 15 19 32 6 1 - - 12 3 5 - - C p 
186- 4 299 68 32 - 4 64 5 10 3 - - - 4 1 - 9 s p 
186- 5 302 28 72 - 7 21 19 17 - - - 16 3 16 - 1 cb p 
186- 6 338 33 67 32 32 1 9 - - - 1 17 6 2 - - oc G 
187- 9 316 88 12 - 85 3 7 2 w - ~ - - - - - - -
187- 10 315 32 68 - 28 4 40 8 1 - - 14 2 3 - - C G 
187- 11 327 23 77 - 15 8 27 8 - - - 33 - 6 - 3 s G 
187- 13 316 46 54 32 42 4 6 - - - - 13 2 - - 1 0 G 
187- 15 333 92 8 - 4 88 - - 2 - - - - - - 6 M 
187- 16 33] 70 30 - 8 62 21 1 1 - - - 6 1 - - C 
w 
187-17 33, 32 68 9 18 14 23 1 1 5 - 20 4 4 - 1 C 
p 
187-18 301 32 68 - 16 16 35 6 4 2 - 13 2 - - 6 C 
p 
187-19 32.: 19 81 41 15 4 21 2 1 - - I. 7 3 
- 2 oc G 
I 
188-2 307 81 19 - 2 79 4 7 5 - - - -
- - 3 w 
188-3 314 40 60 12 21 19 l S 10 4 - - 4 3 3 1 4 s 
p 
188- 5 314 34 66 25 29 5 E 5 2 - 2 
1C 8 1 - 5 OS G 
188-6 387 37 63 12 24 13 
- 15 2 - 22 1 3 - 1 s p I -
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188- 7 326 33 67 38 30 3 3 - - - - 15 8 1 - 2 0 G 
188- 9 308 38 62 41 37 1 3 1 1 - - 9 4 1 - 2 0 G 
188-11 388 35 65 18 34 1 24 3 1 - - 11 3 4 - 1 C G 
189- 2 322 92 8 - 3 89 4 2 1 - - - 1 - - - M 
1.89- 3A 307 69 31 - 1 68 10 15 4 - - - - - - 2 w 
189- 3B 302 l0C - - l0C - - - - - - - - - - - M 
189- 4 293 38 62 15 23 15 10 3 3 - - 24 2 - - 5 s p 
189- 5 301 47 53 3 1.5 31 11 3 5 1 6 11 8 2 - 4 s p 
189- 6 317 41 59 4 2, 13 4 3 2 2 - 40 2 1 - 2 s p 
189- 7 325 37 63 28 2: 14 12 12 - - - 5 - - - 6 0 p 
190- 1 322 95 5 - 6 89 4 - - - - - - - - 1 M 
190-2 314 53 47 - 29 24 26 3 3 lz ·- 5 - - 1 7 C p 
190-3 323 25 75 32 24 - t2 1 - - 1 - 8 2 10 - 1 0 G 
190-4 315 47 53 2 40 7 24 11 4 - - 2 1 - 2 7 s G 
190-5 338 78 22 - 6 72 11 1 9 - - - - - - 1 w 
190-6 305 44 56 12 38 6 - - - - - 9 29 - - 6 p G 
190-7 316 32 68 13 23 9 8 2 1 - - 19 7 6 - 2 s G 
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190- 8 307 32 68 43 31 1 4 - - - - 12 6 2 - 1 0 G 
191- 1 310 98 2 - 2 97 - - - - - - - - - 1 M 
191- 2 313 35 65 48 35 - 2 - 4 - 1 4 5 - - 1 0 G 
191- 3 301 68 32 - 68 - - - - - 4 - 2 - 6 20 X 
191- 4 317 39 61 5 39 - 19 5 5 - - 18 1 2 - 6 s G 
191- 5 307 34 66 17 33 1 13 3 1 - - 22 1 1 3 5 s G 
191- 6 348 30 70 28 25 5 11 2 - - 1 17 4 4 1 2 0 G 
191- 7A 314 73 27 2 24 49 - 1 8 - 1 3 8 - 1 3 C p 
191- 7B 311 33 67 44 32 1 2 - - - - 12 6 - - 3 0 G 
191-8 340 40 60 - 19 ·22 31 14 1 - - 4 2 1 - 1 p 
192- 2 309 36 64 8 34 2 20 20 1 1 - 8 - 5 - 1 s G 
192- 3 358 42 58 8 39 3 14 4 1 - - 25 - - 3 3 s G 
192- 4 305 24 76 21 20 4 11 9 61 - - 21 3 - - 5 s G 
192- 6 307 26 74 29 19 7 12 4 - - 1 16 5 3 - 4 0 G 
192- 7 315 43 57 20 24 19 3 2 2 - 3 5 14 - 3 5 p p 
192-8 317 31 69 19 29 2 15 5 3 2 - 15 8 2 - - s G 
192-9 310 41 59 4 40 1 12 5 - - - 22 9 3 3 l s G 
192-10 324 97 3 - 1 96 1 - 1 - - - - - - 1 M 
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192-11 30 9 22 78 25 20 2 13 1 - - 12 13 11 3 - - 0 G 
19 2-1 2 314 38 62 4 10 28 27 4 1 - - 16 5 2 - 3 s p 
192-13 320 100 - - 1 99 - - - - - - - - - - M 
, 
193-1 328 83 17 - 6 77 6 7 1 - - - 1 - 1 1 w 
193-2 328 30 70 16 15 15 14 2 - - - 25 6 2 2 3 s p 
193-3 313 56 44 - 53 3 30 10 3 - - - - - - 1 s G 
193-4 401 21 79 40 20 2 110 1 2 - - 10 8 4 - 3 o G 
193-5 30 1 44 56 - 7 40 12 2 8 4 - - 8 2 1 2 6 cb p 
19 3-5 (M) 308 89 11 - 2 87 6 1 2 - - - - - 1 1 w 
193- 6 319 38 62 14 38 - 13 5 2 - - 19 2 3 2 2 b G 
193- 7 300 23 77 44 23 - 5 - - - 1 17 5 1 - 4 0 G 
193-8 320 34 66 11 34 - 16 3 1 1 - 2] 2 10 - 1 s G 
193-9 312 32 68 39 32 - 2 - - - 1 18 7 1 - - 0 G 
194-3 32 6 63 37 12 51 7 14 3 - 1 1 4 2 - 3 w -
194- 4 381 80 20 - 38 32 3 11 - - 4 10 2 - - - w 
194- 5 330 64 36 - 8 56 [ 7 4 2 - - 2 3 7 - 1 w 
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195-2 300 100 - - - 10( - - - - - - - - - - M 
195-3 300 90 10 - 7 83 - 3 1 - - - 2 - - 4 M 
196-14 319 59 41 - 9 so 8 9 1 - - 13 2 2 - 6 b p 
196-15 365 46 54 - 32 15 17 10 3 - 1 7 8 7 - - t b p 
196-1 7 300 28 72 29 27 1 13 5 - - - 12 3 8 - 2 0 G 
196-18 313 37 63 6 28 9 7 7 4 - 1 25 3 9 1 - s G 
196-19 306 47 53 3 J.7 10 14 11 4 I 1 1 14 2 2 - - cb G 
196- 20 303 29 71 32 26 3 13 - - - - 7 13 1 - 2 op G 
197- 8 304 51 49 - 46 6 15 2 10 - 5 8 3 2 1 2 s G 
197- 9 313 62 38 - 2 61 11 8 5 3 1 5 2 - - 2 w 
197-10 300 25 75 - 20 5 so 9 4 - - 5 1 3 - 3 C p 
197-11 358 71 29 - 9 61 9 5 11 I- - 2 - 1 2 - w 
197-12 317 89 11 - 2 87 - - 3 - - - 7 - - 1 w 
198- 3 302 42 58 12 40 2 ll 3 15 4 - 1 6 3 - 2 2 s G 
198- 5 326 40 60 4 21 19 ll. 2 11 3 3 - 21 2 - 3 l s p 
198-6 345 37 63 3 23 14 f4 4 2 1 1 1 4 3 - 6 - C p 
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199-5 304 56 44 - 14 42 6 5 3 - 2 12 10 3 - - ps p 
199-6 308 84 16 - 8 77 1 9 2 - - - 1 - - 2 b w 
199- 7 308 52 48 - 25 27 15 5 3 - - 7 2 15 - 1 t b p 
200-2 321 44 56 10 5 29 17 5 2 - 1 11 1 5 2 2 s p 
200-4 302 32 68 l39 31 1 4 - 1 - - 11 10 - 1 2 iDO G 
200-5 307 29 71 15 17 12 34 3 1 - - 9 5 4 - - C p 
200-6 308 73 27 - 17 56 3 6 - - - 12 2 3 - - w 
200- 8 309 39 61 - 34 5 12 2 1 - - 21 1 24 - - s G 
201-2 312 70 30 - 6 64 1 17 9 - - - 1 - - 2 b w 
201- 4 314 46 54 - 12 34 23 22 2 - - 4 - 1 2 - c b p 
201 - 5 309 21 79 55 17 4 3 - - - - 15 4 1 - 1 0 G 
201 - 7 312 93 7 - 4 89 4 1 2 - - - - - - - M 
201-9 308 30 70 47 28 2 5 1 -I - - 12 2 2 1 - 0 G 
201-11 326 33 67 47 32 2 4 1 - - - 7 3 2 2 - 0 G 
202- 2 331 84 16 - 12 72 1 - 3 - - - 7 - - 5 w 
202-4 313 40 60 1 36 4 13 5 2 1 - 32 1 1 2 2 b G 
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202- 6 311 27 73 3 26 1 20 3 - - - 33 2 11 - 1 . s G 
202- 7 319 56 44 - 4 52 8 1 - 1 - 15 7 9 1 2 s p 
202-8 303 29 71 23 29 - 3 1 - 1 - 32 4 4 . - 3 s G 
202-9 363 23 77 69 23 - - - - - - 5 2 1 - - 0 G 
202- 11 310 37 63 6 36 1 3 - - - - 20 28 4 - 2 p G 
203-6 310 91 9 - 5 86 2 - - - - - 3 - - 4 M 
203- 7 316 93 7 - 2 91 1 1 - - - - 4 - - 1 M 
203-8 316 28 72 23 14 14 15 3 1 - - 26 3 - 1 - p 
203-10 323 65 35 1 8 57 1 4 4 - 1 16 3 1 2 3 b w 
203- 11 300 23 77 - 23 1 8 1 - - - 43 1 13 2 8 s G 
203-12 305 67 33 - 21 46 3 - 2 4 - 17 1 2 - 4 p 
203-13 300 25 75 16 23 2 - 1 - - 1 28 25 1 - 3 p G 
I 
204-4 323 65 35 - l3 l 34 11 14 2 \ 3 - - J - - 3 b w 
20 4- 5 306 51 49 - - 51 16 19 4 1 - - 2 - - 1 7 be p 
204- 7 300 U 00 - - - rr oo - - - - - - - - - - M 
205-3 303 48 52 11 17 31 6 5 - - - 24 5 1 - - s p 
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205- 4 307 61 ·39 - 15 4E 10 4 1 - 4 6 6 2 3 3 s p 
~ 
205- 5 300 24 76 - 22 2 19 2 2 - - so - 2 - 1 be G 
205-6 313 26 74 - 22 4 6 5 2 - - 58 - - - 3 s G 
206- 3 300 36 64 - 13 23 5 1 1 - - 52 1 4 - - b p 
206- 4 301 35 64 - 16 19 4 3 - 1 1 51 - 2 - 3 be p 
206- 5 304 33 67 3 31 2 17 4 1 - - 39 - - - 2 eb p 
. 207- 4 311 46 54 - 18 28 14 8 - - - 31 - - - 1 eb p 
207- 5 300 41 59 - 19 22 38 5 1 - - 4 - 1 10 - e p 
207- 7 300 31 69 48 19 12 7 1 1 I - - 6 J 2 - 1 0 p 
207 - 8 300 26 74 19 23 3 8 - 1 1 - 28 12 4 - 1 p G 
207-9 302 77 23 - l26 51 11 - 2 - - 1 - - 5 4 e w 
I 
208- 2 300 64 36 8 5 59 11 1 2 - - 2 3 - 3 6 w 
208-3 308 81 19 4 3 78 5 1 1 - - 2 3 - - 3 w 
209-2 300 43 57 - 20 23 25 - J - - 26 - - 1 2 e p 
209- 3 300 63 37 - 5 58 1 - - - - - 31 - 2 3 p w 
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209- 4 300 34 66 ~o 30 4 1 - 1 - - - 3 - - 1 0 G 
209-6 300 51 49 5 41 10 - - - - - 6 35 - - 3 p G 
209- 7 300 37 63 12 2 35 2 2 - 3 - - 29 3 1 - 3 G 
21 0A-1A 300 81 19 - 20 61 9 - 2 - - 1 - - 2 5 w 
210A- 1B 300 49 51 - 30 19 11 12 3 1 1 23 3 2 1 2 be p 
210A- 2 300 39 61 9 25 14 20 2 1 - - 24 1 - 1 3 be p 
210B- 2 300 76 24 - 12 64 9 4 4 - - 1 - - 3 3 w 
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SAMPLE z u u O' u u u 
183-7 300 23 77 so 23 27 C 
184-6 310 31 69 65 31 4 
185-6 304 40 60 60 40 - C 
186- 7 317 26 74 17 26 57 
187-2 0 300 32 68 17 32 51 C 
188-12 314 39 61 58 39 3 
189-8 302 30 70 4 30 66 ? 
190- 9 301 41 59 9 41 50 
191 - 8 316 60 40 - 60 40 
192-1 4 294 24 76 18 24 58 
193-1 0 323 41 59 6 41 53 
194- 6 310 33 67 3( 33 37 C 
195-4 300 46 54 2 46 52 C 
196-21 313 46 54 6 46 48 C 
197-13 302 43 57 - 43 57 C 
199-8 300 41 59 - 41 59 C 
200-9 331 30 70 11 30 59 
201 - 12 306 43 57 24 43 33 C 
202-12 305 32 68 66 32 2 C 
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TOTAL 
PERCEN1 FRACTION PERCENT BASAL SAUSBEE FORM.ATION 
en z 
en X 
E-< H en z 0:: E-< 
:::> E-< z 
0 ~ w u :::> 
E-< 
0:: E-< H 
w z E-< 
'° w en ?5 :::E:: z w 0 
SAMPI E z u u 
H 
en X 22 z H Q) 
H CG c.., .._J 
22 E-< C1l 
~ I 
w :... 
c.., E-< Q) 
I ~ E 
N E-< z 0 
E-< z 0 ,-, 
CG ~ '° OJ) ~ CG C 
::J w ~ 0 
O' u u u 
203- 14 312 38 62 ~2 P8 -
204- 8 300 30 70 [7 0 30 -
205- 7 303 37 63 po 37 33 C 
206- 6 320 20 80 15 7 20 23 C 
207- 10 304 46 54 3 46 51 C 
208- 5 313 62 38 - 62 38 C 
209- 8 300 26 74 18 26 56 C 






CEMENT AND MATRIX 
50% 
OTHERS 50% OOLITHS 
I 
Contribution of ooliths to the volume of the various Pitkin 
lithologies within the study area. About half of the units have 
0% of their volume ooliths, the o ther half is comp rise d of at least 
1% ooliths indicating a proximity to oolite shoals at the time of 
deposition. 
-190-
CEMENT AND MATRIX 
OTHERS 50% OOLITHS 
II 
Same as C-I except that only the thi ckest meas ured sections are 
plotted . There are fewer nonoolitic units in this plot because the 
effects of the pre- Pennsylvanian unconformity have been removed. 
-191-
CEMENT 
ALLOCHEMS 50% MICRITE- MICROSPAR 
III 
Textural analysis of the Pitkin Limestone. All of the units of 
the measured sections of this study are plotted. There are two 
clusters of points, one represents grainstones and packst ones, wh i l e 
the other represents wackest ones and mudst ones . 
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CEMENT 
ALLOCHEMS 50% MICRITE-MICROSPAR 
IV 
Same as C-III except that only the thickest sections are plotted
. 
There are fewer mud dominated units in this plot because the eff
ects 
of the pre- Pennsylvanian unconformity has been removed. 
-193-








Allochem analysis of the Pitkin Limestone . Only grain dominated 
lithologies are plotted. This particular plot is used to define the 
Oolite, Oolitic, Bioclastic, and Peloidal Facies of Chapter III 
quantitatively. All but one of the units contain some peloids 














Allochem analysis of the Pitkin Limestone . No te how the points 
a r e evenly distributed within the triangle. This plo t is used t
o 
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CRINOIDS 50% BRYOZOA 
VII 
Allochem analysis of the Pitkin Limestone . Coated grains, 
crinoids, and bryozoans are the most abundant grains in the Pitkin 
of this study area . Bryozoans are selectively encrusted by 
Girvanella therefore they are lacking in this plot . The points 
plotted in the portion of the diagram labeled "on co liti c " are mostly 
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~~-:;-------------.... -----------------------~100% A L L0CH E MS 
VIII 
Modal analysis of the basal Sausbee Formation lithologies. Each 
point is from one of the measured sections . The lithologies ran ge 
from pure quartz sandstone t o pure limestone . See Chapter V for a 
detailed explanation . 
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